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Kenyon's long-standing literary
tradition benefits children in
Northern India.
As a counselor at the
Barat Campus of DePaul
University, Rebecca
Hamilton '92 deals with
the challenges and
rewards of helping
depressed and troubled
college students, whose
numbers are increasing
nationally—and at
Kenyon.

by Phil Brooks
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DEVOTED TO THE LIFE
OF THE MIND
Acting President Ronald Sharp
and his wife, Inese Sharp, codirector of the Brown Family
Environmental Center, will leave
Kenyon this summer after thirtythree years. Ronald Sharp has
accepted a position as dean of the
faculty at Vassar College.
by Shawn Presley

4-0 THE RESTORATION OF
QUARRY CHAPEL
by Emily Fillebrowne Briggs '02
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Kenyon appoints three
new trustees
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Karen Hicks conducts research
in genetic engineering
by Linda Michaels
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John W. Snow M'61 H'93 sworn
in as seventy-third secretary of the
treasury
Aviary promotes research, teach
ing, and public education
Kenyon in the news
Tax-exempt prepaid-tuition plan
makes tuition more affordable
Visiting novelist receives $250,000
from American Academy of Arts
and Letters

34
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of Music
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'68 and Megan Wolpert '95
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A fundamental geography
by Molly Westerman '99

Kenyon welcomes Georgia Nugent
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Ted Stanley appointed new head
football coach
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In the rural village of
Ranti, India, a chil
dren's library pro
motes literacy and
helps to erase tradi
tional divisions,
thanks to help from
Kenyon students,
alumni, and faculty.

Ron and Inese Sharp
are leaving Kenyon
after thirty-three years.
The John Crowe
Ransom Professor of
English reflects on his
role as acting presi
dent, his accomplish
ments as provost, and
an intellectual journey
that led him from Babe
Ruth to John Keats.
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ESCAPE AND ENCOUNTER
I was struggling with a paper that seemed to be
going nowhere. It was about conflicts among
the early Christians, I remember, competing
notions of real and illusory, darkness and light,
the earthly, the other, the saved, the mired.
It must have been freshman year, because
my chief sensation was of venturing lost. I had
no fixed friends, I felt like a fraud, and every
thing seemed opaque—the campus with its
maze of courtyards, the behavioral codes of the
prep-school kids, the expectations of my profes
sors, this course in Western origins. Indeed,
Western civilization itself: for that seemed to be
the cnix, and I could see now, amid the casual
allusions to early heresies, that I knew nothing.
I can remember chewing on the word eschatology, and returning from the dictionary with the
realization that this, too, was code, that its
meaning lay in references that led to other ref
erences; that any single concept opened into
centuries of text, commentary, art, investiga
tion, all spreading outward, demanding a whole
education to grasp, reading without end, a life
time of ignorance. Eschatology: I understood
that it had something to do with doom.
So I did what any freshman does who's feel
ing overwhelmed. I escaped. I slid open the
door of my cubicle. Fluorescent light bathed the
line of identical cubicles along the pale wall.
Tliis was a new library annex, entirely under
ground, perpetually, unnaturally lit, like a
prison. I fled up the stairs and walked over to
the old, wood-paneled law school auditorium,
where Jane Goodall was to give three evening
lectures about her study of chimpanzees.
This would be relaxing and mindless. The
chimp lady from National Geographic. It
would be like kindergarten, like TV. There
would be slides.
The hall was packed. I had to grab a seat in
the last row of the balcony, crammed in beside
strangers. The lights dimmed, the slender leg
end came to the lectern, and for the next two
hours we gazed and listened, absolutely mesmer
ized, absolutely captivated.

2
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It was partly Jane
Gcxxlall herself—that
beautiful British voice
of hers, patient, precise,
soothing, and above all cultivated, a voice per
fectly pitched to the enterprise of civilization. It
w;is partly the inherent fascination of the apes,
so clearly alien in their grunts and screams, so
uncannily like us in their gestures and relation
ships, the play of emotion on their faces.
But more than anything, what drew us com
pletely into her world were the stories. We met
Figan, Oily, Freud, the famous David Greybeard,
heart-faced Gilka, high-ranking Hugo, the
matriarch Flo (who would ultimately merit an
obituary in the Sunday Times), Flo's daughter
Fifi, and Flo's peculiar son, Flint, who never out
grew a babyish dependence on his mother.
We followed the chimp clans of the Gombe
nature reserve as we would follow a family saga.
We laughed, we admired; we cooed over the
babies, we cringed at the conflicts. Gcxxlall,
astute observer, sympathetic insider, so clearly
cared about these individuals, and by the time
the lights went up we cared too. It was like a
sprawling novel you would be happy to inhabit
forever. We didn't want to leave.
The next evening, after a more hopeful ses
sion with the Christians, I returned. Within
moments we were all immersed again in
Gombe. But the magic had another layer now,
because we Gcxxlall followers felt ourselves
silently connected, members of the same con
gregation. When Ho fell sick, a dread stillness
spread among us. And when she died, we sat
stricken as Gcxxlall explained how her son Flint
remained with her body at the Kakombe stream,
how in the days that followed he became lethar
gic, refused to eat. His sister Fifi showed up and
grcximed him, but he wouldn't leave with her.
He huddled near the place where his mother
had died, stared vacantly at the water, curled up,
and died himself.
A post-mortem examination of Flint
revealed the usual parasites as well as gastroin-

y
testinal conditions
undoubtedly exacer
V
bated by his depression,
but nothing that would
explain the swiftness of his decline. "We could
only conclude," Goodall said in that even, eru
dite voice, "that he died of grief."
I cannot describe the emotion in the hall at
this moment when the walls collapsed between
study and sympathy, academic and personal,
worldly and spiritual. None of us could move.
None could speak. Each of us was transfixed,
every face bathed in tears.
1 don't really remember the third lecture,
although I undoubtedly went. I know that I was
able to finish my paper despite this strangely
powerful encounter—or maybe because of it: the
catharsis it provided, the perspective.
What 1 do remember is returning to the
library after the whole experience feeling
drained, feeling somehow blessed and grateful.
It was as if I had gone through a kind of reli
gious rite and emerged, not transformed but
renewed, firmer in my belief that the human
capacity mattered: patient study, devotion to
the world and the mind, the interwovenness of
wonder, care, curiosity, research, and language;
the presence of mystery, not in the hereafter but
in the here.
I should add that, for a lot of reasons, I
gradually became a good deal more comfortable
at college. I made friends, learned my way
around, became an inhabitant of the place. I
put a lot of words like eschatology in my tool
kit, although I don't think I ever used that par
ticular word again.
I even developed a fondness for the under
ground library annex. By senior year, the row of
cubicles along the wall reminded me of com
partments in a train traveling through Europe. I
would walk down the row, find an empty one,
and slide open the door, imagining as I went in
that cathedral towns were sliding by, that I had
my ticket and was going someplace.
—Dan Laskin
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Praise and more praise

The latest Bulletin is gorgeous. 1 got mine today,

comes. I usually read the magazine cover to

The winter issue of the Bulletin is fantastic.

and I had to write to say that it's beautiful.

cover soon after it arrives. 1 often find articles of

The issue was not only informative but very

From the design to the writing, from the color

interest that 1 want to share with others by pho

eye catching as well. I might even go so far as

scheme to the class notes, I am very impressed.

tocopying and mailing. But as a librarian, 1

to say "visually stunning!" 1 liked the modern

This is the best issue I've seen since graduating

always feel it necessary to wTite in the citation

look and the many interesting tidbits as well

from Kenyon. Thanks for the gixxl work.

information. It would he so much easier if this

as the articles. 1 also enjoyed the humor of

—Erika Plank '01

information were already there.

the "last page." Great job. I lcx>k forward to

via e-mail

—Carol E. Eyler '73

—Mary Abbajay '86

1 graduated from Kenyon in 1994 and have

Carleton College Library

via e-mail

worked in university publications ever since.

via e-mail

My wife is a graphic designer to boot. Needless

Editor's note: We agree. Consider it done.

Head of Technical Services

future editions.

I would have written sooner, but I couldn't

to say, I love talking about work, so I must say

put the Bulletin down. I'm not sure precisely

that 1 think the evolution of the Bulletin, while

Man cannot live by bread alone

what you did in the redesign, but I love it. It's

radical, represents a fantastic leap forward. I

As a parent of a Kenyon student, I have been

a great issue. I'm glad that the food line is

applaud the new design, from the new paper

highly impressed by the academic offerings at

open to all who wish to come again and

stock to the addition of color.

again. Bravo on creating an utterly enjoyable

The content, while covering traditional

the College. At the same time, I am very per
plexed as to why the quality of the food is nei

issue.

Bulletin topics, meshes news, student accolades,

ther on par with the academics, nor in keeping

—Debra Berkowitz Darvick '78

Kenyon history, sports, and even poetry (a great

with the high cost of sending a student to such a

via e-mail

addition) in a way that keeps things moving

prestigious institution. (Beyond the Serving

and interesting. While I'm biased because of my

Line, Winter 2003).

I thoroughly enjoyed the changed format and

experience in producing Web content, I tend to

style of the latest Bulletin. It made for easy

prefer quick hits of content in rapid succession.

and inviting reading while maintaining many
of the old staples and familiar elements. I

The latest Bulletin seemed, well, for lack of a
better word, very Kenyon. To be less poetic and

To my way of thinking, the fact that Kenyon
is so isolated should be an extra incentive to
improve the quality of the food. Distractions are
few and far between in Gambier, and I feel that

found myself reading it from cover to cover.

more practical, the piece about E.L. Doctorow

at least the basic necessities should be taken into

Where there were boxes within stories, such

was followed by a few pages on the new genera

account. And by "basic necessities," I do not

as the food-services article, I had to wrestle

tion of writers coming out of Kenyon. The sym

mean French fries and Krispy Kreme donuts.
I am not familiar with the food prepared by

within myself regarding which elements to

metry captured Kenyon perfectly. In fact, the

read first and which elements to go back to

entire issue celebrated how Kenyon evolved

Aramark, nor with Sysco's pnxluce. (Maybe I

before turning a page. This is what good jour

and how it continues to evolve.

should consider myself lucky). What I do know,

As stated, I applaud the new design, but I

however, is that, given the same healthy ingredi

—Richard Kochmann '66

think the pieces in the "That's Entertainment"

ents, the difference between preparing an excit

via e-mail

section suffer from overdesign. The photogra

ing meal and an uninviting meal is very small. It

nalism should provide for the reader!

TO OUR LETTER WRITERS
The Bulletin welcomes letters of three
hundred or fewer words. Letters to the
editor may be used for publication unless
the author states the letter is not to be
published. Letters may be edited for
style, length, clarity, grammar, and rele
vance to Kenyon issues. Please address
submissions to: Editor, Kenyon College
Alumni Bulletin, Office of Public Affairs,
Gambier, Ohio 43022. Letters may also be
submitted to alumni@kenyon.edu.

phy in that section was terrific, however, espe

usually boils down to creativity and the passion

cially since it captured people in everyday

of the cook.

situations.

May I suggest some serious thought be

Keep up the good work.

given to making some changes at Kenyon?

—Michael Patrick Rutter '94

Gixxi nutrition may not be reflected in the

via e-mail

students' requests for corn dogs and chicken

Tell me more

life if the United States will be able to reduce

As an avid reader of the Bulletin, and as a librar

its shameful statistics of obesity, diabetes, and

ian, I suggest that the Bulletin consider the idea

related problems.

nuggets. Gtxxi nutrition must become a way of

of running a discreet footer on each page to

I believe that if Kenyon were to offer its stu

identify it as part of the Kenyon College Alumni

dents a healthy and creative menu, the craving

Bulletin and the specific issue from which it

for fast fixxl would be significantly reduced.
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Surely rhe students themselves could be a
part of the solution by participating in
the menu choices or perhaps growing
fresh produce.
Last, hut not least, I see that Kenyon's
mission statement mentions that the College
"focuses upon those studies which are essen
tial to the intellectual and moral develop
ment of its students." Without proper
nutrition, 1 do not see how either of those
can be attained. After all, man cannot live
by bread alone.
—Jan Barnes Franci P'04
via e-mail
A glaring mistake
It was a pleasure to read about Ted Walch '63
in the class notes section of the Winter 2003
Bulletm. He was my son's teacher and mentor
while at Havard-Westlake High School and
the reason my son (William '05) attends
Kenyon hxlay. Ted exemplifies all that is
important in terms of teacher-student rela
tionships, and there is not a student attend
ing Harvard-Westlake today who would not
say he is the best and most beloved teacher
at the schixil.

aLONG

mi DOLE

pATH

OUR MAN IN WASHINGTON

w

hen John W. Snow M'61 H'93

scenes political tales during his days at the

was sworn in as the seventy-third

Department of Transportation, where he
worked at various posts from 1972 to 1976,

secretary of the treasury on

February 3, he became the second Kenyon

including a stint as administrator of the

alumnus to hold a cabinet position. The first?

National Highway Traffic Safety

Edwin M. Stanton, a member of the Class of

Administration.
As chairman of the Business Roundtable, a

1834, served as secretary of war under

policy group composed of two hundred and

Abraham Lincoln.
Snow has held a number of prominent jobs

fifty chief executive officers of the largest U.S.

since his days in Gambier. Before taking over

companies, the staunch Republican formed a

as treasury secretary, he served as chairman and

friendship with President Bill Clinton. Snow

chief executive officer of CSX Corporation.

played a major role in support of 1993's North

Snow guided the transportation giant through

American Free Trade Agreement.
Born in Toledo, Ohio, in 1939, Snow

a period of uncertainty and change, including a
contentious railroad merger with Conrail that

attended Kenyon from 1958 to 1961 before

made headlines for several weeks in 1996.

finishing his bachelor's degree at the

During the turbulent days leading up to an

University of Toledo in 1962. The College

agreement between the two railroads, a

presented him with an honorary doctor of laws

reporter with the Philadelphia Inquirer wrote of

degree in 1993. He already held a Ph.D. in

Snow's "quick wit and ability to hold an audi

economics from the University of Virginia and

ence with tales from behind the scenes at

a law degree from the George Washington

places such as the White House."

University. Snow lives in Richmond, Virginia,

Snow began gathering those behind-the-

with his wife, Carolyn. >3

I enjoyed reading about his flying around
with Paul Newman '49 in the early days. The
author of the piece, however, mistakenly
spelled Lear jet as "Leer" jet, not once, but

GAMBIER IS TALKING ABOUT...

twice! Bill and Moya Lear were life-long fam
ily friends, and 1 would have thought that
the Lear name in terms of commonknowledge aviation terms was part of the
American lexicon. 1 was surprised that such a
simple and easy point to check or edit would
make it into a university-level publication.
I am sure this embarrassed Ted to be the
subject of this interview with this glaring
mistake.

The arrival of spring! Like
much of the northeast,
Gambier experienced heavy
snowfall this winter. On
February 17 classes were can
celed. According to Collegian
records, it was the first time
since 1978 that the College
called off classes due to
inclement weather.

—Michele Adoshek P'05
via e-mail
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Kenyon's Model United
Nations team winning the
Best Small Delegation Award
at the Harvard National Model
United Nations tournament.
The tournament is the oldest,
largest, and most prestigious
of its kind.

The new coffee house slated
to occupy the space currently
occupied by the Red Door
Cafe on the corner of Wiggin
Street and Gaskin Avenue.
Jason Adelman and the hus
band-and-wife team of Joel
Gunderson and Margaret
Lewis will open a coffee
house and bistro in August.
Adelman is the owner of The
Feve in Oberlin, Ohio, and
Gunderson, who grew up in
Gambier, is the son of
Professor of Art Barry
Gunderson.

The redesign of Kenyon's
World Wide Web site. The
new site, which is
expected to debut in July,
will have a more attrac
tive, dynamic design and
will feature more information—and more accurate,
up-to-date information—
about the College.
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Assistant Professor
of Biology Robert A.
Mauck and Jonathon L.
Philipsborn '03 remove a
chickadee for banding
and measuring from a net
set up in the garden of
the Brown Family
Environmental Center.
Next year, the bird will be
recaptured and released
into the new aviary for
additional study.
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immediately identify the bird and
note its weight. Senior Michael

V

Baird is currently working in
Mauck s laboratory, testing the

.

microchip-electronic balance sys
if

tem. Full-scale experiments are
anticipated to begin in the fall.
"Field biology takes an enor
mous amount of time because the

H

-

subjects are free to come and go
at will," says Mauck. "This aviary
will give us a measure of control

Ti

m

over our subjects while still per
mitting us to observe their behav
ior without imposing too many
i

=

I

artificial constraints.
"It's going to he a wonderful
facility, not just for teaching and
research at Kenyon hut as an edu

OLD BARN REFITTED AS AVIARY

cation tool for the whole Knox
County community." 0

A

n old hut handsome

Environmental Science and

barn, located on the

Biology and codirector of the

southeastern edge of

BFEC. He and Assistant Professor

M

birds and save the barn at the
same time."
The new facility, while

the Brown Family Environmental

of Biology Robert Mauck, who

retaining its rustic exterior,

Center (BFEC) property, has been

teaches courses in field biology,

will have state-of-the-art

converted into an aviary, labora

found funding for the project.

equipment to facilitate student

tory, and storage facility that will

"We were very fortunate that

research. Birds will he given two

promote research, teaching, and

Mrs. Ruth Bemis and emeritus

identification hands, one of

public education.

Kenyon trustee William Stroud,

which will contain a microchip.

who are on the advisory hoard of

When the bird lands on a perch

site for the aviary was the brain

the BFEC, were both interested,"

in the aviary, the microchip

child of E. Raymond Heithaus,

says Mauck. "They loved the idea

reader, which is attached to

that it would further research on

an electronic balance, will

Selection of the barn as the

Kenyon s Jordan Professor of

L

v

n

-3

=

£

Jonathon L. Philipsborn '03
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KENYON IN THE NEWS

)

>)

Associate Vice President for

Professor of Psychology Michael

Kenyon is mentioned in the

Finance Teri Leonard was

Levine is quoted in the

Tuesday, January 14. Columbus

quoted in the Monday,

November issue of Good

Dispatch in a story about the

November 11, New York

Housekeeping. The

participation of parents in the

Associate Provost and Professor

Times in a story regarding the

magazine piece focuses

lives of college students. The

of Sociology Howard Sacks and

declining number of colleges

on teens and tobacco

piece revolves around the idea

that accept credit cards for the

and how smoking may

that some parents have become

payment of tuition. Many col

seem like a gtxxl way to lose

tix> involved. Barbara Allen

leges, Kenyon among them, no

weight among teenage girls. "I see

'P04, a resident of Los Angeles,

Edwards hosted the segment on

longer accept credit cards

kids experiencing this pressure to

California, and a member of

the origins of the song "Dixie."

because of the fees associated

look like the successful people

Kenyon's Parents Advisory

The Sackses wrote a book on the

with them. Tire College now

they see on TV, which for

Council, says she believes that

song's history, Way Up North in

uses PhoneCharge, which

teenage girls means the actresses

she strikes the right balance in

Dixie. Howard Sacks says that the

charges a 2.5 percent "conve

on Friends, for example," Levine

giving her son, Michael, room to

tale of "Dixie" is in many ways

nience fee" to the consumer. "If

is quoted as saying.

on Monday, November 11. Bob

grow on the College campus.

the quintessential American

people don't like this," Leonard

"Parents are more involved today

story. "What it tells us is that

is quoted as saying, "they have

than 1 remember my mother ever

black, white, male, female,

other methods of payment open

being. I was always involved in

Southern, Northern, slave, free,

to them," like student loans or

Associate Professor of English

high school, even grade school,"

urban, rural, these aren't separate

payment plans.

Sergei Lobanov-Rostovsky is

Allen is quoted as saying.

realms. The story of the

featured in a full-page spread on

American experience is the story

the front of the arts section in

of movement between these ...

The Kenyon Review was men

the Sunday, January 19,

realms, and understanding the

tioned on the December 3 PBS

Columbus Dispatch.

broadcast of the NewsHour

Lobanov-Rostovsky is praised for »

with Jim Lehrer. Roger

his work as crime-fiction writer

Rosenblatt, who was present

Kenneth Abel, the pen name

the arts section in the Tuesday,

when E.L. Doctorow '52

under which he has written such

December 17, Columbus

w

David Lynn, professor of English 11 creation and re-creation of
and editor of the Kenyon Revie
'Dixie' is really that story encap
is featured on the front page of
sulated in the words and music of

received the Kenyon Review

novels as Bait, The Blue Wall

Dispatch. 1 he story is about

Award for Literary Achievement

Cold Steel Rain, and The Burying

Lynn's latest book, Wrestling With

in New York City in November,

Field. In addition to noting his

Gabriel. The book is "based on ™

mentioned the Review's refer

work ;is a popular novelist, the

true story that happened in Des

ence to Doctorow's "body of

Dispatch discusses Lobanov-

Moines, Iowa," Lynn is quoted as

work" upon presenting the

Rostovsky as a fine teacher of

saying. "I was just fascinated by

award. "Interesting phrase, 'body

Renaissance literature, of fiction

the story of this socialist who was

9f.

13

.

r» - of work,'" said

and poetry writing, and of cine

beaten up by the police and

L • . Rosenblatt, who

matic grammar in Shakespeare

charged with this crime."

IfJ

went on to discuss CXxrtorow's
career as a
writer.

r

6

his wife, Judy Sacks, were feaX|tured on NPR's Morning Edition
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on film.

a single song," says Sacks.
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KENYON BULLISH ON
NEW TAX-EXEMPT

is

PRE PA ID-TUITION PLAN
- /

T

he U.S. Internal Revenue

"The great thing about the

Service has approved a

program is that tuition credit in

new tax-exempt prepaid-

the future is guaranteed whether

tuition plan for private colleges.

or not the expected returns on

The decision cleared the way for

investment are achieved," says

members of a new Tuition Plan

Vice President for Finance

Consortium made up of more

Joseph Nelson. To avoid losses,

than two hundred private colleges

the College will have to achieve

and universities throughout the

a rate of return at least equal to

nation to sell prepaid-tuition par

tuition increases plus the dis

ticipation certificates beginning

count rate. "Obviously, if there

July 1, 2003. The plan will make

is material participation in the

tuition at Kenyon and other pri

Tuition Plan, there will be great

vate colleges more affordable.
Under the program, called the

incentive to control our costs
and keep fee increases to a min

Independent 529 Plan, parents

imum. I see this as a positive

purchase prepaid-tuition certifi

thing," says Nelson.

cates for a specific child but not

Most states have similar

VISITING NOVELIST CLAIRE
MESSUD RECEIVES AWARD
FROM AMERICAN ACADEMY
OF ARTS AND LETTERS

c

laire Messud, who holds

Messud is also the author of

the Thomas Chair in

two other novels, When the World

Creative Writing this

Was Steady and The Last Life.

spring, has received $250,000

When the World Was Steady was a

attend public colleges and uni

from the American Academy of

finalist for the PEN/Faulkner

versities. This is the first plan

Arts and Letters. The literature

prize in 1995. Messud has

invested by the Teachers

targeting students headed to pri

award, called the Strauss

received a Guggenheim

Insurance and Annuity

vate schools. Tuition Plan

Living Award, will bring her

Fellowship and the Addison

Association-College Retirement

Consortium members expect to

$50,000 a year for a period of

Metcalf Award from the

Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF).

be more than competitive with

five years.

for a specific private college.

plans for students who will

Money set aside under the plan—
as little as $25 per month—is

American Academy of Arts and

"What first impressed me

Letters, a prize presented to "a
young writer of great promise."

Investment earnings are tax-

state tuition plans as their assets

exempt and are expected to cover

will be invested and earn

about Claire Messud's fiction is

future tuition increases as well as a

income similar to an endow

the range of her voice," says

pre-paid tuition discount rate that

ment fund. Most state plans

Lewis Hyde, Kenyon s Richard L.

Chair in Creative Writing was

will be offered by the College

have restrictions on how they

Thomas Professor of Creative

established in 1998 when Richard

and/or any of the institutions in

can invest plan assets.

Writing. "Her latest btxik, The

Thomas, a 1953 graduate of the

Hunters, contains two short nov

College and long-time member of

option for saving for attending

els: one seems to come out of

the Board of Trustees, donated

college," says Nelson. 3

Flaubert, the other out of Henry

$1.5 million to endow it. Lewis

today's discounted prices.

James," he says. "Messud is a

Hyde currently holds the position

Discount rates are established

writer who has inherited several

on a permanent basis during the

each year by each Tuition Plan

great traditions and made them

fall semester while a visiting artist

member. Meanwhile, the College

entirely her own."

fills the spot each spring. "3

the Tuition Plan Consortium.
The plan's effect is that par
ents pay for future tuition at

"The plan is an attractive

Kenyons Richard L. Thomas

earns a return on money invested
in the program.
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POETRY BOOMING
AT KENYON

P-J

c

E

\ Ai

veryone around here is

Kenyon and Vassar students

always going on about the

each year.

1940s. But the forties can't

"This series is fabulous for stu

scratch what's going on today!"

Kenyon
President-elect
Georgia Nugent
will take office on
July 1, 2003.

dents because it lets them see that

says John Kinsella, poet, professor

writing is about being in the

of English, and a man not known

world. It's not just about scrib

to shy away from hyperbole. He

bling in your garret. You get your

intends to prove his point with

work out there," says Kinsella,

the Kenyon Chapbook Series.

who has himself published more

Through the efforts of

than thirty btx>ks of poetry

Kinsella, Kenyon has teamed

v

and prose.

with Vassar College to create

1
J

i

*

In its inaugural year, the

the series, which will

Kenyon Chapkx>k

include six poetry col

Scries includes

m
V

lections by selected

collections

KENYON WELCOMES
PRESIDENT-ELECT
GEORGIA NUGENT

o

n Tuesday, February 4,

as well as to people she has

members of the Kenyon

already met in Gambicr—about

community packed

1

m

the "unlikely" subject of love:

Rosse Hall to welcome S. Georgia

love of learning, love of Kenyon,

Nugent as the College's eigh

and love in the sense of tolerance

teenth president. Nugent, who

and shared aspirations pervading

was introduced by David W.

the College.

Horvitz '74, chair of the Board of

•

lit

0i">'

^tef

A

Nugent will take office July 1.

Tnistees, beamed at the warm and

To see a complete transcript of

sustained applause that greeted

her remarks, visit the Web at

her and declared herself honored

http://www.kenyon.edu/crc/nugent.

to undertake Kenyon s presidency.

Ltx»k for a profile of Nugent in the

She went on to speak, with elo

July issue of the Bulletin. O

mi

V
V*9

quence and touches of humor—

9*

and with references to literature

i

*
*
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KENYON APPOINTS NEW
HEAD FOOTBALL COACH
by James Ware Carrington '02,
Michael Cole '03, Andrea
Sargent '02, Jennifer Schalliol
'02, and Katie Tully '04, along

T

ed J. Stanley, an assistant

also meet lofty academic

coach at the University

standards.

of Chicago, has been

I an assistant, Stanley
I coached eleven defensive
[ players who were selected

"This is a great oppor

named Kenyon s new head foot-

tunity for me and a

I to all-conference teams,
including three Chicago

with Vassar's Flora Kim. In the

hall coach. Peter Smith, the

chance to put my finger

future, the work of three students

College's director of fitness, ath

print on a program,"

players who were honored

from each college will be chosen.

letics, and recreation, announced

Stanley said. "Kenyon has

as 2002 All-University

"This is a unique collabora

in early February that Stanley has

plenty of fantastic things

Athletic Association First

tion between two institutions

been hired as the thirty-fourth

that historically have been at the

going for it, and we want Ted J. Stanley
to add a championship-

Team selections.

head coach in the 113-year his
tory of the football program.

caliber football team to that list. I

hall-coaching duties, Stanley has

realize that it's going to take a

served as a strength-and-condi-

forefront of American poetry,"
says Paul Kane, a professor of

"We are delighted to have Ted

In addition to his foot-

English at Vassar and a collabora

join our staff, and we anxiously

tremendous amount of work and

tioning coordinator, as well as an

tor on the project.

await his efforts to develop a more

time, but there is already a solid

assistant track coach at Grinnell

balanced and competitive pro

nucleus in place to build upon."

and the University of Chicago.

Kinsella thinks that some of

Originally from Salt Lake City,

Stanley, thirty-two, spent the

the best new poetry is being writ

gram," Smith said. "His coaching

ten on college campuses. "It's a

experience at similar institutions

last two seasons at the University

Utah, Stanley played four seasons

bit like indy rock," he says. "The

will, without a doubt, benefit the

of Chicago as a co-defensive coor

of fixitball at Grinnell and gradu

best rock music, the real art, is

Kenyon program. He not only has

dinator and linebackers coach.

ated with a bachelor's degree in

being played on college radio sta

a strong vision of where Kenyon

The Maroons went a combined

history. He later moved hack to

tions and doesn't make it to the

fcxitball needs to go, but also the

10-8 in those two seasons.

Salt Lake City to earn a master's

mainstream pop charts. It's much

talent and command to steer the

the same with poetry."

program in that direction."

degree in exercise and sports sci

Prior to his work at Chicago,
he spent three seasons at his alma

ence from the University of Utah.

mater, coaching the defensive

While at Utah, he also served as a

College bookstore, the chap-

Grinnell College, takes over

line and special teams. At the

graduate assistant coach for three

books sell for $3 each, with any

for Vince Arduini, who

time, the Grinnell program was

seasons, before being hired as the

profits going to Kenyon College

resigned from the position in

struggling to remain competi

university's director of fcxitball

scholarship funds and to the

November after eight seasons.

tive, but Stanley worked with

operations for two seasons.

Kenyan Review, which helped

During the last two seasons,

other coaches to turn the pro

design and sponsor the chap-

Kenyon football teams struggled

gram around. During that three-

coaching, Stanley has been associ

hooks. The books may be ordered

with thin rosters and posted

year period, Grinnell improved to

ated with nine winning seasons,

by contacting Susan Dailey, the

back-to-back 1-9 records.

Currently available in the

bookstore's trade book depart

Stanley, a 1993 graduate of

Stanley's priority will he to uti

Overall, in his ten years of

22-8 overall, including a 1998

three howl games, two conference

season in which the team pro

championships, and two teams

duced a 10-0 record and won the

that were ranked within the
nation's top twenty-five.

ment manager, at 740-427-5633

lize his knowledge in reviving pro

or dailey@kenyon.edu.

grams that have faced situations

college's first Midwest Conference

"Obviously, profit is not the

similar to Kenyon's. With five

Championship since 1963.

motive here," says Kinsella.

years of experience at two highly

Grinnell's squad size increased by

ing a competitive, successful, and

"We're about disseminating high-

selective liberal-arts institutions,

twenty players, and Stanley

positive experience for these col

quality literature." O

Stanley has an excellent under

played a vital role in bringing in

lege students," Stanley added.

standing of the process involved

two of the college's largest

in recruiting student-athletes who

recruiting classes.

not only excel on the field but

"In the end, it's all about creat

In his combined five seasons as
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KENYON'S 1967-68 BASKETBALL TEAM
CELEBRATES MEMORABLE SEASON

J

ohn Dunlop '69, Dick Fox '68,

things they learned from listening

11.28 points and 15.1 rebounds

being his last. He finished his

Kit Marty '69, head coach Boh

to us is that winning is at least as

per game, while Terry Parmalee

career on campus with an overall

Harrison, and other members

record of 95-119.

much attitude as it is skill. 1 think

tossed in 13.9 points and grabbed

of the 1967-68 Kenyon basketball

what set our 1967-68 team apart

8.8 rebounds per game. Marty

"It was so good to see Coach

team returned to campus in

was the camaraderie that we had

averaged 7.6 points and 10.3

Harrison again and watch his face

February to celebrate the thirty-

and how we felt that no one was

rebounds per game.

as he saw each of the teammates as

fifth anniversary of one of the best

going to heat us."

seasons in the College's history.

John Rinka, a three-time All-

they returned," Marty added. "1 le

During that memorahle 1967-

American, ranked sixth among all

was and is a special man and a fan

68 season, the Lords were ranked

players in the National Collegiate

tastic coach. Of all the memories I

victory over Hiram College,

nineteenth in the nation and

Athletic Association (NCAA)

will have of this weekend, includ

members of 1967-68 team were

wound up breaking thirty-six

with a scoring average of 31.8

ing seeing almost all the team

presented with a commemora

College records and fourteen con

points per game. Unfortunately,

together again, watching the cur

tive photo and honored for their

ference records. As a team, the

Rinka's plans to attend the

rent Kenyon team, and reminisc

outstanding season, in which

Lords led the nation in free throw

reunion were thwarted by

ing about old times, the most

they posted a 23-5 overall record

shcx)ting percentage (79.7),

inclement weather.

and a 10-2 Ohio Athletic

ranked sixth in the nation in

Conference record.

scoring margin ( +17.0), and

during the 1967-68 season, went

ranked ninth in scoring average

on to become the all-time scor

local restaurant on Friday night

(98.6 point per game). Among

ing leader in Kenyon history

and support personnel were able to

and shared memories. Saturday

conference teams, Kenyon was

with 3,251 points, a total that still

attend the reunion weekend.

morning they attended the Lords'

tops in points scored (2,762),

ranks as the seventh-best total in

practice session and met current

scoring average (98.6 ppg), free

the history of the NCAA.

Kenyon players. Following the

throw sh(x>ting percentage (79.7),

Additionally, Rinka still holds the

was a great opportunity for some of

afternoon game, the group headed

rebounding average (55.9 rpg),

College's career records for field

the new guys to meet the alumni

to Peirce Lounge tor dinner and

and scoring margin ( + 17.0).

goals made (1,261), scoring aver

and talk about the history and tra

age (32.8 ppg), free throws made
(729), and free throw shooting
percentage (86.8%).

dition in this program. 1 know our

Harrison coached the basket
ball team at Kenyon for ten sea
sons, with the 1967-68 season

trip back."

During halftime of the Lords'

Team members gathered at a

a reception.

On an individual basis,

"What a fantastic weekend,"

memorable will be the joy all this

Rinka, who was a sophomore

Dunlop ranked seventh in the

Marty said. "It was a pleasure

nation in free throw percentage

meeting all of the young guys and

(88.9%) and was second on the

getting a chance to talk with each

team with scoring average of 24 4

of them. Hopefully, one of the

points per game. Fox averaged

brought to Coach Harrison."
In all, more than twenty mem
bers of the team, coaching staff,

"It was a fabulous time," current
head coach Dave Kunka said. "It

kids had a blast, and I'm sure the
alumni were glad they made the

MEMBERS OF THE 1967-68 BASKETBALL TEAM WITH CURRENT KENYON PLAYERS.
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SPORTS HIGHLIGHTS

MEN S BASKETBALL
Despite being one of the bestshtxiting teams in the North
Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC), the Kenyon men's bas
ketball team struggled through the
2002-03 campaign with an overall
record of 3-22 and a conference
record of 3-13.
The Lords combined to shoot
nearly 44 percent from the fkxir,
but more impressive was the fact
that the they sank 37 percent of
their three-point shots and fin
ished the season with a total of
198 three-pointers. In ten of their
last fifteen games, the Lords con
verted at least 40 percent of their
three-point attempts.
Junior Aaron Stancik led the
long-distance barrage by draining
43 of his 103 attempts. His 41.7
shixiting percentage ranked sixth
among all players in the NCAC.
First-year student Arlen
Galloway wasn't far behind as he
connected on 40 percent of his
three-pointers.
While Stancik and Galloway
unloaded from the perimeter,
senior John Campbell took care
of the team's work in the paint.
Campbell wrapped up his final
season in a Lords' uniform by
leading the team in scoring (17.4
points per game), rebounding (6.8
rpg) and blocked shots (1.4 bpg).
He finished his career with a total
of 750 points, 364 rebounds, and
68 bkx:ked shots.
The Lords were also accurate
at the free throw line, where they

combined to sink 73.6 percent of
their attempts—the third best
output in the conference. On an
individual basis, first-year guard
Matt Formato led the team in
free throw attempts (114) and
free throws made (98). His
shooting percentage of .860 not
only led the Lords, but also was
the third-best among all players
in the conference. Formato was a
pleasant surprise for Kenyon, as
he concluded his first season of
play with a scoring average of
15.0 points per game. He also
contributed 60 steals and 33
assists.
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WOMEN S
BASKETBALL
Defense was the name of the
game for the 2002-03 Kenyon
women's basketball team. The
Ladies held their opponents to
an average of just 59.5 points per
game, the fourth-best average in
the North Coast Athletic
Conference (NCAC). The M
Ladies also ranked third in the
NCAC by allowing opponents
to connect on just 38.2 percent
of their shots.
Throughout the season,
Kenyon held eleven opponents
to under twenty field goals and
didn't let nine opponents score
more than 55 points. During a
four-game stretch in the middle
of the season, the Ladies gave up
an average of just 45.0 points
per game.

KENYON

V

i

I
£

I

Junior guard Aaron
Stancik lines up a
shot against

I
V

M1

I

'y-

Wittenberg
University.
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also shot 46.4 percent from the

| second consecutive season, and

floor and averaged 4.5 reKiunds

: first-year student Andrejs Duda,

per game. Wittman, the teams

; Kenyon won fifteen of the twenty

most accurate three-point

: events contested, including a

shooter, finished with 36 treys

; sweep of all five relay events for

and a 7.8 scoring average.

: the third straight season. Both

Sophomore Dana Halicki

; Courtney-Brooks and Duda

improved upon her first-year

: won all seven events in which

numbers and turned out to be

; they swam.
Courtney-Brooks set NCAA

the team leader on the Kiards
A

t

j

with an average of 5.2 rebounds

: records in the 200-yard freestyle,

per game. First-year students,

: the 500-yard freestyle, and the

Katy Zeanah and Lindsay

; 400-yard medley relay. He also

Madaras also played big roles

: won the 100-yard freestyle and

during the season. Zeanah led

; was a part of the winning 200-yard

the team in blocked shots (13),

• medley relay, the 800-yard

while Madaras cranked out a

: freestyle relay, and the 400-yard

team-high 91 assists.

• freestyle

MEN S SWIMMING

| claimed individual titles in the

relay.

Not to be outdone, Duda

r: ,

: 200-yard individual medley, the

The Kenyon College Lords swim

r.I
I

100-yard butterfly, and the 200-

team claimed their record 24th

: yard butterfly. He was also part of

straight National Collegiate

• the winning 200-freestylc relay, the

Athletic Association (NCAA)

: record-setting 400-yard medley

Division III Swimming and
While the defense was doing
its job, the problem for the
Ladies was on the other side of
the court, where they struggled to
score points. After starting out
the season with an 8-6 record,

Senior Lauren Camp

Diving Championship this sea

pulls the ball away

son. The Lords piled up a record

from a Denison

756.5 team points and won the

University defender

three-day national meet by 372

during the Ladies'
home victory over
the Big Red.

: career with five individual titles

Hopkins, which finished with

• and 16 relay titles. Fellow seniors
I Daniel Kiepfer. Jon Philipsborn,

round of the conference's post

Courtney-Brooks, who was

season tournament by Ohio

voted the NCAA Division III

Wesleyan University. The Ladies'

Swimmer of the Year for the

offense averaged 56.4 points per

• and Carlos Vega did not go away
: empty-handed either. Kiepfer won
; the 200-yard breaststroke, while
: Philipsborn and Vega were Kith a

I

Senior Carlos Vega

Camp, Beth Lye, and Eileen

; name and wrapped up his Kenyon

points over second-place Johns

Paced by junior Marc

was eliminated from the first

The senior trio of Lauren

Kenyon senior Read Boon
: added four more relay titles to his

384.5 points.

the team finished at 10-15 and

game.

; relay, the 200-yard medley relay,
: and the 400-yard freestyle relay.

; part of the winning 200-yard med-

|: ley relay team.

takes a break after

t>

winning the 200yard butterfly com

I

Other individual winners for
£
|: Kenyon included sophomore

petition at the NCAC

1£ ;•

court. Camp finished with aver

Championship. Vega

° : Russell Hunt and Elliot Rushton.

ages of 7.7 points and 5.1

won two other
events and was

2

Wittman led the Ladies on the

reK>unds per game. Lye led the
team and ranked fourth in the
conference with a scoring average of 11.9 points per game. She
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: Monteiro successfully defended his
: title in the 200-yard backstroke,

named the confer
ence's Swimmer of

m

the Year for the sec

J

ond straight season.

Leandro Monteiro, and freshmen

; Hunt claimed victory in the 100: yard backstroke, and Rushton won
: the 1,650-yard freestyle.
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More than ever, the Lords'

First-year student Jane

juniors Beth Galloway and

MENS INDOOR

depth showed up in nearly every

Agnese Ozolina. Galloway won

Alexander and sophomore

phase of the meet, as they had a

six of the seven events in which

Meilyn Chan were also first-time

total of twenty-nine top-eight

she participated, while Ozolina

winners for the Ladies. Alexander

finishers in the thirteen individual

claimed victory in five of her

swam a leg on the winning 200-

swimming events. The Lords' total

seven events. Galloway swam a

yard freestyle team, while Chan

of 544.5 points after the second

leg on four winning Kenyon relay

cashed in with the 200-yard and

day of competition would have

teams. She also won the 50-yard

400-yard medley relay teams.

still won the championship by

freestyle relay and 100-yard back

With the exception of the

160 points.

stroke. Just for good measure, she

2001 season, when Denison won

set the NCAA record time in

the championship, the Kenyon

ful performance, head coach Jim

each event—22.95 in the 50-

Ladies have won every champi

Steen was awarded his fourteenth

yard freestyle and 55.69 in the

onship since 1984.

NCAA Division III Coach of the

100-yard backstroke. Ozolina was

Year award. Steen now owns a

a part of four Kenyon winning

total of 39 national titles, more

relay teams, She also won the

than any coach in the history of

200-yard individual medley for

the NCAA and all of its divisions.

the second straight season, placed

As a result of Kenyon's power

SWIMMING
In its most dominating perfor
mance since 1993, the Kenyon
women's swimming team won
nine of twenty events, set two
national records, and claimed its
nineteenth overall National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) Division III champi
onship. Kenyon swept all five
relay events for the first time in
ten years and piled up a final total
of 560.5 points during the threeday national meet at Emory
University. Williams College was
second with 350 points, Emory
was third with 298 points, and
Denison University, last year's
runner-up, was fourth with
288 points.
The team victory for Kenyon
was by the widest margin (210.5)
since the Ladies won by 231.5
points over second-place
University of California at San
Diego in the 1993 season.
The Ladies were led to their

The men's indoor track team was
once again paced hy the senior
trio of Michael Baird. Matt
Cabrera, and Ben Hildebrand.
The three distance specialists
came through for the Lords by
guiding the team to a sixth-place
team finish at the 2003 North
Coast Athletic Conference
Indoor Track Championship.
Baird, an Ail-American in
both swimming and cross coun
try, stood out among all Kenyon
athletes at the conference meet.

Kenyon senior Betsy
Garratt swims the breast-

He took second place in the

stroke leg of the 400-yard

5,000-meter event with an

medley relay during the

and third in 100-yard freestyle.

NCAA provisional qualifying

NCAC Championships.

Kenyon seniors Ashley

Garratt and the rest of

time of 14:50.09 and then went

Rowatt and Betsy Garratt fin

the Kenyon relay team

ished off their collegiate careers in

went on to win the event

3,000-meter finals with a time

in a time of 3:55.17.

of 8:39.27.

second in the 200-yard freestyle,
WOMEN S

TRACK

style. Garratt swam a leg on four
winning relay teams, while
Rowatt won the 400-yard individ
ual medley for the second straight
season. Rowatt also swam a leg on
the Ladies' winning 800-yard

on to capture first place in the

II
£:
z=
*

freestyle relay team and took third
place in both the 500-yard

r-

freestyle and the 200-yard
breaststroke.
Seniors Melissa Holt and
Erinn Hurley, as well as first-

m

year student Rachel Smith, were
also a part of that winning 800-

K.

yard freestyle relay team. The
title was the first for both Holt
and Smith, but the fourth career
title for Hurley, who also went on
to swim a leg on the winning

0
;

JM

m

r

v

\'

%

400-yard freestyle relay team.
Smith concluded the meet with
four top-ten finishes for the
Ladies and senior Kate Holland
contributed three.

second straight championship by
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Hildebrand followed up
with a fourth-place finish in
the 5,000-meter (15:15.93) and
a fifth-place finish in the 3,000meter (9:01.07). Cabrera added
a seventh-place time of
15:37.75 in the 5,000-meter
and took fourth place in the
3,000-meter with a time of
9:00.15.
Hildebrand also joined
Aaron Emig, Zach Rosen, and
Sean Strader to take second
place in the distance medley
relay. Earlier in the meet, Emig,
a junior, claimed eighth place
in the 1,500-meter finals with a
time of 4:10.77.

some success at the champi
onship as she placed seventh in
the 1,500-meter finals with a
time of 4:58.97. She also took
eleventh place in the 3,000meter event by stopping the
clock at 10:57.32. McNamara finished just behind teammate
Laura Koss, who took tenth
place with a time of 10:51.24.
Heather McMillan added a
seventh-place finish in the 800meter race, while Erin Shively
claimed ninth place in the 1,500meter finals.
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WOMEN'S
With only one top-five finisher
and a total of 14 points, the
Kenyon College women's
indoor track team had to settle
for a ninth-place finish at the
2003 North Coast Athletic
Conference Championship.
The bulk of Kenyon's final
point total came from first-year
student Katy Cameron, who
cleared 9'6" in the pole vault.
Her performance was gixxl for
third place, which earned her an
All-NCAC award. It also estab
lished a College record, erasing
her old mark of 9'0" set earlier
this season.
Fellow first-year student
Christina McNamara also had

r

1 4<

L>

Students gathered at the gates of
Middle Path for a war protest on
March 18, one day after President
Bush gave Saddam Hussein the
ultimatum to leave Iraq or face
war. The United States began the
second Gulf War on March 20.
Kenyon students have engaged in
a lively debate about the war in the
Collegian and via e-mail. Various
peace vigils, war protests, and
prayer services have been held on
campus and in Mount Vernon. On
April 1, the College held a campus
symposium entitled "Responding
to the Threat of Terrorism." Acting
President Ronald A. Sharp moder
ated the discussion with several
members of the Kenyon faculty
and administration who sought to
provide the community with infor
mation to help them understand
the possibilities of terrorism in
Knox County and the precautions
that are in place locally.
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JIM BORGMAN: MY 25 YEARS
AT THE CINCINNATI ENQUIRER
Edited by J. Dennis Doherty
Published by The Cincinnati Enquirer

Frankly, it's hard to think of Jim Borgman '76
as an eminence. There's just too much wit,
verve, exuberance, and fun in his political car
toons—too much sheer youth. And there's too
much dead-on truth about adolescence in his
comic strip, Zits.
But here's proof that Borgman's energy has
been matched by his endurance and, yes, emi
nence: a volume celebrating a career that
began fresh out of Kenyon in 1976, that was
still ascending when he won the Pulitzer Prize
in 1991, and that has kept on soaring. Though
it may be a contradiction of sorts to say so,
because great cartoonists revel in iconoclasm,
Jim Borgman is an institution.
And, as this book shows, he is a beloved
one. Part homage, part exhibit, part family
album, My 25 Years at The Cincinnati Enquirer
offers an engaging picture of the man as well
as the work. Short, anecdote-filled chapters,
most written by Enquirer reporters and
columnists, range from Borgman's boyhood
(the son of a sign painter, he grew up in the
blue-collar Price Hill neighborhood of

Cincinnati) to his encounters with American
presidents (President Clinton kept a Borgman
cartoon in a bathroom just outside the Oval
Office).
A section on his Kenyon years recalls his
work for the Collegian, the encouragement he
got from (now retired) art professor Joseph
Slate, and especially the influence of another
art department legend, Martin Garhart. "He
took me from a kid who could draw things to
understanding how to express myself in work,"
Borgman says of Garhart in an interview near
the end of the book. Garhart taught him how
"to talk about the world in drawings."
Amusing, revealing, and off-beat vignettes
make this an enjoyable book to browse through.
There is a good deal about the city of
Cincinnati and its foibles, sports teams, contro
versies, and colorful personalities. For example,
Borgman loved to caricature Marge Schott, the
outrageous, chain-smoking owner of the
Cincinnati Reds, and we learn that he and the
newspaper's sports cartoonist vied informally to
see who could squeeze more cigarettes into
Schott s mouth. "He was winning," Borgman
says, "until I started sticking them in her ears."
The Fxxik also includes a piece by Borgman's
Zits collaborator Jerry Scott about the genesis of
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the popular comic strip, as well as "salutes"
from fellow cartoonists in the form of affection
ate caricatures of Borgman. And we meet
Borgman's family—his mother, Marian, who
began helping him with clerical work in 1980,
when his cartoons were first syndicated; his
son, Dylan, who reports on his fathers 1993
sabbatical, which entailed a dog-sledding
adventure in Alaska; and his daughter.
Chelsea, who lists "25 Things 1 Like About My
Dad" ("He will order pizza at 11:00 p.m." ....
"He lets me color some of his comic strips").
Above all, My 25 Years treats us to a collec
tion of Borgman's superb cartoons, together
with commentary by the artist. He has drawn
presidents, politicians, popes, celebrities, inter
national figures, national landmarks, and even
God—whom he once depicted as a fragile
Third World child ("It felt jarring . .. but it
may be a more compelling image than the
white-bearded Old Testament figure."). He
has also reflected on social issues by drawing
just plain folks, "big doughy people in their
house talking about issues—average Ohioans
dealing with issues as they filter down into
everyday life."
Politically, Borgman describes himself as "a
contrarian," a "progressive iconoclast with a
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dirt-under-my-fingernails conservative streak."
Certainly, he skewers without regard for politi
cal labels or ideology. He deploys humor deftly
and with nuance, now poking gentle fun, now
launching flights of hilarity, now inserting a
wicked blade. His drawings work like a reflex:
you can't help hut smile, chuckle, or laugh out
loud. Like all good satire, the mockery can be
rooted in deeply felt anger. Borgman's list of
things that "make me mad" includes spoiled
ballplayers, deceptive presidents, half-baked
medical bulletins, ignorant racists, spoilers of
the environment, hypocritical holy men, gas
price manipulation, gun nuts, pedophile
priests, and "acceptance of mediocrity."
If the cartoonist's role is, as Borgman puts it,
"to set off firecrackers under the principal's
chair," it is also to articulate grief and compas
sion in times of loss or public tragedy. This book
gives us fine examples of cartoons that serve this
civic function, providing what Borgman calls "a
sort of secular requiem." Among them are his
drawing on September 11, 2001 (produced in
less than two hours for a special aftermxin edi
tion) and his tribute to teacher-astronaut
Christa McAuliffe after the Challenger shuttle
disaster—a wordless picture of a child's hand
holding an apple up to the stars.
16 KENYON
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"Good cartoons can make us wince, gasp,
laugh, turn purple, ponder, retort, or snort cof
fee out our noses," Borgman writes in a chapter
on his favorite drawings. "The best cartoons
make us do several of these at once."
This book proves his point. Savor it—with
out coffee, perhaps.
—Dan Laskin
Jim Borgman: My 25 Years at The Cincinnati
Enquirer is available through the Kenyon
College Bookstore.

FIRE OF THE FIVE HEARTS:
A MEMOIR OF TREATING
INCEST
by Holly A. Smith '78
Brunner-Routledge

One striking aspect of the sexual-abuse scandal
roiling the Catholic Church is the depth and
longevity of the anguish experienced by the
innocent. The degradation of children by
trusted elders is a betrayal so shattering that
they are often reduced, like archaeologists at an
ancient site, to picking through the rubble of
selfhixxl to reconstruct an identity.
Holly A. Smith '78 has witnessed this pro
cess for two decades as a social worker specializ-

ing in incest. Her book, Fire of the Five Hearts:
A Memoir of Treating Incest, is an achingly per
sonal account of a career spent addressing "the
gravest and most destructive atrocity to be
thrust on a child."
Smith etches, with unnerving precision,
those perverse acts that rob children of their
voices, adolescents of their identity, and adults
of normal patterns of love and intimacy. "I am
sure that 1 will die," she writes of those times
when she enters a home that seems devoid of
hope, stinking of ignorance, and desperate for
the attention of a functioning adult.
Woven into her narrative is a personal
search for salvation—from the nightmares that
haunt her and the voyeuristic curiosity that
keeps her coming back day after day. She offers
few answers to her peers who have lost their
passion, their compassion. Feel the grass under
your feet, she counsels. Slip into deep water.
Like Smith, the reader is at once repulsed
and intrigued by her caseload. Fire of the Five
Hearts leaves us understanding there is sadness
beyond imagining and strength in the hand
that reaches out.
—Mieke H. Bomann '77 is a contributing writer
for the Bulletin.
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S upermercado
The tv ads thunder "tups en el Bronx!"
so my father and I make a pact,
set out in pursuit of fruit
to a warehouse turned supermarket

**» '

__d

with sawdust on the flcxirs and crates
cracked open in the aisles,
ll

more abundance here than in scanty
neighborhood stores, so much
to pick through, mull over:
peaches so ripe in their blushing
fuzzy skins we are tempted

—Reprinted from

OF INTEREST

FICTION AND POHTRY

to munch them right there,

Imitation of Life:

juice seeping down our chins

"Supermercado" by

like water seeping into earth.

permission of Carnegie

Here we are brown people unashamed

Mellon Uniiersity

to love watermelon, stereotypes giving way

Press ©2003 by Allison

when we see that red-pink flesh

Joseph '88.

that we know is juicier than any kiss,
welcoming even the unobtrusive seeds

Jim Kraft *76, THE VAMPIRE HOUND,

that will slip subtly from our mouths.

Troll Communications

My father hands me three plastic frigs,

(for ages nine to twelve]

pushes me toward mounds
of lemons, limes, tangerines,

David Lane *67, THE TEARS OF

chiding me to hnd the best ones,

CHRISTENDOM: COLLECTED POEMS,

unblemished, almost ready,

The Neumann Press

globes of yellow and orange,
each one a world 1 admire,
feeling its nuhby skin just moments

NONFICTION

before 1 tuck it in the right hag.
William Blank '69, SOON You WlLL

Why have mere grapes when

UNDERSTAND ... THE MEANING OF
LIFE, Writers Club Press

mangoes beckon, when we can taste
I

the extravagance beneath
their green-going-yellow-going-red skins,

Richard H. Collin '54, TRAVELS WITH

when we can imagine mango pulp—

RIMA: A MEMOIR, Louisiana State

sweet and tart and light on our tongues.

University Press

Apples are too ordinary for us
when here we can buy huge coconuts

John T. Lysaker '88, You MUST

we'll later crack open, sip cool

CHANGE YOUR LIFE: POETRY,

sugary water from, when we can indulge

PHILOSOPHY, AND THE BIRTH OF SENSE,

in pineapple, kiwi, pomegranate,

Pennsylvania State University Press

fruit congregating in our basket,
then in the car, bounty

Jim Reisler '80, BEFORE THEY WERE

in our rusty Chevy, in all

THE BOMBERS: THE NEW YORK

the not-so-sleek cars of our city

YANKEES' EARLY YEARS, 1903-1915,

carrying away this fruit,

McFarland and Company

plump flesh enfolding pits,
tang singing beneath rinds.
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THREE NEW MEMBERS
APPOINTED TO BOARD

OF TRUSTEES

A

DESIGNER
GENES

w

hen Assistant
Professor of Biology

Kenyan's Board of

million, Prep for Prep helps tal

National Science Foundation

Trustees accepted the

ented students from minority

(NSF) grant, she wasn't the only

resignation of Harry Jones P'Ol,

groups prepare for placement in

winner. Several of her Kenyon stu

a parent trustee since his election

private schools.

dents will have the chance to con
duct research with her in the

the heavy workload he carries as

major at Kenyon, graduated

cutting-edge field of genetic

director of human resources with

summa cum laude and was

engineering.

the Ford Motor Company as his

elected to Phi Beta Kappa. She

reason for regretfully giving up his

went on to study at the London

spot on the hoard.

School of Economics. She is a

tually alive and makes me a

member of the hoard of directors

more effective teacher," Hicks

Lipscomb '87 to finish Jones's

of the Greater New York Chapter

says. "What I want as a teacher is

term, which runs through 2005.

of the Association of Fundraising

for my students to make progress in

Lipscomb, who at age thirty-eight

Professionals and also serves on

understanding genes and enzymes.

becomes the youngest member of

the Board of Women in

I want them to leam what science

the hoard, will he eligible for

Development.

really is; how to do science; how to

Goldherger, father of

reelection in 2005. He is a man-

I

"Doing this kind of research
with students keeps me intellec

The hoard elected Joseph

LV

Karen Hicks landed a

annual budget of more than $10

Hefferren, a political-science

m
•T

t its fall meeting,

to the hoard in 2000. He cited

*

become a scientist."
The three-year, $270,000 grant
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garden at the Mount Vernon
home she is renovating with her

aging director of the Carlyle

Benjamin Goldherger '04, is the

Group, a Washington, D.C.-hased

architecture critic for the New

is funded through the Research at

private global investment firm

Yorker magazine, where he writes

Undergraduate Institutions pro

that he joined in 1999.

the "Skyline" column. Before

gram of the NSF. In addition to

with her research, which takes a

joining the New Yorker,

helping Hicks integrate students

genetic approach to clarify the

the Lipscomb Scholarship at the

Goldherger worked for twenty-

into her research, the money will

mechanism that governs photo

College. Each year, the scholar

five years at the New York Times,

pay for supplies and a lab assistant

periodic flowering in the plant

ship helps support a student

where he won a Pulitzer Prize in

who is also a research associate.

Arabidopsis thaliana, a model

whose career goal is public service

1984 for his architecture criti

It will also enable students to

plant that is a member of the

or philanthropy.

cism. In 1990, he was named the

present their research at national

mustard family.

newspaper's cultural news editor,

meetings.

In 2001, Lipscomb established

At its Febmary meeting, the
Board t>f Trustees elected Aileen

and he became its chief cultural

C. Hefferren '88 and Paul

correspondent in 1994. '3

Goldberger P'04 as new members.

Hicks, who taught at

husband.
Her hobby dovetails nicely

Hicks's lab students are working
on projects that investigate how

Vanderhilt for a year before set

plants sense seasonal cues and how

tling in Gambier in 1999, is busy

they use this information. "We can

outside the lab as well. She and

see that plants are regulated by day

York City, became the chief exec

her husband, Josh Ganz, have a

length, and one gixxl thing about

utive of Prep for Prep in 2002. A

daughter who is almost six months

that is that it is consistent and reli

nonprofit organization with an

old. Completing the family is Elsie,

able," says Hicks, who earned her

Hefferren, a resident of New
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a pound puppy whom both Hicks

bachelor's degree in biology at

and Ganz enjoy taking to

Swarthmore College and her doc

Gamhier's doggy play group. It's

torate at the Massachusetts

not surprising that Hicks loves to

Institute of Technology. "In the

m
m

V
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two genes. "It sounds easy on
paper," says Hicks, "but technically
it is very challenging."
Last summer, Booth was one
of only eight students nation
wide to receive a Summer
Undergraduate Research
Fellowship from the American
Society of Plant Biologists
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CAI NAMED IRELAND
PROFESSOR OF MUSIC

c

amilla Cai has been

deeply committed to her teaching

named Kenyon's second

and to her students, and as a pro

James D. and Cornelia

lific author in the field of music

W. Ireland Professor of Music.

history who writes with authority,

ued the research begun last sum

The position has been held by

clarity, and insight." The Ireland

mer. Supported by NSF grant

Professor Benjamin Locke

Chair, the result of a gift of $1.5

money, he will travel to Hawaii

since 1999.

million from Cornelia Ireland

(ASPB). This year, he has contin

Karen Hicks, an
assistant profes
sor of biology,
works with a
model plant that
is a member of
the mustard
family.

KENYON

Cai, who joined the College's

Hallinan, her husband, Robert E.

present his findings at the ASPB

faculty in 1986, specializes in the

Hallinan, and the trustees of the

meeting in Honolulu.

musicology of Germany and

Elizabeth R. and William G.

this coming summer with Hicks to

Scandinavia. She is the author of

Mather Fund, is intended to

Matt Boyce also work with Hicks

Ole Bull: Norway's Romantic

encourage a fuller appreciation

in her lab. "At this point, these

Musician and Cosmo(x)litan Patriot,

for the richness and importance

students are very independent,

as well as several other btxiks, and

of music at Kenyon and in the

4T..1

each working on his own separate

book chapters, on such musicians

human experience.

project," says Hicks. "We meet

as Johannes Brahms, Fanny

u^-

weekly to discuss any problems and

Mendelssohn Hensel, Felix

member of Kenyon's Board of

to exchange information, but

Mendelssohn, and Clara

Trustees and a former Board

essentially none of these students

Schumann. Cai was a fellow at the

chair, is a 1976 graduate of the

s

Jmj/T 4
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Seniors Andrew Farrell and

Cornelia Ireland Hallinan, a

lab, we are studying this at the

has to he waiting on the work of

Center for Advanced Study at the

College and a daughter of James

molecular level, seeking to under

others in order to make progress. It

Norwegian Academy of Science

and Cornelia Ireland. Robert

stand what genes and proteins are

is excellent preparation for gradu

and Letters in Oslo, Norway, in

Hallinan is a 1974 graduate.

involved."

ate school."

1997 and 1998, where she

The Elizabeth R. and William

researched Norwegian-American

G. Mather Fund, with headquar

using what is termed classical

aspects of Hicks s research program

music, the subject of a book in

ters in Cleveland, was founded in

mutational genetics. The

and at all levels. First-year students

progress.

researcher finds a mutant—a

can begin with routine plant care

defect, if you will—and figures out

and lab maintenance, before nu»v-

women's music has led Cai to

what is broken. "You can do this

ing on to carry out independent

teach a course on the subject,

by treating seeds with a chemical

projects in subsequent years.

and she conducts research on

mutagen and then looking at the

Opportunities include a six-week

the relationship between

progeny," says Hicks.

independent project during the

gender and music. Cai holds

second semester of the introduc

a Ph.D. from Boston

began working in Hicks's lab last

tory laboratory course, and the

University, an M.A. from

spring, took a different approach.

Kenyon Summer Science Scholars

Harvard University, and a

He randomly inserted stimulatory

Program, which is open to students

bachelor's degree in music from

1954- Its primary areas of interest

DNA sequences into plants and

after the first year but is typically

the Oherlin Conservatory.

are the arts, civic affairs, and

then looked for plants that had

filled by rising juniors or rising

altered flowering time. This aca

seniors. Q

choice for the Ireland Chair," says

demic year, he is working to iden

—Linda Michaels

Acting Provost Gregory P. Spaid.

Most of Hicks's students are

Senior Adam Booth, who

Students can participate in all

A special interest in

"Camilla Cai is a wonderful

tify the inappropriately expressed

"She has established herself as

genes and has found a sequence of

both a charismatic lecturer who is

-
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higher and secondary
education. "3
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ART AND ART HISTORY

CHEMISTRY

HISTORY

Sarah Blick presented a paper entitled "A

Scott Cummings presented a paper at a sym

Clifton Crais has been awarded a $40,000

Re-discovered Shrine-Altar of Saint Thomas

posium honoring the scientific achievements of

National Endowment for the Humanities

Becket, Canterbury Cathedral" at the annual

Richard Eisenberg, his Ph.D. advisor, at the

(NEH) fellowship that will enable him to com

meeting of the Medieval Academy of

American Chemical Society's 225th national

plete his hook on poverty and politics in the

America in April. She is co-organizing semi

meeting in March. His talk described a research

Eastern Cape Province of South Africa. Crais

nar sessions focusing on the topics of "Visual

project, done in collaboration with students

spent last summer working on the kxik in

Experience in Northern Pilgrimage Art" and

Evan Guthrie '03 and Chris Wager '05,

South Africa with the aid of an NEH summer

"Copying in Medieval Art" for the Inter

exploring the synthesis and spectroscopy of

stipend. Provisionally titled A Century of

national Congress of Medieval Studies to be

new luminescent platinum complexes.

Sadness: Power and Poverty in South Africa, the
book will "attempt to reconstruct the history of

held in May. Blick's article "Reconstructing
the Shrine of St. Thomas Becket, Canterbury
Cathedral" will appear in the journal
Konsthistorisk Tidskrift in September. Breathing
Room, an art installation created by Claudia
Esslinger, appeared at the McDonough
Museum at Youngstown State University dur
ing January and February of 2003.

systemic insecurity or vulnerability." Another
ECONOMICS
William Melick has been named a visiting
scholar at the Federal Reserve Bank of
Cleveland. Melick will spend one day a week
conducting joint research on monetary and
international economic policy issues with
members of the Cleveland Federal Reserve's

BIOLOGY

highly regarded research department. David
Harrington testified at the Federal Trade

During the summer of 2002, Siobhan

Commission on Internet casket sales in

Fennessy traveled to San Francisco,

October. An essay, entitled "Are State Funeral

California, where she described the work being

Regulations Burying Online Casket Sales?,"

done at Kenyon to evaluate wetland ecosystem

based on his testimony, will be published in the

health. The presentation was made to mem

spring 2003 issue of Regulation.

Research Project Authority. The two agencies
hope to restore approximately sixty- thousand
acres of coastal wetlands in California and will
adopt some of the methixls devised at the
College to monitor progress. Fennessy is at
work on a report about the effort. Harry
Itagaki has co-written an article with Sarah
Wasserman '03. "The olfactory responses of
the antenna and maxillary palp of the fleshfly,
NeobeUieria bullata (Diptera: Sarcophagidac),
and their sensitivity to hkx:kage of nitric oxide
synthase" will be published in the Journal of
Insect Physiology.

lished by Cambridge University Press in
November of 2002. A special paperback edi
tion for the African market was released in
December. Crais has edited The Culture of
Pouter in Southern Africa for publication this
spring. William Scott has co-written America:
The Endless Quest, a new two-volume
American history text that will be published by
Kendall/Hunt in 2003.

MODERN LANGUAGES
Jane Cowles presented a paper entitled
"Divinement animal: Maternal Instinct and

bers of the San Francisco Estuary Institute and
the Southern California Coastal Water

kx>k by Crais, The Politics of Evil, was pub

Desire in Victor Hugo" at the NineteenthENGLISH
Lewis Hyde has been awarded one of nine
2002 Lannan Literary Fellowships. The fellow
ship carries a stipend of more than $60,000.
Timothy Shutt recently traveled to New York

Century French Studies Colloquium in
October of 2002. She presented a second paper,
"The Economy of Desire in Francois le champi,"
at the International George Sand Conference
in December of 2002.

City, where he recorded a fourteen-lecture
audio course for Recorded Books and Barnes &

MUSIC

Noble. The series is entitled "Hebrews, Greeks,
and Romans: The Foundations of Western

Cary Dachtyl has been named music director

Civilization." Shutt is writing ar. accompanying

of the Welsh Hills Symphony Orchestra. The

kx>k to supplement the lectures. The package

orchestra presented a concert consisting of

is scheduled to go on sale through Recorded

Beethoven's Seventh Symphony, Respighi's

Books this spring and to be released nationwide

Ancient Airs and Dances Suite No. I, and

by Barnes &. Noble in September.

Saint-Saens's Cello Concerto No. I in the
newly refurbished Midland Theater in Newark,
Ohio, in March of 2003. Reginald Sanders,
who has been a visiting assistant professor for
the past two years, has accepted a permanent
position with the College as an assistant
professor.
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YOUNG ALUMNI LEARN
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Kirk Emmert joined a panel discussion enti
tled "Presidential Control Over Policy Making"
at the annual meeting of the Midwest Political
Science Association in April.

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Joseph Adler's translation of Introduction to
the Study of the Classic of Change (I-hsueh ch'imeng), by Chu Hsi, was published by Global
Scholarly Publications in December of 2002.

SOCIOLOGY
A seventh edition of John Macionis's texthook Society: The Basics was released by
Prentice Hall in February. Two texts for the
Canadian market, Society: The Basics (2003
edition) and Sociology (2003 edition), were
released by Pearson Canada in March.
Macionis has been invited to speak about the
teaching of sociology at the Southwest Social
Science Association's annual meeting in San
Antonio, Texas, in April. Macionis will address
the honors program of the Mount Vernon
Nazarene University on the question "How to
Live the Good Life (and Avoid What's Bad for
You) in Today's Consumer Society" this spring.
Macionis reports he spent several days of his
spring break in high-performance driving
school at the NASCAR track in Charlotte,
North Carolina. George McCarthy's book,
Classical Horizons: The Origins of Sociology in
Ancient Greece, was published by the State
University of New York Press in November

of 2002.

ABOUT LIFE AFTER

KENYON

I

n 2002, the Office of Alumni and Parent
Programs (APP) launched the Kenyon
Young Alumni Association (YAA) to
strengthen the bond between the College
and its recent graduates. At this winters
2003 YAA kickoff dinner, the second of its
kind, Alton J. Rourk '03 began the evening
with the following heartfelt words:
"My father, months before he died, left
with me some very powerful words that I'll
pass on to you this evening. He told me that
there were only four things in life that are
important and that would raise a respectable
young man; 'the four Us of life,' he told me. 1
was told that I should 'live, love, learn, and
leave a legacy.' I've taken his words and will
contribute to Kenyon, whether by making
monetary donations or through volunteer
work, using it as a conduit of linking my late
father's words to reality."
Rourk's words capture what the APP
office had in mind when it created the Young
Alumni Association to educate alumni on
the role that they can play in sustaining
Kenyon and increasing the value of their
education. The association works to provide
opportunities for young alumni to gather for
social and educational events both off-campus and at the College.

In the winter of 2002, 56 percent of the
senior class joined the YAA. This February, at
the kickoff dinner, seniors had the opportu
nity to meet with alumni who returned to
campus for Alumni Council and Kenyon
Fund Executive Committee (KFEC) Winter
Weekend Escape. The event included remarks
from KFEC Chair Richard Rubin '62, P '00,
Director of Annual Funds Jo Usher P '94, and
seniors Meghan Burnett, Rourk, Lindsay
Sabik, and Stephanie Todd. The event was
attended by sixty alumni and more than one
hundred and fifteen students, who enjoyed
the opportunity to develop relationships in
the Kenyon network and learn about "life
after Kenyon." "3
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REUNIONS SLATED FOR MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND
"here can you roam the fields of
your youth with friends who
remember how you looked ten,
twenty, or thirty or more years ago? At this
year's Reunion Weekend, Friday, May 23,
through Sunday, May 25, when Kenyon cele
brates classes ending in 3s and 8s, along with
alumni of the Archons and Chamber Singers.

Highlights include:
• An exhibit by retiring Professor of Art
Martin John Garhart, entitled "Among
You I Have Been," will be on display in the
Olin Art Gallery and the Horn Gallery.
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• On Friday afternoon, Christopher Barth
'93, director of information resources, will
screen a film documenting College life in
the 1930s through the 1950s and the Old
Kenyon fire.
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• The all-reunion picnic will take place on
Ransom lawn Friday evening, followed by a
dessert reception hosted by Acting
President Ronald Sharp and Codirector of
the Brown Family Environmental Center
Inese Sharp.
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• Later on Friday evening, Lois Brehm will
perform a ghostly organ recital at the
Church of the Holy Spirit, followed by The
Ghosts of Kenyon Tour, led by Associate
Professor of English Timothy Shutt. In
addition, Associate Professor of Physics
Paula Turner will welcome stargazers at the
Miller Observatory.

L__

• A perennial favorite is the Saturday morn
ing historical tour of campus led by Thomas
Stamp '73, acting director of development.

/

• At the "town meeting" on Saturday, Acting
President Ronald Sharp will present a
College update, followed by a questionand-answer session.
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• Friday's Alumni College will feature presen
tations by Professor of Biology Joan
Slonczewski and Professor Emeritus of
Religious Studies Donald Rogan. In addi
tion, David Foote '66 will lead a tour of the
stained-glass windows in the Church of the
Holy Spirit and Peirce Hall.
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• Three alumni will be presenting their work
during the weekend. Wade "Woody"
Newman '78 will be reading from his
recently published btx>k of poetry, and
Sheppard Kominars '53 will be discussing
journal writing as an opportunity for per
sonal growth. Medical doctor Arnold Starr
'53 will give a presentation on "Normal
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NEED A LIFT?
BULLETIN BOARDS
Aging and Dementia." In addition,

LAUNCHED FOR KENYON

Saturday afternoon will include a recep

ALUMNI ONLINE

tion honoring Kenyon alumni authors
who have published a Kxik in the last
five years.
• Award-winning singer Justin Roberts '92
will be performing several of his chil
dren's stings on the steps of Rosse Hall
Saturday afternoon.
• Saturday evening activities will begin at
6:00 p.m., when alumni and College
guests gather at the hospitality tent for
the all-reunion reception. After the
reception, class dinners will be held at
various locations.
• Don't miss the Chamber Singers
Reunion Concert led by Benjamin
Locke at 9:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall.
• Later in the evening, the all-reunion

N

eed a ride to Kenyon for Reunion
Seabiscuit by Laura Hillenbrand

It'

: '89 but don't belong to a local Kxik group?

HBH1

| The Office of Alumni and Parent Programs
(APP) is proud to announce online bulletin
boards, the next offering in the Kenyon
: Alumni Online community.
Members of the Alumni Council

GAMBIER
GETAWAY

: Communications Committee have guided
; the development of the bulletin boards and
: the topics. The Reunion Weekend ride
; board will allow alumni who need a ride to
: Gambier to post a request. Alumni who are
; driving from the airport or from home are
: encouraged to check the postings to see if
• they can offer a lift. Other topics such as

Brunetto Big Band.

: book-discussion groups will be added in
; the future.
To access the bulletin boards, go to

up with the alumni memorial service

; http://alumni.kenyon.edu/, enter your user

and Episcopal service in the Church of

: ID and password, and then select "discussion

the Holy Spirit.

; groups" from the options on the left side of
: the screen. The site includes guidelines and

Registration materials
••BP were sent to members of
reunion classes, the Archons, and
the Chamber Singers in March.
Preregistration is necessary to
guarantee your housing choice and
assure seating at your class din
ner. Starting in May, you will be
able to see a list of alumni who
have registered for the event on
the Reunion Weekend section of
Kenyon's Web site. New to this
year's reunion Web site is a page
to help coordinate rides to Kenyon
from different cities or from the
Columbus airport.
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Weekend? Want to discuss

dance will feature the popular Rick

• On Sunday, Reunion Weekend will wrap

•

: instructions on getting started. A member of
: the APP staff will serve as a moderator for
: all topics. Executive Director of Alumni and
: Parent Programs Lisa Dowd Schott '80 must
: approve new topics, based on the guidelines
: determined by the Alumni Council
: Communications Committee, headed by

f you enjoy a breathtakingly beautiful rural
setting for a weekend getaway, add the
Kenyon Inn to your list of travel destina
tions. All rooms at the inn were renovated
during the past year and are elegantly deco
rated and furnished, making the Collegeowned facility a peaceful respite.
Browse the College btxikstore for a
Kenyon sweatshirt or the latest book by any
number of Kenyon authors. Stroll down
Middle Path as the bells chime in the
Church of the Holy Spirit. Bike the fourteenmile Kokosing Gap Trail, and visit the
butterfly garden at the Brown Family
Environmental Center.
Tempted? Contact the Office of Alumni
and Parent Programs at 740-427-5147 for
ideas. Call the Kenyon Inn at 740-427-2202
to Kxik your Gambier retreat. ®

• Scott Baker '94More than four thousand alumni are reg• istered for the Kenyon Alumni Online com: munity, which offers free access to the
• alumni database and a permanent Kenyon e; mail address. If you are interested in register| ing and have lost your ID number, contact
; Jill Shrivcr at shriverj@kenyon.edu. '3
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LATVIAN LIGHTNIN
Two-time Olympic competitor finds a home at Kenyon

ci

i

am the Princess of Kenyon College,

declares Agnese Ozolina, a 23-year-old junior who hails from
Latvia and definitely has a sense of humor. She bases her claim on
the fact that Acting President Ronald A. Sharp and his wife, Inese, are
her host parents.
Informed that Kenyon is not a monarchy, Ozolina takes it in stride.
"That's okay," she says with a laugh. "I will be president of Latvia instead."
Ozolina has good reason to be confident. After swimming in the 1996
and 2000 Olympics, she is already a hero in her own country. At the
College, she is a thirteen-time All-North Coast Athletic Conference
swimmer and a fourteen-time All-American.
But the economics major who regularly appears on Kenyon's merit list
isn't one to brag, especially about her Olympic exploits. "Latvia is so
small," she says. "It is like half of Ohio. And usually I would finish some
thing like fortieth at the Olympics."
Out of how many swimmers?
"Oh, maybe seventy or seventy-five," she answers.
That sounds pretty good.
"Whatever," she deadpans.
Asked for tales of Olympic glory, Ozolina mentions being star-struck by
the top athletes, stunned by just how big and powerful some of the female
swimmers are, and annoyed by the terribly slow lines in the Olympic
Village cafeteria in Sydney.
She's more enthusiastic when it comes to life at Kenyon and the time
she spends visiting the Sharp household. Inese Sharp is of Latvian
descent, so the two have a special bond. "Inese is just like my mom,"
Ozolina says, "and she's a good cook!"
Inese Sharp reports that Ozolina can cook, too. In fact, they spent one
morning making "klingeri," a Latvian bread in the shape of a pretzel that
isn't easy to pull off.
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"It's been a real pleasure to have someone around with whom 1 am
converse in my native language," Inese says. "My family is all in
California, so I don't get to speak Latvian very often."
Ron Sharp adds, "Inese and I have become very close to Agnese. She's
amazingly talented in so many areas, and she is one of the funniest and
sweetest people I know."
So how did Ozolina end up at Kenyon? She got several offers to swim
for Division I schools the year before the 2000 Olympics. She held oft on
a decision, took a year off to travel after the Olympics, and the schools
stopped pursuing her. "So they maybe forgot about me," she speculates.
When Ozolina was ready to swim again and start school in the United
States, she remembered that a friend from her days as an exchange student
in Ohio in the mid-nineties had praised Kenyon as "a very gixxl school."
Ozolina sent the College and a few other schools letters inquiring about
becoming a student athlete. Kenyon answered first.
"Training at Kenyon has been even harder than what 1 was used to,"
she says. "It's good to change and improve. Coach Stecn has really
renewed my excitement about swimming. He's inspired me."
Nicknamed "Grandma," owing to her "advanced age," Ozolina is one
of the most animated of the College's swimmers, loudly cheering on her
teammates. In addition to her individual events, she anchors the team's
dominant relay team.
She's been impressed with the worldliness of her fellow students.
"Students at Kenyon actually know where Latvia is!" she says. While she's
obviously enjoying life at the College, she admits that she still misses her
home country—nestled between Russia on the east and the Baltic Sea on
the west—and her mother, who has never been to the United States. "I
hope she will come for my graduation next year," she says.
Graduation? When Ozolina leaves town, who'll make the klingeri? ©

I
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2003 NCAA Championship
1st place 200-yard freestyle relay
1st place 200-yard individual medley
1st place 400-yard medley relay
1st place 200-yard medley relay
2nd place 200-yard freestyle
3rd place 100-yard freestyle
1st place 400-yard freestyle relay
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DEPRESSION:
WHAT IT MEANS FOR
HIGHER EDUCATION
by Gordon Young > Photography by Larry Hainill

ast year, a troubled Kenyon student threatened to kill herself and told a friend she had
tak'

pills to do it. Paramedics were called, and she was taken to the hospital.

"We felt she needed to return home and he assessed, because it was
important for the student to get some help we couldn't provide here,"
says Associate Dean of Students Cheryl Steele. "We called her parents
and they never offered to come. Their attitude was that they'd dealt
with this sort of thing before, and they didn't want to deal with it again.
It was tragic."
So the College paid for the student to fly home and gave the parents
their daughter's flight information. "I finally had to tell the parents,
'Lx)k, you need to he there to pick her up,"' Steele says. "That was an
extreme case, hut we shouldn't have to he telling parents what to do.
That's just one example of what Kenyon and colleges across the coun
try are dealing with as the number of students diagnosed with depression
and other mental illnesses continues to rise at an alarming rate. In a
2001 survey of college counseling centers, University of Pittsburgh psy
chologist Robert Gallagher found that 85 percent of colleges reported an
upswing in the previous five years in numbers of students with severe psy
chological problems. And approximately 30 percent had at least one sui
cide attempt in the previous year.
"Mental illness is absolutely going off the charts on college campuses,"
says Hara Marano, who recently published a study of college students in
Blues Buster, a newsletter about depression. "College counseling centers
used to be the backwaters of the mental healthcare system. Now they are
the front line."
Director of Counseling Services Patrick Gilligan and his staff know
this firsthand as they work with increasing numbers of students on a daily
basis. The fall 2002 semester saw a record number of students come in

"It does get difficult to manage all the students sometimes," Gilligan
says. "We work hard and put in a lot of hours. We end up deferring our
lunch hours and our time after work so we can make sure the students get
seen. We keep thinking we've hit our saturation point, hut then we figure
out ways to kind of extend our saturation point."
But Gilligan clearly loves his job and sees his workload as a sign things
are wo rking. "The number of students we see in my office isn't alarming to
me," he says. "If we were seeing fewer students, it wouldn't mean that there
are less students with problems on our campus. It would mean that we
aren't doing our jobs as counselors, and that would alarm me."
The spiraling numbers have repercussions across campus. Faculty, staff,
and administrators are often involved when students suffer from mental illness. And helping students is a time-consuming process with high stakes.
"We are really kx>king at a whole new job in some ways," explains
Dean of Academic Advising Jane Martindell. "We are less and less aca
demic advisors and more and more crisis managers, crisis-intervention,
social work-type people."
As colleges and universities in the United States strive to help students
combat mental illness, colleges like Kenyon may need to reevaluate the
role of the counseling center.
"1 kid sometimes and call us Cleveland Clinic South because sometimes
1 feel like we're running an outpatient clinic," Steele says. "We're a college.
We're an educational institution. Fart of that is providing support, hut the
lines sure have moved."

for counseling.
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he most obvious reason that depression and other disorders are
rising among college students is that more and more people,
regardless of age, are suffering from these conditions.
"It's clear that countries around the world are experiencing increases in
depression, particularly in comparison to fifty or one hundred years ago,"
says Professor of Psychology' Michael Levine. "So what you may he seeing
in colleges is at the very least a more general phenomenon."
Quite simply, college kids are just like everybody else. "College is no
longer an elite place," says Marano, whose report on depression was
recently published in association with Psychology Today. "College popula
tions are more like real life."
Plus, young adults ages eighteen to twenty-five are particularly vulnera
ble to mental illnesses, ranging from depression to anxiety disorders. And
while many students develop emotional problems during their undergradu
ate years, a significant number arrive at first-year orientation with full
blown mental disorders.
"I've talked to other counselors around the country, and we agree that
we're seeing more students with a long history of severe mental problems,"
says Diane Tinsman '85, a licensed social worker with the Bowling Green
State University counseling center. "It used to be problems with homesick
ness and adjustment to college; now we're seeing people with bipolar dis
order, significant depression, eating disorders, and self-mutilation."
In fact, improvement in the care for mentally-ill children and adoles
cents has increased the need for care at the college level. "We're seeing a
greater need for psychological support because kids who might not have
made it into college years ago are now able to cope," says Ruth Woehr, a
counselor at Kenyon. "They can succeed in high school, score well on the
SATs, and get into a gixxl school."
But once they settle into their dorm rooms, the freedom and pressure
of college life can quickly undermine the progress students might have
made back home.
"In theory, they can be productive college students," says Rebecca
Hamilton '92, who works with students at the counseling center at the
Barat Campus of DePaul University. "Unfortunately, a lot of them come
and they're not in the protected, structured environment of the family.
Mom isn't there to remind them to go to counseling or take their medica
tion. They don't get that in the residence halls, and a lot of students stop
taking their medication or don't pursue services on campus. They kind of
fall apart after that. It's common."
Alcohol and drugs, both of which can be associated with depression,
can play havoc with students already on antidepressant medication such as
Prozac. Students may also attribute their problems to a troubled home life
and choose to go off medication once they arrive on campus.
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Tracy Schermer-^
is the physician
at Kenyon
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"Students are very intelligent, but you have to remember how young
they are," cautions Tracy Schermer, Kenyon's full-time physician and the
director of the health and counseling center. "We have a lot of issues with
drug and alcohol interaction."
Students are also dealing with greater pressure to succeed in an increas
ingly competitive world.
"When 1 think back to my work with students in the early nineties,
there wasn't as great a pressure put on them to know what they're going to
become, what they're going to do with their lives," Woehr says. "Now
there's a much greater expectation to define yourself, to organize, to spe
cialize. There's information coming at them from all angles and things are
changing rapidly. I think this hurried, organized life has something to do
with it."
Levine adds, "Think of how great the pressures are to get into a top
school. Then imagine the pressures once you get there."

p

atrick Gilligan lives "literally ten seconds" from the Health

at such a vital point in their lives. "It's nice because you can see them

and Counseling Center. It's almost like a second home for

over a four-year period of time during a period where there is great poten

him, and the counseling offices upstairs have a welcoming feel

tial for growth and change and maturity," she says.

to them. Ruth Woehr often brings Rosie, her friendly, cuddly

While some students are still reluctant to see counselors or admit they

Portuguese Water Dog, to work with her when she counsels students.

have problems, a visit to the counseling center on North Acland Street is

"After she greets everybody and gets a hug, then this is what she does,"

far more acceptable among students than it was in the past.

Woehr says, motioning to Rosie, who is sprawled out on her office floor
sleeping. "Some of the kids see her and say, 'Oh, I miss my dog so much."'
Woehr finds her work particularly fulfilling because college students are

"Some of the students are remarkably comfortable in coming here,"
Gilligan says. "They can be a half-mile off campus and see you, and
they'll be screaming, 'There's my counselor!' Kenyon students are pretty

••Hj

Rebecca Hamilton '92 works with depressed
and troubled students on a daily basis at the
Barat Campus of DePaul University. "One of
the amazing things about this work is see
ing someone who is in so much trouble—
even contemplating ending their own
life—turn it around and become a successful
college graduate. It's so fabulous," says
Hamilton, who earned a master's degree in
counseling psychology from Northwestern
University. "When you actually see them
walk across the stage at graduation, this
seems like the coolest field ever."

don't understand the severity of it."
She points out that 10 to 15 percent of peo
ple who are clinically depressed eventually
attempt suicide, but many students feel like
they should "pull themselves up by their boot
straps" and get through it on their own.
High-school and college students also
have symptoms that don't necessarily fit the
traditional image of depression. While they
might be lethargic and have trouble getting
out of bed, students can also be irritable,
treat people badly, and engage in high-risk
behavior—drinking, drug use, sex with
strangers, or reckless driving. "It's almost
like they are trying to shake themselves out
of it or create some drama to live for,"
Hamilton says. "It's an interesting symptcm
that can be misdiagnosed."
Even though she majored in psychology,
Hamilton didn't even know counseling ser
vices were available at Kenyon until her
senior year. She could have used the help her
sophomore year after a "pretty intense"
breakup with her boyfriend. Because the main
developmental task of people in their teens
and early twenties is to achieve intimacy
through their peer group instead of through
their family, she says, "breakups are huge for
college students."
"I definitely experienced a really, really
tough sophomore year. Plus, it was February
in Gambier, and that's no fun," she remembers
with a laugh. "I came out of it once I realized
it was a good thing I'd broken up with that
person. But counseling would have helped."

Hamilton, thirty-two, is the assistant director
of counseling and wellness-education director at
Barat, a small college that merged with DePaul
two years ago. The bulk of her job involves work
ing with students one-on-one for short- and longterm counseling. But another tough task is
breaking down the stereotypes and misconcep
tions about depression that keep students from
seeking help.
"One of our biggest problems getting people
in here is that they don't label what they're
going through as depression," she explains.
"They don't understand that it's a disease. They
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sophisticated people who understand that by thinking out loud and articu
lating their issues, there's an opportunity to work things out and bring

When the Health and Counseling Center first moved to its current
location, students used the main entrance rather than the side dcxir that

about change. And a lot of them come from families where their parents

led directly upstairs to counseling. "They didn't want to be seen going to

recommend that they go see a counselor."

counseling then," says Schermer. "Now they're beating the side dtx>r down

Woehr adds, "I hope this doesn't sound boastful, but 1 think over the
years students have come to recognize this as a helpful place, and they tell
their friends."
Schermer, who has treated Kenyon students for the past twenty-two

because they don't care."
Anna Hargrave, who graduated last year with a double major in
Spanish and drama, says going to the counseling center was so common
that she started taking a poll her senior year to see how many of her

years, remembers when the stigma of mental illness was much stronger.

friends were going to the same therapist. Two of her roommates in the Taft

The counseling offices at that time were one of the few college services on

Cottages were regularly attending sessions, and she can succinctly sum up

Wiggin Street, and students were reluctant to be seen heading in that

her reasons for going: "senior year."

direction. "They thought if you went down Wiggin, then you were crazy,"
he says.

In the midst of completing an intense acting project for her comps in
drama, Hargrave discovered she was losing her love of the theater.
"It's funny how comps will make you hate your major," she says. "I sud
denly realized, 'Oh, I hate this. I don't want to do this for a living.' I was

DEFINING DEPRESSION

trying to re-examine what I wanted to do with my life, and senior year
kind of throws that in your face. Every ten minutes, people arc asking you,
'What are you doing?'"

The National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) Web site reports
that 9.5 percent of the population, or about 18.8 million American
adults, suffer from a depressive disorder in any given one-year
period.
A depressive disorder is an illness that involves the body,
mood, and thoughts. It affects the way a person feels about him
self and about other people and situations.
Depression "is not the same as a passing blue mood" or "a
sign of personal weakness" or "a condition that can be willed or
wished away." But at least 80 percent of people who receive treat
ment will get better.
The NIMH describes three common forms of depressive disorders:

Hargrave, who now works for the office of the county executive in
Montgomery County, Maryland, says she couldn't necessarily turn to
friends or family for help.
"It's the type of thing where it really helps to have a third party who
doesn't see you every day, who you don't brush your teeth with," she says.
"I can't tell my dad these things because I'll get a time-management lec
ture. I just want someone to listen. Too many people are quick to give
advice and not just listen and be supportive."
Hargrave confirms that the sessions helped her get a handle on her sit
uation immediately. She saw Gilligan weekly, before her visits began to
taper off after the fall semester.
"I was fine with everything, but I just liked going after a while," she

MAJOR DEPRESSION: These disabling episodes may occur
just once, but they usually emerge several times in a lifetime.
Symptoms include persistent sad, anxious, or empty moods; feel
ings of guilt, worthlessness, and helplessness; difficulty concen
trating and making decisions; excessive crying and chronic aches
and pains not explained by a medical condition; restlessness and
irritability; weight loss or gain; thoughts of suicide or suicide
attempts.
A less debilitating type of depression character
ized by long-term, chronic symptoms that do not disable but ham
per the ability to function well or feel happy. Many who suffer
from dysthymia also experience major depressive episodes at
some time in their lives.
BIPOLAR DISORDER: Sometimes referred to as manicdepressive illness, it is less common than other forms of depres
sion and characterized by cycles of depression alternating with
cycles of severe highs known as mania.
For more information, consult the National Institute of Mental
Health Web site: www.nimh.nih.gov

says. "It was nice."

P

atrick Gilligan works with another full-time counselor, a

substance-abuse specialist, two part-time counselors, and
two interns to meet student needs. For a school with
approximately fifteen hundred students, this is a relatively

large staff. Having a full-time physician is even more rare. Rowling Green

State University, for example, in northwestern Ohio, has seven full-time
and five part-time counselors to treat nearly twenty thousand students.
That's about one staff counselor for every two thousand students, com
pared to one for every three hundred and seventy-five students at Kenyon.
In addition to the one-on-one sessions, there are group sessions for stu
dents with eating disorders, substance-abuse problems, bipolar disorders,
and those who have suffered sexual abuse.
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"Students want relationships with adults on campus," Gilligan points
out. "So they come here and we become friends, and this is a place where
they really hope to keep some structure in their lives."
But the support network for students extends well beyond the counsel
ing center. Some students already have a therapist back home, and some
arrive at Kenyon on medication for depression and other conditions. That
means the counselors and Schermer often have to coordinate treatment
with therapists and doctors in other states.
Faculty members are often the first to notice a problem with a student.
Michael Levine, who teaches abnormal psychology courses and also peri
odically suffers from depression, regularly meets with students who are
experiencing various mental illnesses. He doesn t see depression as the
most serious issue confronting students, but depression mixed with other

conditions such as substance abase or obsessive-compulsive disorders.
"I see myself and my colleagues sometimes doing a lot of hand-holding
and reaching out and heing there for students as friends and teachers," he
says. "I feel that part of my job is to support students as they try to under
stand and cope with these problems. So I don't see it as a burden, but I
don't want to make it sound like it doesn't affect me. Of course it dtx?s "
When a student is obviously struggling in a ctxirse or confides to a pro
fessor about a problem, the faculty member often contacts academic
advising in the Student Affairs Center. Professors have even been known
to walk a student over to the offices, where staff members work to create a
plan for students to make up assignments, drop courses, or, in extreme
cases, leave school. The counseling center participates when the issue
involves mental illness. (The process can also work in reverse; a student
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THE GENDER GAP
Associate Provost and Professor of
Psychology Sarah Murnen has first-hand
experience with students struggling with
depression and other psychological prob
lems. Students in her women's studies
courses have disclosed psychological prob
lems, including depression, and some have
reported attempted suicides. One such stu
dent left campus for a while. "It turned out
there were a lot of things wrong in her life,
including an abusive boyfriend, a really
bad family situation, and probably some sex
ual abuse in her past," Murnen says.
The student, who was later readmitted,
worked with a counselor on campus and also
confided in Murnen. "She started thinking
about the role of men in her life," Murnen
says. "Why did she need a relationship so
badly that she was with this guy who was
abusive? She broke up with him and got much
more serious about school and what her edu
cation meant to her. She graduated from
Kenyon and is now in graduate school."
At Kenyon and other schools across the
country, women like Murnen's student are
disproportionally affected by depression. One
in five women can expect to develop clinical
depression during their lifetime, and women
are more than twice as likely as men to expe
rience clinical depression, according to the
National Mental Health Association. Although
there is no clear-cut reason for this gender
gap, some research suggests that biological
differences in women may lead to depression.
But hormonal changes and genetics aren't the
whole story.
"There are a number of ways in which
women's lives are different from men's that
might play into this gender gap in depression,
especially in adolescence," explains Murnen,
who has taught at Kenyon since 1988. "I'm not
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Women are
twice as likely as
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trying to say that biology doesn't play a part
in this, but I think the bigger explanation has
to do with the power differences between men
and women."
Relationships with men, for example, are
often an important way for adolescent girls to
create their identity. They may even give up
their own emotional needs to have a relation
ship. This "self-silencing" is associated with
depression.
"If you don't have the power in the rela
tionship, it's going to define you rather than
allowing you to express yourself," Murnen
says. "A boyfriend, who's trained to be differ
ent emotionally, really might not provide
everything the girl needs emotionally."
This power dynamic isn't confined to ado-

flj

F
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lescence. Married women have higher
rates of depression than unmarried
women, with rates peaking during the
childbearing years. But marriage
decreases the risk of depression in men.
"It probably happens because there is a
loss of power that results for women that
doesn't happen for men," Murnen says.
Other gender differences include body
dissatisfaction and sexual victimization
rates, both of which are higher for women and
associated with depression.
"It doesn't mean that men don't suffer,"
Murnen says. "Men have higher rates of alco
holism. Some people say that's the male version
of depression because men are trained not to
be so emotional. So they express it in a differ
ent way."
As an undergraduate at Bowling Green
State University in the early eighties, Murnen
had personal experiences with objectification
and mild sexual harassment, without the femi
nist perspective she now teaches her students.
"I don't think I understood that there were cul
tural pressures until I studied some of these
things in graduate school," she explains.
"There were certain ways in which I was some
what powerless in college."
While she believes women have made
strides in the past two decades, especially in
terms of employment opportunities, Murnen
recognizes that some of the fundamental cul
tural links to women's depression still exist.
"Young women today have some more
advantages, but in other ways I don't think
they're advantaged at all," she says. "The
emphasis on appearance is greater than it's
ever been. The sexual objectification of women
is greater than it's ever been. That's not lead
ing to more equality."

might visit the counseling center first and be
referred to academic advising.) Ultimately, any
accommodation made for students—such as get
ting an extension on a paper—must be approved
by the faculty member.
Legal issues make the decisions more
complicated. If a student is diagnosed with a
condition that is considered a disability, the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
requires certain legal steps. "With depression
and other mental illnesses, it's often hard to say
when it moves into the category of a disability,"
says Martindell. "There are a lot of gray areas
where we're trying to do the right thing."
The process involves a lot of coordination
and often some difficult decisions. "There's a lot
of back and forth where we all try to problemsolve," Martindell says. "It's really tough to make
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Patty Esposito
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these calls."
And getting parents involved in decisions can make a very complicated
situation even more complex. "There are parents who think we re crazy
and it's our problem, and they don't even want to talk about it,"
Martindell says. "Other parents drop the phone, get on a plane, and come
help you try and solve the problem. It's a very wide spectrum."

A

lthough no two cases are exactly alike, in many ways
Patty Esposito is typical of the students who visit the
counseling center. The twenty-two-year-old graduated
last May with a degree in history and a concentration
in Southeast Asia. She spent a semester in Vietnam her junior year and
had trouble readjusting to life at Kenyon when she returned.
"1 encountered a lot of turbulence when I got back," she remember*. "I
had a lot of depression. It was very abstract and things just didn't feel right.
I was just kind of uncomfortable about how my relationships were going."
She started seeing Oilligan once a week. I just needed another opin
ion in my life, someone who was objective and could see things from out
side my life," she says. "I did a lot of talking, and he would ask good
questions that would make me think. It was more like a partnership, and
we were working together to figure things out.'
Gilligan, in consultation with Schermer, suggested Esposito try a
mild dosage of Zoloft, and she took the medication from April through

"The entire process was a big help emotion
ally," she says. "It was very nice to have a safe
space to talk about things and not wony about
how people are going to react."
While individual cases like Esposito's do not
present unusual challenges for the counseling
office, resources are being strained as more and
more students seek similar care. "We've done a
good job, but we know how far we're stretched,"
says Schermer. "We're at a pretty vulnerable
stage, and we might reach a point where we
can't do the kind of work that we'd like to do."
Students who reach a crisis stage, such as a
suicide attempt, put an even greater strain on
College resources.
"Once the incident occurs, that only begins
= the process of trying to help," Martindell says. "It
| might involve hospitalization, working with the
family, sending the student home. Then there's

the follow-up and trying to determine when the student is ready to come
back. A lot of people have to get involved to try and make that determi
nation. When you put several students like that together, it's overwhelm
ing because it's not in anybody's job description to oversee that process.
How to meet the challenges of overseeing this process is an issue at
schools across the country. Steele says there are plans to evaluate how
Kenyon deals with students suffering from mental illness sometime this
year and to determine if changes need to be made. "In the current economic situation, we are not going to get more staff," she says. "We've got
to make what we've got work, because the number of students coming to
us with problems isn't going to change."
More fundamentally, Kenyon may be deciding what role it wants to
play in the lives of students outside the classroom.
"There seem to be a lot of students who have serious psychological dis
orders," Levine says. "The school is caught between accepting them and
nurtur ing them, or sending them home where parents often don't know
what to do with them or think they're better off at school." ©
—Gordon Young is a faculty member in the communication department
at Santa Clara University and a freelance writer. He wrote about
alumni working in the entertainment industry in the winter Bulletin.

October of last year in conjunction with counseling.
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In addition to reading
books, children from
the fisherman com
munity who frequent
the library work on
puzzles. Scenes from
the countryside sur
rounding the chil
dren's library reveal
the artistry of a
Mithila folk-art
painter, local carpen
ters, and a pond that
is a center of life in
Ranti.
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hen Associate Professor of History Wendy Singer
got a call from Dana Lightstone '96 and learned
her former student had raised funds for a project
in India, it didn't take Singer long to suggest where the money
should go. India is Singer's specialty and passion, and she told
Lightstone the story of her long-time friend Kailash Jha P'03,
who dreamed of creating a children's library in his remote
home village of Ranti in Northern India.
It was just the beginning of a collaboration among Kenyon
students, alumni, and faculty who worked with Jha and the
residents of Ranti to make the library a reality. It opened in
June of 2000 and, in many ways, it is a continuation of
Kenyon's long-standing literary tradition.
Jha got the idea when he visited a children's library in
Charlottesville, Virginia, in 1996. Less than 48 percent of the
population can read in Bihar, the state where Ranti is located.
He hoped the library, by promoting literacy, would help erase
the many divisions in Ranti; it would bring together children
of higher castes with those of lower castes, and allow boys to
learn with girls, Hindus with Muslims.
In such a rural locale, these divisions were often absolute.
Ranti is a small town with a cobblestone path running
through it. Mango trees and ox carts are a common sight.
Residents bathe and wash their clothes in a pair of large
artificial ponds.
"For children who have never attended school, the goal of
the library is to attract them to a place of learning, to generate
an enthusiasm to pursue a formal education," says Jha, a politi
cal advisor for the U.S. Department of State in New Delhi.
"For children who already attend school, the library provides
fresh opportunities. The children often teach one another."

NDIA

by Phil Brooks
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Dana Lightstone

s

off the ground. "Throughout my childhood 1 had Kenyon T-shirts and
sweatshirts supplied to me by Wendy Singer," she says. "It was no great sur
prise for me to come here." (It is also no great surprise that her sister,
Archita, will be a first-year student at the College in 2003.)
Richa had a work-study job cataloguing books at the Olin-Chalmers
libraries. It was valuable training; she was put in charge of cataloguing
books and materials for the new library.

inger called on Kenyon students to help. The first person she
thought of was Sarah Fox '02, an international-studies major
who had been intending to focus on Africa. Fox was intrigued
by the idea of working directly on a project rather than simply reading
about it. She was soon on her way to Ranti via a long flight to New
Delhi followed by an overnight train ride and a six-hour drive.
Jha's daughter, Richa '03, was a Kenyon student when the project got
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Images from around Ranti
include a Hindu fanner at
prayer a farmer guiding
cows around a pole in order
for their hooves to separate
the wheat from chaff; a
group of local children posing for the camera; Ranti's
brick kiln, a major employer
in the area; and a local
farmer with his family.

Dana Lightstone

Encouraged by Singer and Richa Jha, Holly Donahue '00 visited the

Lightstone recalls watching as Jha spoke to a classrcxim of children at
a Muslim school where only the Koran is taught. After the visit, only a

library during a trip to India in the summer of 2002. Donahue, who
speaks Hindi and Urdu, spent mornings reading to the children. Part of

few of the children came to the library, hut Jha was satisfied that he had

the mission of the library is to teach Ranti's children to speak English.
But they enjoyed listening to Donahue read in their language. They liked

some impact. Perhaps the children would soon bring their friends.
Fox stood by as Jha talked to lower-caste parents who need their

teaching her.

children to work in order to feed the family. He gently explained the

"The kids kept asking how I knew Hindi, and they were always testing

advantage of allowing their offspring a few hours to begin learning to
read. Slowly, a few of these children began to show up at the library, too.

me on words and correcting me," she says. "I think they started to see

One day, a little hoy came by. He was a hit timid, hut he finally asked

that if I could learn Hindi, then they could learn Ertglish."
Kailash Jha welcomed the help. "The children's library project hits

Jha, "Is it O.K. for girls to come to the library?" Told that girls were wel

benefited immensely from its Kenyon asstKiation," he says. "When Richa,

come, he said, "I'll bring my sister." He soon returned with a long line of

Dana, Holly, and Sarah spend time working and playing with the chil

girls, all holding hands, eager to see what was inside the library.

dren, it has great symbolic importance. The children and villagers feel

Jha believes the project might lead to libraries in other villages.
If enough such places are created where children can learn together, it

that sincere efforts are being made, that people care what happens
to them."
The four Kenyon women saw firsthand the dedication needed to create the library. "In working with Kailash, 1 learned the importance of a
projects nuances," says Fox. "What at times can appear as straightforward

might slowly bring Indians closer, blurring some of the ancient
dividing lines.
And Singer plans to continue encouraging Kenyon students to lend a
hand. "I send Kenyon kids to Ranti because it gives them a true local

as gathering books and supplies, finding a building to house them, then

experience in India," she says. "Its a vibrant and rich place where

calling it a children's library and inviting the community in is much more

Indians are helping other Indians." <3

complex than it seems."

I't

"When Richa, Dana, Holly, and Sarah spend time working and playing with the
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children, it has great symbolic importance. The children and villagers feel that
sincere efforts are being made, that people care what happens to them."
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the LIF E of the MIN D
ACTING PRESIDENT RONALD SHARP LEAVES
KENYON AFTER THIRTY-THREE YEARS
An interview by Shawn Presley
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hen John Crowe Ransom Professor of English Ronald A.
Sharp was in high school, his thoughts and dreams revolved

*

ICS

VI

mostly around sports and girls. But by the end of his senior

year, Sharp had discovered art, books, and music. This set him on the path
that led to his distinguished career as an author, teacher, and expert on the
work of nineteenth-century English poet John Keats. A member of the
Colleges faculty since 1970, Sharp received the Distinguished

T-

Achievement Award this fall from his alma mater, Kalamazoo College. As
Kcnyon prepares to welcome President-elect S. Georgia Nugent, it will
also soon bid farewell to Sharp as acting president and as a member of the
faculty. Sharp announced this spring that he has accepted a position at

/

y

Vassar College in Poughkeepsie, New York, as dean of the faculty and pro
fessor of English. He and his wife, Inese Sharp,

i

codirector of the Brown Family Environmental

ground by taking the safe route on everything. We've seen genuine

Center, will leave Gambier at the end of July after

I

thirty-three years as members of the community.

I

progress this year in admissions, faculty hiring, our new marketing plan,

*

With only months left at the College, Sharp stops

H

to reflect on his career as an administrator, the
demands of balancing scholarship and administra-

and, of course, in the planning for the new Center for Fitness,
Recreation, and Athletics. I'm proud of that.

vL
H

You became associate provost in 1998, provost in 2000, and now

tive work, and how a kid from Cleveland who

you're the acting president. Did you ever consider making the role of

dreamed of baseball landed at Kenyon's top post.

president a permanent position? No. It was clear from the beginning
that it was in the best interest of Kenyon to bring someone in from the

What prompted you to look for a position outside

^

| outside. Over the past few years, I've taken on several new roles.

Kenyon? I didn't look for a position. Several col
leges and universities contacted me. We have had thirty-three wonderful

You're the author and editor of six books, including your most recent,

years at Kenyon, but the position at Vassar was extremely attractive. It will

Selected Poems of Michael S. Harper, which was published this academic

be hard to leave, but Inese and I are excited about what lies ahead.

year. How do you manage the demands of being an administrator at the
College and still find time for scholarly work? It isn't easy. The time issue

When you took office as acting president, what did you consider to be

never goes away. It's something that's of concern to all of us, but I think

your greatest challenge? Steering a proper course between taking new ini

the problem is magnified now that I'm the acting president. The key is

tiatives and keeping the ship afloat. I think the trick for an interim presi

making use of small chunks of time. I get a couple of hours here and there,

dent is not to initiate such radical change that you preempt the agenda for

frequently on airplanes, to work on my scholarship.

the new president. But at the same time, you don't want to just hold on
tightly hoping that nothing bad will happen.

What attracted you to your role as an administrator? Unlike many people
who are in academic administration, I had no interest in administration for

In other words, you didn't want to be just a place holder. It's not gcxxl for

years. Not only did I have no interest, I had a certain amount of contempt

the College when you have as much momentum built up as we did to lose

for administrative duties. I could never understand why someone devoted
to the life of the mind would want to be an administrator.
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A Sharp album: Sharp's
Kenyon career embraces the
academic and scholarly (at
far left, he is pictured with
English department col
league Perry Lentz and,
above that, with writer
Eudora Welty, his coeditor of
The Norton Book of
Friendship) as well as the
ceremonial (at both far left,
top, and far right, he is
shown with Lord Kenyon at
Founder's Day in 1999).
Inese Sharp (far left, bottom),
as codirector of the Brown
Family Environmental
Center, has helped to make
the center the scene of wideranging educational and cul
tural activities.

When you were growing up, did you think
you'd become a college professor? No, no.
When I was a kid, I wanted to be a baseball
player. I did well in school, but I wasn't an
intellectual kid. I wrote a lot of book reports
on the Babe Ruth story, many of them from
the book jacket. It was during my senior
year in high schixil that I discovered btxiks,
and it was a whole new world to me. 1 began
to read voraciously and intensely. 1 headed
off to Syracuse University my freshman year
thinking 1 wanted to be a sports reporter.
But you graduated from Kalamazoo
College. Why did you transfer?
1 wasn't getting what I needed at Syracuse.

Most of my teachers were graduate students, and I was stars-ing intellectu
What changed your mind? Well, Kate Will changed my mind. She was

ally. When 1 told the dean of Syracuse that 1 was going to transfer, he said,

my predecessor as provost. Kate called me into her office one day and

"I see that you're interested in literature, and 1 don't know that your apti

said, "I'd really like for you to become associate provost," and I said,

tude lies in that area." He tried desperately to let me know that heading in

"Kate, you've got the wrong guy. I really have no interest in that stuff at

this direction wasn't the right thing for me.

all." She asked me to think about it for a week, which I agreed to do. 1 left
her office, and the next day I had the most powerful intuitive experience

Did Kalamazoo provide what you needed intellectually?

of my life, which caused me significant cognitive dissonance. It was

Yes, it did. I had a wonderful professor there named Walter Waring. He was

almost a physical feeling. There was this debate raging in my head, and

the greatest teacher I've ever had and a major figure in my life. Walt spent

even tually I realized that I had a lot of ideas for the future direction of the

hours and hours with me. He'd suggest a book, and I'd stay up all night

College. I sensed that being an administrator might open up a whole

reading it. This is when I began to realize that becoming a college professor

range of new intellectual and creative challenges, and that has emphati-

might be my calling.

cally been the case.
You're an expert on poet John Keats. How has his work affected your
What's your favorite part of being a member of the administration?

life? At the foundation of Keats s poetry is a sense that if you accept suffer

The single most important thing I do is hiring faculty members. We hired

ing and mortality, really embrace them, your life will be transformed. I

nearly ten professors a year during the three years that I was provost,

always ask my students to think about how they would feel if they went to

partly because we were moving to a 3-2 teaching load. Probably the

see the doctor and discovered that they had only two months to live. What

accomplishment I'm most proud of is doubling the number of minority

would flowers look like? How would you feel about your friends, yixir fam

faculty at the College during that period. I think the most important part

ily? Accepting that death is real makes life more, not less, meaningful and

of a provost's job is hiring first-rate faculty.

beautiful. The idea is that the setting sun wouldn't be as beautiful if it were

I'd think living in Cromwell House would be a nice perk as acting presi

world feels different to me when I sec it through that lens.

there all day. Keats's view has had an enormous impact on my life. The
dent. It's sweet! In all seriousness, Inese and I felt it was important that
we live in the center of campus. Especially with an interim presidency,
the campus needs a sense of stability and continuity. I'm very pleased that
we decided to live in Cromwell.
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AN EMBODIMENT OF GAMBIER AND THE KENYON COMMUNITY
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If you have been inspired by the involvement of Kenyon alumni and
Gambier community members, the Quarry Chapel still needs help.
Monetary donations, building materials, and volunteer time can go a
long way in supporting the restoration project and allowing the
Quarry Chapel once again to become part of the College and Gambier
community. If you have any questions or suggestions, or would like
to make a donation, please contact Fred Baldeschwiler, P.O. Box 849,
Gambier, OH 43022. In order to qualify for a tax deduction, checks
should be made out to the Knox County Historical Society with mem
orandum to "Quarry Chapel." Your generosity will be appreciated
for generations to come.
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THE RESTORATION OF

QUARRY CHAPEL
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THE ONGOING RESTORATION OF QUARRY
Chapel means more for Adam Sapp '02 than simply saving
:
- ;T
I an historic structure. Sapp grew up in nearby Danville,
|Ohio, and believes the 140-year-old chapel represents the
triumph of Gambier's character over the encroaching sprawl
of Columbus and Mount Vernon.
The people who helped build Kenyon College "worshiped in the chapel, raised families in the church, and
farmed and worked around the building itself," he says. "So
_
in both a sociological and historical sense, that might qualJ^\ •
ify the Quarry Chapel as being the centerpiece of the area's
first real community. And as the very essence of our own
community on Gambier Hill is threatened by mega-malls and Mount
Vernon development, there is no better place to begin working on commu
nity preservation than to begin working on Quarry Chapel preservation."
The restoration of the chapel is a labor of love involving Kenyon alumni
and community members, just as its original conception and construction
had been in the 1850s. The structure was erected by some of the same
stonemasons who built such College landmarks as Ascension Hall. Today,
the goal is to make the chapel a nondenominational community facility to
represent the cohesive and unique quality of Gambier and of Kenyon.
"There is something about the chapel that captures what the Gambier
community is about—helping each other, neighbor to neighbor," says Peggy
Oakes Shorr '79, a professional stained-glass designer who is actively
involved in the project.
The chapel, officially known as Christ Church at the Quarry, was dedi
cated on January 18, 1863. It was designed by the English architect William
Tinsley, who also designed the College's Ascension Hall. During construc
tion, community and Kenyon workers and stonemasons worked side by side
using stone donated by William Fisk's nearby quarry.
Built in the midst of the Civil War, the chapel provided a place to
gather and worship. Bishop Gregory T. Bedell authorized the Episcopal con
gregation as a "missionary church" of Kenyon's Harcourt Parish, and the
chapel served as the first permanent religious structure in College Township.
Theology students attending Bexley Seminary conducted services, and the
community established a small cemetery adjacent to the church.
Despite the active role in the community played by the chapel during its
first seventy-five years, it fell into disuse by the late 1930s. It was subse
quently stripped of its contents, deconsecrated, and abandoned. In 1945,
the Episcopal Church deeded the cemetery lot to the Trustees of College
Township; they transferred ownership of the chapel in 1966.
An effort to save the church was organized in 1972, including fundraising efforts and renovations. Donations amounted to more than $11,000,
allowing for repairs to the windows, slate roof, and exterior stone walls. In

by Emily Fillebroume Briggs '02

addition, the funds paid for the chapel's nomination to the National
Register of Historic Places. Official acceptance came in September 1975.
"This beautiful stone chapel, with both Gothic and Celtic influences,
stands in a grove of majestic oak and maple trees on a knoll surrounded by
small meadows and rolling hills," the application read. "The building has
the dignity of good proportions and simplicity."
But despite recognition in the National Register, Quarry Chapel still
stood empty and unused.
It wasn't until 1999 that the Quarry Chapel Restoration Society was
revived and committed itself to the complete restoration of the chapel to
its 1863 condition. There was hope that the chapel would reclaim its
active role in the community. Mother Nature, however, was not a willing
participant in this endeavor. During the spring of 2001, a thunderstorm
blew one of the "majestic oaks" onto the chapel, destroying the slate roof
and damaging the stone walls. The Mount Vernon/Knox County
Community Trust and the College Township trustees came to the rescue
with funds to repair the damage.
Community members have also stepped in to donate money, materials,
time, and skill. College Township Trustee Doug McLaren and Professor of
American Studies Peter Rutkoff are supplying building materials. David
Kridler '75 is responsible for the stone work, while local restorer Lee Cubie
is rebuilding the roof and fl<X)r foundation. Builder Jack Esslinger, a wellknown craftsman and the husband of Professor of Art Claudia Esslinger, is
designing the window jambs, and Kenyon art professor and sculptor Barry
Gunderson is helping build the frames for the stained-glass windows.
Alan E. Rothenberg '67, a trustee of the College since 1995, visited
the chapel during his thirty-fifth reunion and decided to fund a stainedglass window. "It seemed a noble way to honor the workmen who built so
m.i ny of Kenyon's most enduring buildings," said Rothenberg, whose
daughter Sara graduated from the College in 1996.
The stained-glass windows serve both as a necessary project and as a
fundraising opportunity. The society asked for donors to contribute $5,000
for each of the six smaller side windows and $10,000 for the large altar win
dow. The windows are being commissioned from and created jointly by
stained-glass designer Peggy Oakes Shorr and stained-glass maker Carol
Mason Rubenstein to reflect images that would be seen in the surrounding
area of the chapel. Rubenstein will create the stained-glass windows out of
German art glass, a task she expects to take eighteen months to two years
for completion.
Short presented one of her designs for the altar window to the commit
tee in July. The chapel has special significance for her, as for most of the
people involved. "I had always loved that church when I was at Kenyon,"
she says. "Whether it was on a run, a walk, or a bike ride, reaching the top
of that hill and seeing that church was always a welcome sight.' '3
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'33 James W. Newcomer
1100 Elizabeth Boulevard
Fort Worth, Texas 76110
Carl T. Crumrine, Port Isabel,
Texas, tells us that he and his wife,
Carolyn, are still very active, spend
ing six months at South Padre Island,
Texas, and another six months at
their summer home in Maine. They
drive 2,450 miles each way and visit
friends, relatives, and interesting
places as they travel.
'38 Jay C. Ehle
8945 Random Road
Fort Worth, Texas 76179
jcehle@aol.com
'39 Mason Hooker Lytle Jr.
1212 Laurelwood Road
Dayton, Ohio 45409
htxikerly tle@j uno.com
Co-AGENT: Eric A. Hawke

19405
'41 George T. Lytle
14 Lonsdale Avenue
Dayton, Ohio 45419
gtlytle@juno.com
CO-AGENT: Richard H. Stevens
Richard G. Shepherd. Cincinnati,
Ohio, tells us that he has been
spending his time reading, sailing,
and being a grandparent.
'42 John A. Goldsmith
7446 Spring Village Drive
Apartment 309
Springfield, Virginia 22150
jaggold@aol.com
Donald G. May, Kalamazoo,
Michigan, tells us that he partici
pated in a reunion for Class of 1942
from October 11 to October 13,
2002. Members present were John
A. Goldsmith. Robert M. Vance,
Byers W. Shaw, and John W.
Timmermeister. The honored guest
was Lewis F. Treleavan '41.
Tentative plans were discussed for a
memorial to Arthur M. Cox for his
many years of dedication to Kenyon.
Highlights of the weekend included a
campus tour and a reunion dinner in
Weaver Cottage.

42

'43 Maier M. Driver
17896 Captain's Cove
Lakewood, Ohio 44107
jsdmmd@webtv.net
'47 Samuel P. Todd
670 Riesling Knoll
Cincinnati, Ohio 25226
'49 Theodore K. Thomas
5361 Pearl Drive
Chincoteague, Virginia 23336
kaht@intercom.net

19505
'50 Louis S. Whitaker
Principio Recess
124 Whitaker Lane
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003
stife41@aol.com
Lane S. Hart IV, Frederick,
Maryland, writes, "Midway through
June of 2002, my wife, Priscilla, and 1
moved from our home in Columbia,
Maryland, where we had lived for
two weeks short of thirty-three years,
to a continuous-care retirement com
munity, Homewood at Crumland
Farms, in Frederick, Maryland."
Frederick J. Holridge. Columbus,
Ohio, reports that he has spent a lot
of time traveling. His travels have
taken him to Wales, Tokyo, Paris,
New York, and even Gambier.
Raymond G. Reid, Schaumburg,
Illinois, tells us that he is happily
retired and spends his time playing
golf and tennis as well as going to the
theater and church. He and his wife,
Miriam, are the proud grandparents
of nine children.
*51 Will Pilcher
1248 North Street
Santa Rosa, California 95404
75721.3417@compuserve.com
James L. Rice writes, "I am still liv
ing in Bath, Maine, and am on sev
eral town committees. 1 am no longer
in city government, where I spent six
years on city council and one year as
mayor. I continue to travel and visit
my five children and five grandchil
dren. I thoroughly enjoyed the 50th
Reunion." Lee V. Schermerhorn
Jr., Longmeadow, Massachusetts,
reports, "Retirement has allowed me
to spend time traveling with friends
and family, to do the reading I should
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have done, and to do volunteer
work. Retirement has its rewards!"
Myron C. Schiffer, Lenox,
Massachusetts, invites his classmates
to visit his web site at
www.mikeschiffer.com. Mike also
writes, "1 finally had a chance to per
form at Tanglewood with my jazz
quartet and also with opera singer
Maureen O'Flynn doing some pop
songs." In October he accompanied
the 1919 silent film Madame DuBairy
in Albany, New York, and the fol
lowing month played for Buster
Keaton and Charlie Chaplin short
subjects in Pittsfield, Massachusetts.
He attended the Havana jazz festival
in December 2002 but did not participate in it.
'52 Robert L. Hesse
2439 Springview Trail
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514
rlhesse1@prodigy.net
CO-AGENT: Robert S. Stein
'53 50th Reunion
James W. Hunt Jr.
27 Briar Road
Golf, Illinois 60029
jwhuntjr@msn.com
Edward G. Koran. Phoenix,
Arizona, writes, "1 wish I could be
there for the reunion in 2003, but 1
am on oxygen and my hose will not
reach that far. I will be there in
spirit." Richard L. Tallman, Idaho
Falls, Idaho, tells us that he is in
good health. His wife, Joan, contin
ues to sing, and she has performed in
thirty leading roles in the Sun Valley
area of Idaho Falls. Richard also says,
"There are interesting birds along
the Snake River, we have a new kit
ten, and media science can be
'entertaining."'

his wife, Anne, had an eight-day
walking vacation in Vermont to cele
brate his seventieth birthday. "We
both wanted to celebrate my enter
ing a new decade by doing something
positive and energetic," John says. "It
was such a clear day when we were
atop Mount Mansfield, we could see
all the way to Montreal!" Edgar C.
Bennett, Kailua, Hawaii, tells us
that he and his wife, Win, visited
Saint Petersburg, Russia, and France
this past summer. He reports,
"Doctor Ashford's French lessons,
Doctor Solomon's commentaries on
Caesars Gaul, and Kitty's History of
France came alive again." Rev. John
P. Ryan, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
tells us that he plans to retire in
January 2004 and remain in
Oklahoma City with his wife, Aggie.
John also plans to travel, especially
to Ireland to trace his family tree.
'55 Lewis C. Leach
3908 Versailles Drive
Tampa, Florida 33634
lcleach@aol.com
Bruce A. Richardson writes that he
has moved from Watsonville,
California, to Gresham, Oregon, and
has fully retired.
'56 George B. Hallock
9 Arcadia Court
Bloomfield, New Jersey 07003
domama224@cs.com
John C. Roak, North Wales,
Pennsylvania, writes that he is seek
ing full-time or part-time employ
ment in a parochial school in the
archdiocese of Philadelphia, and sec
ondly as a church organist and choir
director.

'54 Richard R. Tryon
474 East Crystal Downs Drive
Frankfort, Michigan 49635
mobydicki@aol.com

'57 Donald A. Fischman
450 East 63rd Street
Apartment 11L
New York, New York 10021
CO-AGENT: Henry J. Steck

John F. Barton. Washington, D.C.,
reports that he is a member of a task
force on the perpetual deaconate
recently established by the Bishop of
Washington, the Rt. Rev. John
Chane. Chane wants the panel to
help him determine whether the dio
cese should resume ordaining perma
nent deacons, i.e., persons who do
not want to become priests. John and

A news release from State University
of New York College at Cortland
announces that Henry J. Steck,
Cortland, New York, was honored by
the United University Professions
with the Nina Mitchell Award for
Distinguished Service, for having
served the union with distinction in
a variety of chapter and statewide
capacities. Henry has been a profes-
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THE LONG ARM OF UNCLE SAM
He's been called one of the most
powerful men in international
finance, but most ordinary
(M
Americans have probably never
heard of him or the office he
directs—unless they've traveled
to Cuba illegally, done business
with a Colombian drug lord, or
helped to fund terrorist activities.
R. Richard Newcomb '68 is
R. Richard
director of the Office of Foreign
Newcomb '68
Assets Control (OFAC), a little- known division
of the U.S. Department of the Treasury charged
with tracking and dismantling the flow of
funds to Osama Bin Laden and his terrorist
sympathizers. He also oversees the implemen
tation of America's economic embargoes and
^
sanctions against unfriendly nations like
Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Libya, Serbia, and Sudan, and
individuals such as narcotics traffickers.
Much of Newcomb's focus in the last eigh
teen months has been on daylighting AlQaeda's funding network. He's led six delega
tions to the Middle East and works with gov
ernments there to expose charities and other
institutions that finance terrorism. It's cer
tainly not the first emergency to keep him at
work around the clock. Since taking the job at
OFAC in 1987, Newcomb has been involved in
virtually every foreign-policy crisis faced by
the four administrations he's served.
While the media focus attention on soldier
ing and diplomatic handshaking, often the
most trenchant element of international rela
tions lies in the finances. "This is the other
front," Newcomb told a Washington Post
reporter, regarding OFAC's freeze of Kuwait's
foreign assets—an estimated $100 billion—
within six hours of its invasion by Iraq in
1990. "My staff members are an elite category
of highly trained professional men and women
devoted to waging economic warfare."
Some of OFAC's targets involve just a few
individuals, like the disgruntled Florida marlin
fishermen who were told in 1992 that they
could not participate in a tournament off Cuba
if they planned on spending even one
American dime in that embargoed nation.
Chess master Bobby Fischer also raised the ire
of Newcomb's office for playing a match
against Boris Spassky in Yugoslavia in 1992, in
violation of U.S.-backed sanctions against the
Balkan nation.
From an export embargo to UNITA in
Angola to a prohibition of financial transac
tions with Syria, OFAC has come to represent
the long arm of Uncle Sam—in many cases, to
the considerable consternation of parties who
regard themselves as innocent bystanders.

Indeed, his office is called upon to
issue some twenty-five thousand
licenses, or exceptions to trade prohi
bitions, every year. Many involve rul
ings demanding weeks of coordination
with state and national agencies and
often involve litigation.
"I'm sued an awful lot," Newcomb
says. And sometimes, because of the
extraordinarily high stakes, "the
hardball can get a little rough."
Nevertheless, he maintains a calm befitting a
clergyman—authors Daniel Benjamin and
Steven Simon in their recent book. The Age of
Sacred Terror, describe it as "the gentle
demeanor of a village parson"—and he says he
wakes up every morning eager to go to work,
which routinely is a fourteen-hour day.
Newcomb set his sights on working at
OFAC as a young Treasury Department attor
ney in the early 1980s, when he participated in
the settlement of some $5.5 billion in bank
claims following the Algiers Accord, which
brought an end to the Iranian hostage crisis.
"That got me involved in the financial aspects
of foreign policy,"says Newcomb, and he's
been hooked ever since.
The sanctions office was established by
President Roosevelt during World War II to
administer an oil embargo against Japan and
block access to Jewish assets by Hitler. But the
Treasury Department has been issuing embar
goes and sanctions since the Civil War.
Newcomb currently administers about two
dozen.

Srfv

One of the most successful programs has
been the Kingpin Designation Act of 1999, he
says. A follow-up to sanctions launched by
President Clinton in 1995 against narcotics
traffickers in Colombia, the Kingpin Act gave
OFAC the authority to enforce similar sanctions
against traffickers on a global basis. Since then,
Newcomb's office has exposed hundreds of
individuals and businesses engaged in interna
tional narcotics trafficking and posted their
names on the OFAC Web site.
Newcomb's primary weapon in tracking the
flow of cash and other assets of targeted
nations, organizations, and individuals is a vast
communications network linking some of the
most powerful agencies in the world, like the
U.S. Customs Service, the U.S. departments of
justice and state, and the U.S. military, foreign
allies, the United Nations, multinational and
federal banks, businesses, and individuals.
He is quick to credit his one hundred-plus
staff for the successes he's enjoyed over the
years. "I have a motivated, energized group of
people. I've got MBAs, lawyers, and Ph.D.s,"
including a Kenyon alumna, Elisabeth Houston
'93, an attorney working in the narcotics and
terrorism division.
Newcomb says he never thought he'd be in
the job for this long. The quality of the issues
and the substance of what he's called upon to
decide every day make it consistently beguil
ing, he admits.
— Mielce H. Bomann '77
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sor of political science at the univer
sity since 1963. Paul Todtfeld.
Savannah, Georgia, tells us that he
and his wife, Judith, now have five
grandchildren and celebrated their
fortieth anniversary in December
2002.
'58 45th Reunion
Adolph Faller III
6889 Columbia Road
Olmsted Falls, Ohio 44138
afaller@core.com
Richard Arkless, Seabeck,
Washington, tells us that he is retired
and enjoying the Pacific Northwest.
He and his wife, Suzanne, are living
at the base of the Olympic
Mountains, across the Hood Canal.
Richard spends his time hiking,
swimming, and gardening.
'59 Donald Bomann Jr.
73 Weaver Street Unit #15
Greenwich, Connecticut 06831
realty3@aol.com

19605
'60 Robert G. Heasley
P.O. Box 2004
Gambier, Ohio 43022
bpheas@ecr.net
J. Duncan Muir, Cincinnati, Ohio,
writes, "I have returned to
Cincinnati, my hometown, after
retiring from a twenty-five-year
career with J.C. Penney. I have taken
a position as executive director of the
Betts House Research Center, which
is Cincinnati's oldest brick house and
is devoted to the study of building
materials."
'61 David C. Brown
539 Barberry Lane
Louisville, Kentucky 40206
dbrown@stites.com
CO-AGENT: R. Hutchins Hodgson Jr.
'62 Paul C. Heintz
269 Booth Lane
Haverford, Pennsylvania 19041
paul.heintz@obermayer.com
CO-AGENTS: Thomas J. Hoffmann,
Jonathan S. Katz, William P. Russell
'63 40th Reunion
Neal M. Mayer
8305 Burdette Road
Bethesda, Maryland 20817
nmaycr@mindspring.com

44

'64 David A. Schmid
237 Brigantine Circle
Norwell, Massachusetts 02061
jdschmid@webtv.net
'65 James L. Miller
12091 Eaglevillc Road
North Baltimore, Ohio 45872
millers45872@peoplepc.com
CO-AGENT: Frederick J. McGavran
'66 Thomas A. Mason
P.O. Box 20331
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220
tmason@indianah istory.org
Gerald E. Reynolds, Fairfax,
Virginia, tells us, "We celebrated the
birth of our fourth grandchild, Kevin
James Natzel, on August 23, 2002, in
Indianapolis, Indiana."
'67 Alan T. Radnor
400 South Columbia Avenue
Bexley, Ohio 43209
atradnor@vssp.com
'68 35th Reunion
Howard B. Edelstein
48 Lyman Circle
Shaker Heights, Ohio 44122
edelsteinh@toddorg.com
Michael R. Scadron, Bloomfield
Hills, Michigan, writes, "We're plan
ning our thirty-fifth! Let's all count on
being there in May '03. We should
have plenty of catching up to do!"
'69 Christopher H. Marty
38 Pinewood Drive
Medina, Ohio 44256
kitmarty@zoominternet.net

197o5
'70 Stephen T. Scott
6310 Darby Way
Spring, Texas 77389
steve725@hotmail.com
Thomas L. Draper III writes that he
is living in Onekama, Michigan, but
continues to travel to Pittsburgh,
Rochester, and New York City for
work. Paul G. Keiner, New Boston,
New Hampshire, and his daughter
Dana, a senior at Skidmore College,
were recently featured in an article in
the Albany, New York, Times Union
newspaper. In the picture accompa
nying the article, Paul is shown wear
ing a Kenyon baseball cap at
Skidmore s Family Weekend. Robert
E. Poll, New York City, recently
accepted the position of president
and CEO of Bernard Technologies in
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Chicago, Illinois, while continuing in
his role as managing director of Poll
Financial in New York. He writes, "I
am thrilled that my daughter,
Alexandra 'Sasha' Poll, is a sopho
more at Kenyon this year." Robert
A. Rubenford, Armonk, New York,
reports, "1 have recently moved my
law practice in New York City to
; Bondy and Schloss LLP. Even though
I am a Hayes man, my office is in the
Lincoln building!"
'71 W. Peter Holloway Jr.
55 Forest Hills
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003
pholloway@hazlettburt.com
Michael W. Rosenberg. Fort Myers,
Florida, writes, "I am continuing to
practice general surgery in Fort
Myers. My son, Sam (twenty),
recently began his plebe year at the
United States Military Academy at
West Point. My daughter, Angie
(twenty-three), is employed by an
Atlanta law firm and will be applying
to either law school or graduate
school for elementary education."
Norman E. Schmidt, Cleveland,
Ohio, reports that Arthur "Chip"
Sansom '73, Lakewood, Ohio,
hosted a small reunion last August at
his home on the shore of Lake Erie.
John H. Emack '72, Harry H.
Goetchius '73, D. Richard Gould
'73, Gordan Grant '72, John G.
Stone '73, and various spouses and
friends were in attendance. Chip said
that this may become an annual
event.
'72 Douglas G. Holbrook
111 East 7th Street, #52
New York, New York 10009
holbrook@lehman.com
CO-AGENT: James H. Dunning
Samuel Barone, Mount Vernon,
Ohio, reports that he has become the
first executive director of the
Community Foundation of Mount
Vernon and Knox County. The foun
dation awards grants to a range of
community projects, including col
lege scholarships for Knox County
high-school students, totaling about
two hundred thousand dollars annu
ally. Sam is married to Paula Siegel
Barone.
'73 30th Reunion
R. Benton Gray
1606 Compton Road
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118
bgray@stratos.net
Co-AGENT: James T. Elliott Jr.

Marcia Barr Abbot, Greenwich,
Connecticut, represented Kenyon at
the inauguration of John E. Sexton
as the fifteenth president of New
York University on September 26,
2002. Carol E. Eyler, Northfield,
Minnesota, represented Kenyon at
the inauguration of Robert A. Oden
Jr. as the tenth president of Carleton
College on October 26, 2002.
'74 Gregg J. DeSilvio
1639 White Pines Court
Naperville, Illinois 60563
gdesilvio@alumn i .kenyon.edu
'75 Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623
Carswell R. Berlin, New York City,
and his wife, Lori, announce the
birth of a son, Frederick Henry
Berlin III, on October 22, 2002. The
Berlin family also includes Jennie
(two). Frank A. Porter, Audubon,
New Jersey, says, "1 am still searching
for satori. Support your local authors
and booksellers!" Paxil A. Silver,
Silver Spring, Maryland, writes, "My
son, Aryeh, married Netanya
Sussman at the end of last year and is
studying for the rabbinate. My
daughter Sarah is at Towson State
University in occupational therapy,
and my daughter Malka is in the
tenth grade. I am now back full-time
at Georgetown University, but as a
general internist."
'76 Leslie Hollenbaugh Ross
800 Springhouse Lane
Newtown Square, Pennsylvania
19073
leslie_ross@dca.net
Co-AGENT: Michael W. Young
Anne Zilbersher Sherwood,
Mountlake Terrace, Washington,
announces her marriage to Peter
Hudson, a native of Dublin, Ireland,
in August of 2002. Anne is working
part-time as a senior scientist at
InBios International in Seattle and is
looking for full-time employment.
'77 Laurence G. Bousquet
617 Scoville Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13203
LG Bousquet@aol .com
CO-AGENTS: Mama Herrity
Congdon, Denese Fink Giordano
'78 25th Reunion
Elizabeth Goldsmith Hilton
3100 North Sheridan Road »4D
Chicago, Illinois 60657
hiltonsmail@mindspring.com

Jay L. Dworkin, Woodmont,
Connecticut, reports that he is prac
ticing dentistry and his wife, Heidi,
is the creator of Little Scientists, a
hands-on learning program for chil
dren in the United States and
japan. Cheryl Schaff Lachowski.
Deshler, Ohio, reports, "My poetry
collection Homing, winner of the
Bluestem Poetry Award, has recently
been published and also includes
work that has been nominated for a
Pushcart Prize." Michael J.
Salvatore, Sandy Hook,
Connecticut, tells us that he has
completed an eight-year stint in Boy
Scouting with his two boys,
Matthew (sixteen) and Christopher
(twelve). Matt is currently restoring
a 1970 Ford Mustang and Chris is
playing football as well as playing
the cello in the Greater Bridgeport
Youth Orchestra. Mike's wife,
Theresa, works as a kindergarten
teacher's aide. Mike writes, "Trying
to keep up with all of them is a
delightful challenge!" Donna
DeMarco Sayada, Bethesda,
Maryland, reports that her company,
Mercury International Products, has
become "the largest independent
video/DVD distributor in Frenchspeaking Europe."
'79 Mary Ann Duff Gulino
8 York Drive
Athens, Ohio 45701
mgulino@nbia.org
CO-AGENTS: Daniel A. Gulino,
David M. Troup

19805
'80 Lisa Dowd Schott
10584 Jacobs Drive
Mount Vernon, Ohio 43050
schottl@kenyon.edu
CO-AGENT: Thomas R. Parker
Katherine Freeman Greener
reports that two years ago she and
her family moved to Pennington,
New Jersey, the hometown of her
husband, Kevin. She teaches art to
children, volunteers at local schools,
and raises their two children, Katie
(six) and Trent (four). Kevin works
for the New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection. Kit
would love to hear from old friends
and has recently seen Anne B.
Friscia. Cynthia Stier Lewis '82,
and Mary Bolduc Doris Spiegler
Greggo, Shaker Heights, Ohio, and
her husband, Robert, announce the
adoption of their daughter,
Katherine Alexandra Greggo, bom

August 10, 2000, in Dunes,
Albania, and welcomed into the
Greggo family on June 22, 2002.
Katherine joins a sister, Leah
(seven). Quentin R. Hardy,
Berkeley, California, writes, "In June
1 was named Silicon Valley Bureau
Chief of Forbes magazine. I'm also a
regular on our weekly news show,
Forbes on Fox, as well as on CNNfn.
I've seen Roger A. O'Neill '79 a
couple of times. He looks younger
than the rest of us."

York Post with Jamie Lee Curtis at a
signing for her new children's book.
He has also appeared in USA Today
and on Fox News Channel's moming show, Fox and Friends, and on
The NBC Nighdy News in connec
tion with the search for the new
Ivory baby. Jeremy has also signed a
two-year contract with Ford Models.
To see pictures of Jeremy taken with
a host of celebrities, check out his
Web site, http://www.whoisthatwithjeremy.com.

'81 Cheryl A. Johnson
P.O. Box 719
Gambier, Ohio 43022
johnsonc@denison.edu

'83 20th Reunion
Reid W. Click
4307 Underwood Street
University Park, Maryland 20782
Fclick@gwu.edu

•82 Brian K. Wilbert
Christ Episcopal Church
162 South Main Street
Oberlin, Ohio 44074
bwilbert@oberlin.net
Louise Mooney Collins, who died
in 1997 of breast cancer, is remem
bered in a loving and powerful
memoir written by her husband,
David Collins. My Louise: A Memoir
(Ontario Review Press, 2002)
recounts David and Louise's life
together, their struggle with her ill
ness (diagnosed when she was preg
nant with their daughter, Robin),
and David's efforts to cope as a widower and single father. Abigail R.
Esman. Amsterdam, Netherlands,
reports that she won the silver
medal in the 2002 Shell/Economist
Prize essay contest. Her essay, enti
tled "Vigilance and Desire,"
answered the question "How much
freedom should we trade for secu
rity?" and can be read at shelleconomistprize.com. She writes, "A
quick thank you to William H.
Byerly II for disagreeing with me;
our discussion plays a central role in
the essay. Couldn't have done it
without him!' Corrin S.
Trowbridge. Redwood City,
California, and his wife, Virginia,
announce the adoption of their
daughter, Meagan Anne Trowbridge,
in April 2002. Corrin reports that
he recently visited Chicago for the
christening of his goddaughter,
Alexandra Ainsworth Adams, who
is the daughter ot Christopher
W.D. Adams '84 and Ann
Charlton Adams '89. Michael K.
Zoreck, New York City, and his
wife, Shelly, announce the birth of
their son, Jeremy Friedland Zorek,
on March 30, 2002. Michael writes
that Jeremy "is already making his
mark" and has appeared in The New

Alex N. Veylupek, Sacramento,
California, writes, "I am still practic
ing law in Sacramento (and I mean
'practicing!'), making plans for pos
sible fathership-hixxl-dom, listening
to Bardo Pond and doing 'tri-forfuns.'"
'84 Paul W. McCartney
5110 Signal Hill Line
Cincinnati, Ohio 45244
pwm@rendigs.com
CO-AGENT: Zali Win
Christopher W.D. Adams and
Ann Charlton Adams '89,
Chicago, Illinois, announce the
birth of their daughter, Alexandra
Ainsworth Adams, on February 18,
2002. Daniel A. Dessner. Toledo,
Ohio, reports that he recently repre
sented Kenyon at a local college fair,
and that he is serving as the chief of
staff of Toledo Children's Hospital.
A press release from the firm of
Marshall, Dennehey, Warner,
Coleman and Goggin reports that
Bradley D. Remick, Wynnewood,
Pennsylvania, was asked to lecture
on the legal aspects of the hospital
ity and tourism industry for the
Graduate School of Tourism and
Hospitality Management at Temple
University. Craig J. Richardson.
Winston-Salem, North Carolina,
writes, "When teaching my eco
nomics class, I still think about the
way Professors Trethewey and
Gensemer inspired me, and I try to
push my students just as hard! I
spend most of my free time playing
with my three daughters, Madeleine
(eight). Anna (six), and Currin
(four)."

'85 Harvey M. Stephens
1711 Illini Road
Springfield, Illinois 62704
hmstephens@bhslaw.com
Susan B. Berger, Cleveland
Heights, Ohio, married Bob Brown
on October 6, 2002, in Cleveland.
Bob, a 1973 graduate of Case
Western Reserve, works for the City
of Cleveland as the assistant director
for the City Planning Commission.
Susan is director of development
and community relations for the
Positive Education Program.
Pictures of the wedding can be seen
at www.susanbob.com. Mei Mei
Lyle Burr, Cincinnati, Ohio, repre
sented Kenyon at the inauguration
of G. Edward Hughes as the found
ing president of the Northern
Kentucky Community and
Technical College District on
November 15, 2002.
'86 Douglas R. Vahey
2921 North Pine Grove *1
Chicago, Illinois 60657
dvahey@chubb.com
CO-AGENT: Mary Beth Atkinson
Stephens
Margaret Gain Callesen. Avon
Lake, Ohio, and her husband, Phil,
announce the birth of a son, Owen
Shepherd Callesen, on January 1,
2001. Owen joins a brother,
Michael (eight), and a sister, Emma
(six). Margy also writes, "My father,
Rev. Clif Gain, died in March 2002
after a long illness. Many of our
classmates met and may remember
Daddy for his annual visits to
Kenyon and the dining halls each
November tor my birthday."
Michael R. Raney and his wife,
Kaitlin Weatherly, Pasadena,
California, announce the birth of
their daughter, Fiona Grace Raney,
on August 23, 2002. The Raney
family also includes a son, Nicolas
(five). A press release informs us
that Glenn D. Smith joined the
law firm of Hodgson Russ LLP as an
associate in the intellectual property
and technology practice group.
Glenn and his wife, Patricia
O'Donnell Smith '87, live in
Buffalo, New York. Dawn M.
Wilburs. Ludlow, Kentucky, married
John Mays on May 10, 2002.
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'87 Kristen Sharlow Meyer
407 Hendy Avenue
Elmira, New York 14905
Co-AGENT: Colleen Siders Eaton
Jeanne Petrison LeBlanc.
Pepperell, Massachusetts, and her
husband, Ralph, announce the
arrival of a son, Jacob Turner
LeBlanc, on November 12, 2002.
Jacob joins a brother, Joshua Emery
(one). Clara A. Porter, Portland,
Maine, writes that she teaches selfdefense and works with the
Department of (Corrections to over
haul anti-violence programming for
girls in the juvenile justice system.
Her husband, Daniel A. Holliday
'85, is in medical school. Clara and
Dan welcome visits from Kenyon
alumni. Robert A. Rikhoff writes, "I
finally chose to declare Eugene,
Oregon, home. 1 have a great job,
most of my family is here, I've made
some amazing friendships, consumed
a lot of great beer, hiked, canoed,
raffed, and I run. 1 have yet to meet
the right woman but enjoy my season
tickets to Oregon Duck football and
basketball, as well as minor-league
baseball. In short, I'm having fun."
Michiel J. Schuitemaker.
Cincinnati, Ohio, reports that he is
now racing cars professionally and
will drive a Nissan 350 Z next year
on his own team.
'88 15th Reunion
Patricia A. Rossman
2940 Pease Drive 206A
Rocky River, Ohio 44116
pa trie ia. rossman@uhhs.com
Lori Smistek Alf, Lakeview, New
York, and her husband, Chris,
announce the birth of a son, Chapin
Reilly Alf, on August 1, 2002. The
Alf family also includes Catcrina
(five) and Christer (three). Leland
A. Alper. Hardwick, Vermont,
reports that he tended a vegetable
garden last summer and has also been
doing landscape painting and some
sculpture. Elizabeth L. Ferguson,
Portland, Maine, represented Kenyon
at the inauguration of Elaine Tuttle
Hansen as the seventh president of
Bates College on October 26, 2002.
Priscilla Perotti Igram. Fairfield,
Connecticut, writes that since the
birth of her son, Noah (two), joining
a daughter, Quinn (five), she has
been taking a break from marketing
and graphic design to pursue painting
and full-time parenting. Boyce F.
Martin III, Louisville, Kentucky,
married Melea Kay East on
September 21, 2002. James A.
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Cooper Jr., Mason W. Morjikian.
Michel F. Robert, and David W.
Seevers were in the wedding party.
Melea is the assistant director of the
Office of Technology Development at
the University of Louisville Beth
Miyashiro Vivio, Waco, Texas, and
her husband, Michael, announce the
birth of a son, Anthony Louis Vivio,
on September 20, 2002. The Vivio
family includes another son. Carter
(five). A press release from the law
firm of Graydon, Head, and Ritchey
reports that R. Kent Wellington,
Cincinnati, Ohio, received the John
E. Pepper Education Award for his
commitment, compassion, and perse
verance as a volunteer on behalf of
public education. He worked as a
mentor with the Cincinnati Youth
Collaborative Mentoring Program.
Susan Byrne Wooster, Eugene,
Oregon, and her husband, Benjamin
J. Wooster '89, announce the birth
of a daughter, Beatrice Jane Wooster,
on April 25, 2002. Beatrice joins a
brother, Benjamin (three).
'89 Andrea Bucey Tikkanen
1480 Groton Drive
Hudson, Ohio 44236
andrea_buceytikkanen@bankone.com
CO-AGENTS: Joan D. O'Hanlon
Curry, Christopher K. Eaton, Susan
Bloom Hudgins
Ann Charlton Adams and
Christopher W.D. Adams '84,
Chicago, Illinois, announce the birth
of their daughter, Alexandra
Ainsworth Adams, on February 18,
2002. Charles W. Cammack and
Samantha Sanderson '91, Berkeley,
California, announce the birth of
their son. Walker Julian Cammack,
on September 1, 2001. Samantha
tells us that she is finishing the paper
work tor her social work license in
the hopes of taking her exam for
L.C.S.W. next year. Joan O'Hanlon
Curry and her husband, Jim,
announce the birth of their son,
Aidan Edward Curry, on July 25,
2002. The Curry family lives in
Ossining, New York. Nancy
Robbins Mullen writes, "Mike
|Michael J. Mullen '90] and 1 have
moved to Trappe, Maryland, a small
country village on the beautiful
Eastern Shore. We bought a 102-yearold house and are in the midst of
major renovations. Mike is in a pri
vate ob/gyn practice in the town of
Easton, and I manage the lives of
three boys, Jacob (eleven), Sam
(nine), and Nathan (five)." Mike and
Nancy recently attended the wedding
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ot Brendan P. Keefe '90 in Ireland.
Ann Cunningham O'Driscoll,
Bristol, England, writes, "1 have been
busy with my new job, new house,
tenth wedding anniversary, and
daughter, Taryn (four), starting
school just after her fourth birthday."
Thomas J. Reed and Tracy
Cumming Reed '90, Midland,
Michigan, announce the birth of
their son, Trent Reed, on July 25,
2002. Trent joins an older brother,
Zack (nine). Christopher R. Thorp
writes that he recently married and
moved with his wife, Laura, from
Pennsylvania to Chicago, Illinois.
Laura is beginning graduate studies
in anatomy at Rush University and
Chris has joined Midwest Neoped
Associates as a pediatric and internal
medicine hospitalist. Since he and
Laura arc new to the Midwest, Chris
asks that classmates in the Chicago
area contact him at Thorpc@hotmail.com. Andrea Bucey
Tikkanen, Hudson, Ohio, and her
husband, Tom, announce the birth of
a daughter, Caroline Bucey
Tikkanen, on November 8, 2002.
Caroline joins a brother, Henry Scott
(three). Andrea tells us that she
remains a vice-president with Bank
One and enjoys a telecommute
schedule which puts her in her
Cleveland office three days a week
while working out of a home office
the other two days. Benjamin J.
Wooster and Susan Byrne
Wooster '88, Eugene, Oregon,
announce the birth of a daughter,
Beatrice Jane Wooster, on April 25,
2002. Beatrice joins a brother,
Benjamin (three).

Senior, and Alden Senior '91.
Reverend Andrew Foster, former
Kenyon chaplain, traveled from New
York City to officiate at the wedding.
Brendan is a television news reporter
for the Houston NBC station.
Nancy Robbins Mullen '89 writes,
"Mike |Michael J. Mullen| and I
have recently moved to Trappe,
Maryland, a small country village on
the beautiful Eastern Shore. We have
bought a 102-year-old house and are
in the midst of major renovations.
Mike is in a private ob/gyn practice
in the town of Easton, and I manage
the lives of three boys, Jacob
(eleven), Sam (nine), and Nathan
(five)." Matthew D. Roth. Herndon,
Virginia, tells us that he is now doing
research for the Pennsylvania State
University Applied Research
Laboratory. He works two days a
week in the D.C. area and the other
three days in their facility north of
Pittsburgh. Judith M. Scheibelhut.
Novato, California, married Cory
Stepanek on August 31, 2002, in San
Francisco, California. Members of
the wedding party included Kara C.
Glynn and Sue Melville Kiley.
Judith is a systems programmer for
Guide Dogs for the Blind, while Cory
is a regional sales manager for
General Electric. Sarah Marston
Sliwinski. Atlanta, Georgia, and
her husband, John, announce the
birth of a son, Patrick Sliwinskt, on
November 16, 2001. The Sliwinski
family also includes a daughter,
Emma (three). Christopher E.
Wasson, Columbus, Ohio, and his
wife, Christine, announce the birth
ot a son, Jacob Thomas Wasson, on
August 12, 2002.
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'91 Angelique Tober Wentzel
317 Glen Park Avenue
San Rafael, California 94901
atobet@aol.com
CO-AGENT: Phillip E. Wilson Jr.

'90 Elizabeth Jennings Lockwood
3834 North Green view
Unit 3 South
Chicago, Illinois 60613
lockwood_betsy@yahtxj.com
CO-AGENT: Scott R. Sporte
James C. Hebert, Baltimore,
Maryland, and his wife, Carty,
announce the birth of a third son,
John "Tucker" Hebert, on May 28,
2002. The Hebert family also
includes Clayton (four) and Thomas
(five). Brendan P. Keefe. Houston,
Texas, married Tiffany Aymond
(University of Louisiana at
Lafayette) on July I, 2002, in County
Kildare, Ireland. Members of the
wedding party included Brendan's sis
ter, Grace Keefe Huebsher '82,
Michael Mullen. Kristen Hoffman

Kimberly Kinney Dionne,
Portland, Connecticut, and her hus
band, Jeremy, announce the birth of
a second daughter, Tristen Dionne,
on February 7, 2002. The Dionne
family also includes Peyton Elizabeth
(four). Anne Grevstad-Nordbrock.
East Lansing, Michigan, and her hus
band, Ted, announce the birth of a
son, Fritz David Grcvstad-Nordbrtx:k
on May 24, 2002. Ian B. Kaplow.
Berlin, Germany, informs us that he
has written a hook in German entitied Arudytih und Ethik der Namen.
The lxxik was published in October
2002 and explores the subjects of
ethics, analytical philosophy, episte-

mology, and semiotics. Michael J.
McElroy, McLean, Virginia, and his
wife, Charisse, announce the birth of
a daughter, Jacqueline Christine
McElroy, on December 17, 2001.
Mike says he is still an associate at
Orrick, Herrington, and Sutcliffe
LLP. Julie Mills Roth. Ann Arbor,
Michigan, and her husband, Randy,
announce the birth of a daughter,
Eva Robin Roth, on September 2,
2002 Samantha Sanderson and
Charles W. Cammack '89,
Berkeley, California, announce the
birth of a son, Walker Julian
C^ammack, on September 3, 2001.
Samantha tells us that she is finish
ing the paperwork for her social work
license in the hopes of taking her
exam for L.C.S.W. next year. Kristin
G. Schelter, London, England, mar
ried Samuel Macdonald (Winchester
College) on August 10, 2002, on
Cape GKI, Massachusetts. Members
of the wedding party included
Nancy P. Cooper, Julia R.
Fischoeder, and Shirley Y. Chung
'92. Kristin is a consultant for Ducati
Motor and is also studying to be a
professional garden designer. Sam, a
solicitor, works for Farrcr and Co., a
London law firm. Kelly L.
Schneider, London, England, married Edward Lees (Amherst College)
on Cape Cod, Massachusetts, on
September 14, 2002. Members of the
wedding party included Kenneth M.
Burgomaster. Kristin L. Giantris,
Katherine C. Kolstad. and Eric M.
Ziegenhagen '93. Kelly is a director
of strategic development for AOL
Europe, and Edward is an equity
trader at Goldman Sachs.
'92 Kathryn Evans Smith
1023 Winding Way
Park Hills, Kentucky 41011
ksmith@whepatent.com
Co-AGENT: Alise A. Shuart
Martin J. Blackwell. Bloomington,
Indiana, informs us that as a member
of the first group of Fulhright stu
dents to be sent to the Ukraine in
2001, he spent twelve months work
ing to complete his research on his
Indiana University-Bloomington his
tory dissertation entitled "Regime
City of the First Category:
Population Politics and Everyday
Resistance in Kyiv, Ukraine, 19431946." Martin has spent half of the
past ten years since graduation on
and off in the former Soviet Union
working in various capacities. Scott
M. Griffith, Tulsa, Oklahoma,
reports that he is a full-time song
writer with two CDs released, in

December 2002 and January 2003.
His wife, Krusty, is completing her
last year of a psychiatry residency.
Scott says he'd love to bring his band
to Kenyon this spring or possibly to
the hometowns of friends and fellow
graduates. William D. Hage tells us
he moved to Raleigh, North
Carolina, and joined a private-prac
tice orthopedic surgery group. He
says he enjoyed seeing many Kenyon
friends at the wedding of Robert F.
Voth and Susan Moretti in
Cleveland, Ohio, last May. Paul A.
Hamann Bellevue, Washington,
reports that he won eleven thousand
dollars on the Pyramid game show in
October 2002. Johanna T.
Holbrook married Manuel da Rocha
Abreu (Freie Universitat, Berlin) on
June 29, 2002, in Berlin, Germany,
where they live. On September 7,
they celebrated their recent wedding
with friends and family in
Lambertville, New Jersey. Johanna
and Manuel are both freelance writ
ers, and Johajma is a translator as
well. Kimberly S. Kanner married
Thomas D. Meisner II (Trenton
State College) on October 5, 2002,
in New York City. Kimberly is an
editor for Atria Books, while Thomas
is a group financial manager at
Digitas, a marketing strategy com
pany. The Meisners live in New York
City. Jessica Regan Lindgren and
Peter C. Lindgren, Salt Like City,
Utah, announce the birth of a son,
Mats Niklas Lindgren, on February
14, 2002. The Lindgren family also
includes Astrid (four). In other news,
Peter represented Kenyon College at
the inauguration of Michael S. Bassis
as the sixteenth president of
Westminster College on October 19,
2002. Jeffrey K. Mann.
Selinsgrovc, Pennsylvania, and his
wife, Neneth, announce the birth of
a son, Jeffrey K. Mann Jr., on July 24,
2002. Jeffrey tells us that he begar.l
teaching in the religion department
at Susquehanna University in August
2002. Lisa Riccio Martin.
Knoxville, Tennessee, and her hus
band, Bruce, announce the birth of
their daughter, Tess Ariana Martin,
on November 6, 2002.
'93 10th Reunion
Paul J. Haaland
3 Hugo Court
Silver Spring, Maryland 20906
haaland@t ripnet .org
Brian D. Dowdall and Shannon
Hurley Dowdall '94. Worthington,
Ohio, announce the birth of a son,
Finn Patrick Dowdall, on November

9, 2002. Kevin D. Galvin married
Miwako Kobayashi on November 2,
2002. His sister, Shannon P. Galvin
*96, was in attendance. Kevin and
Miwako live in Tokyo, Japan, where
Kevin works for Citicorp Diners
Club Japan, Inc. Sarah GimbelSherr and Kenneth Gimbel-Sherr
'95, based in Mutare, Zimbabwe,
announce the birth of a daughter,
Lola Elliott Gimbel-Sherr, on
October 5, 2002. Sarah says, "As she
was Kirn in the U.S.A., at three
weeks we brought her back to
Mozambique where she has been
thriving in the tropical climate."
Kelly J. Raymond. Shaker Heights,
Ohio, married Rick Burdsall on June
1, 2002. Kelly informs us that she
just took a new job as a vascularmedicine nurse practitioner at the
Cleveland Clinic in Cleveland,
Ohio. Christa A. Robertson tells us
that she and her husband, Jim Klotz,
plan on building a house on their
five acres in Coloma, California,
fixated near the south fork of the
American River. Christa spends her
time white-water kayaking, snowKlarding, and working as an emergency room nurse, sexual-assault
nurse examiner, and yoga teacher.
Tyler D. Rust. Oakland, California,
writes, "Junko, Emma (two), and I
are packing up and moving back
East! Sayonara, Left Coast! Hello,
Connecticut!" Kathleen Gauntner
Shear, Dublin, Ohio, and her hus
band, Christopher, announce the
birth of a daughter, Emma Kathryn
Shear, on March 8, 2002.
'94 Paul M. Penick III
3937 17th Street
San Francisco, California 94114
neil_penick@yahoo.com
CO-AGENTS: Scott R. Baker,
William R. Enloe, Sarah E. Hall
Shannon Hurley Dowdall and
Brian D. Dowdall '93.
Worthington, Ohio, announce the
birth of a son, Finn Patrick Dowdall,
on November 9, 2002. Nicholas W.
Einstein married Joie C.
Monte forte on August 31, 2002, in
Kamuela, Hawaii. Joie is a manager
in the human resources department
at Washington Mutual, a financial
services company in Seattle,
Washington, and N icholas is a mar
keting and communications consul
tant at Crystal Point, a software
design business in Bothell,
Washington. Joie and Nicholas live
in Seattle Melissa Schneider
Kasmin, Morristown, New Jersey,
and her husband, Richard, announce

the birth of a son, Samuel Jack
Kasmin, on June 5, 2002. Melissa
writes, "Samuel keeps me very busy
during the day, and at night I work
on my Ph.D. in social work at
Rutgers University." Audrey
Tussing Klein, Galeshurg, Illinois,
represented Kenyon at the inaugura
tion of Roger L. Taylor as the eigh
teenth president of Knox College on
October 18, 2002. Alexandra
Jaime Lock wood. Somersworth,
New Hampshire, married C.
Alexander Abbott (University of
New Hampshire) on July 6, 2002, in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
Alexandra is a first-grade teacher at
Milton Elementary School, while
Alexander is a technical writer for
Bottomline Technologies in
Portsmouth. Philip A. Musser.
Alexandria, Virginia, married
Heather West (University of Texas)
in Chevy Chase, Maryland, on
September 28, 2002. Philip is the
deputy chief of staff at the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development in Washington, while
Heather is a special assistant in the
White House Office of Homeland
Security. Kristin W. Rothballer
reports that she is still living in San
Francisco, California, working as the
youth and community-outreach man
ager for Collective Heritage
Institute/Bioneers, a nonprofit orga
nization focused on environmental
and social justice Alexandra F.
Rowley, New York City, informs us
that she has been exhibiting her
work in New York and Los Angeles
galleries. She also has done commer
cial photography for the November
and December issues of Martha
Stewart Living as well as The Cooking
Cluh Cookbook, published by
Random House. Michael P. Rutter,
Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts, mar
ried Amy Yeager (Harvard
University) on October 13, 2002.
Members of the wedding party
included J. Justin Hill and David
A. Lilly. Michael works as a senior
project manager at Harvard Medical
School, while Amy works half-time
as a desktop designer for Harvard
Medical School's Health Publications
Division and trains half-time to
become an Alexander Technique
practitioner. Michael says Alexander
Technique is an alternative therapy
that seeks to address a persons habit
ual patterns of physical behavior that
result in poor posture, pain, stress,
and so on. Elizabeth Schacter, New
York City, writes, "Right now I'm
working as a screenwriter, splitting
my time between my own work and
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doing rewrites (a.k.a. 'fender jobs')
on other projects. Sadly, I cannot
point you to the local multiplex yet. This fall 1 helped produce 'Brave
New World,' a marathon of plays in
response to 9/11, which continues to
be a galvanizing moment. 1 moved to
Harlem, and while I miss the daily
sightings of famous people, 1 love the
parks and the food!" Claudia I.
Solin, New York City, informs us
that she has left her position as a
senior marketing manager for a bigfive accounting firm to become a
freelance writer. She has teamed up
with a photojournalist on a number
of projects and will be working on
these while trekking through
Indochina for a period of nine
months or so. Ravana Wijeyeratne
writes, "We were glad to host our
fourth visitor in Sri Lanka who was
associated with Kenyon. Alexei L.
Soshnin '95, a one-year exchange
snident from Russia in 1991-92, vis
ited us with his wife, Katya. With the
ongoing peace process, we have had
many visitors from the U.S., but
Ayesha and 1 are happiest to receive
friends from the Hill."
'95 Edward B. Bierhaus
3048 Fulton Circle
Boulder, Colorado 80301
bierhaus@ucsu.colorado.edu
CO-AGENT: Margaret Darrow
Williams
Elisa B. Bolton. Somerville,
Massachusetts, writes, "I am now
back in Boston after finishing two
years of graduate school in France.
The return home has been great,
with many Kenyon sightings.
Margaret N. Hamilton joined me
from Seattle in the Larches Track
Club to run a 12k on the Cape."
Michelle Cokrlic. Chicago, Illinois,
married Michael John Denk in
December 2001 in Old Town
Chicago. The two met at the
Graduate School of Business at the
University of Chicago, from which
they both graduated in 2001. Kerry
Hockman Elledge served as a
bridesmaid, and Caroline C.
Gosselin was a reader. Michelle is a
brand manager at Quaker Foods and
Beverages, while Mike is the program
officer for the Chicago Council on
Foreign Relations. Kenneth
Gimbel-Sherr and Sarah GimbelSherr '93, Mutare, Zimbabwe,
announce the birth of a daughter,
Lola Elliott Gimbel-Sherr, on
October 5, 2002. Lisa R.
Kindleberger. St. Louis, Missouri,
was named an assistant professor of
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psychology at Southwestern Illinois
College in Belleville, Illinois.
Antonio Melo and Emma Mead
Melo, Brooklyn, New York,
announce the birth of their son,
Raphael Antonio Melo, on April 9,
2002. They report that Antonio con
tinues to build his music studio while
running his own company, the
Plymouth Exchange, which provides
computer consultation to major cor
porations. Emma is a full-time mom
who teaches workshops through the
City Lights Youth Theater. Andrew
C. Miller, Lynchburg, Virginia, tells
us that he became the head men's
basketball coach at Lynchburg
College in July 2002. He received his
master's degree in education from the
University of Akron a month later.
Alexa D. O'Brien, Astoria, New
York, reports that she is directing a
short film and planning to start up a
millshop and general contracting
company in the New York City area.
'96 Thomas J. Magliery
333 Mill Road
North Haven, Connecticut 06473
magliery@usa.net
CO-AGENT: Jamie Griffith Macy
Amy T. Gallivan married Dru D.
Damico (Fairfield University) on July
6, 2002, at the Cathedral of the
Madeleine in Salt Lake City, Utah.
Adrienne Biggert Morell and
Elisa J. Niemack were bridesmaids.
Amy is seeking employment, and
Dm is a partner at DestinyUSA, a
real estate and entertainment devel
opment firm headquartered in
Syracuse, New York. Amy and Dm
live at 44 Gramercy Park North,
New York, New York 10010. Lesley
Garofalo Gibbs, Pomfret,
Connecticut, and her husband,
Donald, announce the birth of their
son, Jeffrey Ryan Gibbs, on October
21, 2002. Lesley reports that Jeffrey
weighed nine pounds and ten ounces
at birth. Saundra Bakelar Revisky.
Big Sky, Montana, and her husband,
Jason, announce the birth of a son,
Hetcher Ivan Revisky, on April 3,
2002. Sandy works full time as a real
estate agent, and Jason is assistant
fire chief of the Big Sky Fire
Department. Sandy says, "We're hav
ing a great time with Fletcher, and
we're just about to start building our
first home here in Big Sky." Andrew
S. Richmond, New Castle,
Delaware, reports that he is a gradu
ate student in the Wintcrthur
Program at the University of
Delaware and will receive his mas
ter's degree in 2003. His thesis
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focuses on the furniture of
Washington County, Ohio, from
1788-1840. Jamie L. Smith writes,
"I am completely consumed by my
writing and my wardrobe, and I'm
currently splitting my time between
New York and Los Angeles as 1 waft
none-too-gently toward becoming a
world-renowned performance artist
and playwright. I recently performed
an excerpt of my latest play at
Kenyon in September and will wel
come the opportunity to perform in
Ohio again when my play Empire
Burlesque enjoys its premier at the
Cleveland Public Theater."
'97 Elizabeth A. Pannill
1641 Hawthorne Street
Houston, Texas 77006
lizziep@alleytheatre.org
CO-AGENT: Edwin C. O'Malley
Marjorie M. Gibbons married Ryan
Widener (University of Virginia) on
June 22, 2002, in New York City.
Torrey G. Oberfest participated in
the wedding party. Jorie is a fixedincome credit analyst at Bradford and
Marzec, and Ryan is a corporate ana
lyst at Western Asset Management
Company. The couple lives at 577
11 th Street, Hermosa Beach,
California 90254- Julianna E.
Herrick married Nelson C. Yee on
August 3, 2002, in Cleveland, Ohio.
Timothy C. Bator and Kirsten M.
Bauman were in the wedding party.
Julianna is pursuing a degree at Case
Western Reserve University School
of Law, and Nelson is working
toward a doctorate in chemistry at
Case Western Reserve University.
The couple lives in Brooklyn, Ohio.
Tonya Ladipo married Dan Rhoton
(LaSalle University) on August 10,
2002, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
where they live. Elizabeth M. Hurt
served as Tonya's maid of honor.
Tonya is a therapist at Philadelphia
Community Health Alternatives, a
non-profit agency that serves the gay
community, while Dan is a teacher at
St. Gabriel's Hall, a residential facil
ity for male juvenile delinquents.
Both Tonya and Dan are in their sec
ond year of graduate school for their
master's degrees, Tonya in social
work and Dan in special education.
Kristin E. Oliver, Honolulu,
Hawaii, writes, "1 will finish my doc
torate in counseling psychology in
May 2003. I am still enjoying life out
here in Hawaii!" Sarah P.
Raymond. Haslett, Michigan, tells
us that she is working on her doctor
ate in counseling psychology at
Michigan State University. In addi-

tion to taking classes, she teaches an
undergraduate course and provides
therapy at the university counseling
center. Morgan F. Reeves, Lutz,
Florida, writes, "I've been working at
Borders Books for three and a half
years as a bookseller and then man
ager, and for the most part I've loved
it! A little over a year ago, 1 trans
ferred back down to my home state
of Florida, and I've been eating alli
gator steaks the whole time!"
Elizabeth C. Rosengren reports
that she is living with Michael J.
Zierhut in Ojai, California, where
she recently moved into the position
of artistic director at Theater 150.
Jeffrey D. Russell. Longmont,
Colorado, writes, "I've lived off and
on in Colorado since 1995. I got my
bachelor of fine arts degree in photo
journalism from the Rochester
Institute of Technology in upstate
New York. 1 have done freelance
photography and graphic design for
the past five years, worked at an
online learning company in
Rochester as a web designer for about
a year, quit and went back to Ohio
for a year, and now I'm working as a
graphic designer for the marketing
department of Mentor Graphics near
Boulder, Colorado. I keep in touch
with Jose C. Espanol regularly. 1
still play music often and have been
enjoying the outdoors and whipping
myself into shape for the Moab Half
Marathon in March 2003." John D.
Schrank, Randallstown, Maryland,
tells us that he graduated from the
University of Pennsylvania School of
Veterinary Medicine last May. Don is
working in a small animal clinic out
side of Baltimore.
'98 5th Reunion
Jonathan I. Nicholson
P.O. Box 294
Sewanee, Tennessee 37375
jnichols@sewanee.edu
Nicole C. Canfield, Middle bury,
Vermont, writes, "After two years of
teaching university-level English as a
Peace Corps volunteer in Guinea,
West Africa, I missed the snow so
much I moved to Vermont. Now, I'm
freezing and waiting tables in search
of a more lucrative position in col
lege administration." Bryan L.
Doerries. New York City, produced
and directed an Off-Broadway pro
duction of Harold Pinter's The Dumb
Waiter which appeared at the
Ahington Theater in New York City
during October 2002. Elaine
Bleakney Kelly reports that she
recently won a $20,000 poetry fel-

APPETIZER, ANYONE?
"Producing," says Megan Wolpert '95, senior
vice president of Spyglass Television and a
lively generator of conversational metaphor,
"is like an appetizer platter. There's the
directing bit, the production bit, the writing
bit. Most people get bitten by one of the bits
and make that the main course. I haven't
been 'bitten' yet."
Which is roughly to say that Wolpert
loves being a producer and plans to go on
doing it for the foreseeable future.
She's also good at it. In less than three
years with Spyglass Entertainment, the 29year-old has co-produced feature films includ
ing the latest A1 Pacino vehicle, The Recruit,
which opened in January 2003. As a measure
of the company's high regard for her acumen,
when Spyglass recently started up its new
television division, they chose Wolpert to
head it Her first television series, the primetime drama Miracles, premiered January 27
on ABC.
Although Wolpert loves movies, the tran
sition from large screen to small has brought
unexpected satisfactions, such as the quicker
pace of television production, which suits her
style. "With features, there are projects you
will have on your slate for eight years that
have yet to come together. At least with tele
vision if something isn't going to happen,
you get that answer quickly and everyone
moves on. It's sort of like picking a new
roommate every year."
She also finds it gratifying to be working
in "a writer-driven medium." Although she
took lots of drama classes and won the
Joanne Woodward Trophy for best perfor
mance by an actress her senior year, Wolpert
majored in English and is passionate about
working with writers to develop material. In
this she swam against the Hollywood tide,
which frequently and notoriously dismisses
writers as so much flotsam obstructing the
fish. In television, Wolpert says, "the writer
is king. While films get started by pitching
ideas and concepts, in television you pitch a
voice and a style. So the writer really runs
the show."
Wolpert hired a writer for Miracles whom
she knew from feature films, Richard Hatem
(The Mothman Prophecies). Because Hatem
had previously worked only in movies, he
was floored to be invited to casting sessions
for the television series, and rendered
speechless to discover that his was the most
sought-after opinion in the room, as Wolpert
observed with delight.

Last fall, Wolpert visited Kenyon to offer a
talk to students on how to get started in film
and television. "I wanted to focus on all the
things that people don't mention to you when
you get off the Greyhound bus, like the struc
ture of how a project moves through the sys
tem. It takes six months to figure that out on
your own, but I could explain it in minutes."
Among other things, Wolpert shed light on the
difference between agents and managers,
what all those people on a list of film credits
actually do, and how studios find material.
"There is no freshman orientation for
Hollywood when you get here. No one is wait
ing to explain to you where the cafeteria is.
And it can take so much longer than is neces
sary to figure that out."
Wolpert gratefully remembers getting her
own "freshman orientation" to Hollywood
from a generous alumna, Susan Hillenbrand
Avallon '85, whose name she found on a list
in the Career Development Center. Avallon
gave her scripts to read and taught Wolpert
how to write "coverage," a summary of a
reader's thoughts on a script. "Coverage is the
mode of communication, the paper trail of a
project. It's a beginning-level skill that all peo
ple in the business have to learn how to do.
Susan gave me little homework assignments
on how to do it, and workshopped them with
me. She was invaluable."
Of producing, Wolpert says, "When you're
really good, the job's got some creative juice
like writing, but you're not writing; it's got
some directorial elements, but you're not
directing. It's kind of a little bit of every
thing"—that appetizer platter again—"so it's
harder to find the internship or the equivalent
of med school that can show you a path."
Drama classes at Kenyon certainly helped.
In her former position as vice president of
production at Spyglass, Wolpert read fifteen to
twenty-five film scripts every week, and
always, she says, went back to the method of
analyzing a script that she learned as a firstyear student in at introductory course taught
by James E. Michael Playwright-in-Residence
and Associate Professor of Drama Wendy
MacLeod. "A lot of my job is being the first
reader and working with writers to bring
their scripts to the point where they can be
turned into movies or television. Because I
wrote so much at Kenyon, I know what I'm
asking of them. The same thing is true of
[Professor of Drama] Harlene Marley's direct
ing class. It taught me how to work with
directors, how to understand what they need."

Two images recur as Wolpert talks about
a producer's work: the translator and the
warrior. Starting out in the business, she
took a series of jobs that gave her experience
with the varied groups who contribute to get
ting a film made—technical crew, writers,
directors, producers, and "suits," the studio
executives who control the money—so she
could learn their idiosyncratic vocabularies.
Wolpert wanted to learn these different "lan
guages" before taking an executive job, "so I
would know what it is they needed, so that
when I started really working with them and
being their protector, their warrior—which is
what producing is—I would know what their
working life is like. A lot of the job is trans
lating between these different elements. I
needed to understand all their points of view
in order to produce the way I wanted to pro
duce."
"My primary responsibility is taking care
of the writers and directors and making sure
that their vision is realized, and that they
have the creative space to do that, while at
the same time being financially responsible,"
says this interpreter who successfully medi
ates among competing interests by speaking
to each in their own language. Now that's
production.
-Amy Blumcnthol
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lowship from the International
Institute of Modern Letters. She
completed her master of fine arts
degree in poetry at the University of
California at Irvine during the sum
mer of 2002 and lives in Venice,
California, with her husband,
Christopher A. Kelly '97. Jenine
Lewis Mosher. St. Paul, Minnesota,
reports that she graduated from
Hamline University School of Law
in May 2002 and is now an associate
practicing in the business department
of Rider, Bennett, Egan, and Arundel
LLP in Minneapolis. Her focus is in
the areas of general business law, real
estate law, and corporate law. Jen
also says that she and her husband,
Kevin, spent most of August 2002 in
Europe, traveling through Germany,
Switzerland, and Austria. Sara E.
Reish, Los Angeles, California,
reports that she is a third-year
teacher at John C. Fremont High
School in south central Los Angeles.
She is looking toward graduate
school in creative writing or English
literature somewhere on the east
coast. Torsten Seifert. Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, writes, "After spending
one year working at home in
Germany, I recently moved to
Philadelphia for graduate school. I
am enjoying the busy life as an
M.B.A. student at Wharton."
'99 Rebecca M. Hoyt-Luce
793 High Street
Bedford, Ohio 44146
hoytr99@hotmail.com
CO-AGENTS: Cecil C. Jackson, III
Shannon A. Byrne, Monkton,
Maryland, tells us she is in a master's
program in counseling at Loyola
College in Baltimore. Brian P.
Gibney married Kara M.
McClurken on August 31, 2002, in
Harrisonburg, Virginia, at the James
Madison University Arboretum.
Beth E. Shapinsky was the maid of
honor, and Saranya J. Wheat.
Melissa L. Holman, and Michelle
L. Santangelo served as brides
maids. Aaron G. Downs '00 was a
groomsman, while Elizabeth R.
Hieronymus served as wedding pho
tographer. Brian is working toward
his doctorate in microbiology at the
University of Massachusetts at
Amherst, and Kara is completing
dual master's degrees from the
University of Maryland in American
history and in library science with a
concentration in archives, preserva
tion, and records management. She
works at Smith College in the
Sophia Smith Collection. Brian and
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Kara live in Amherst, Massachusetts.
Erich K. Kurschat. Chicago,
Illinois, writes, "1 am still working in
human resources for Levy
Restaurants and finally singing with
the DePaul Community Choir, the
DePaul Ensemble, and the Chicago
Chamber Choir." Ari N. Rothman,
Arlington, Virginia, tells us that he
graduated cum laude from Case
Western Reserve University School
of Law in May 2002 and now is an
associate at Howrey Simon Arnold
and White LLP in Washington, D.C.
He is in the global litigation/com
mercial trial practice group. David
C. Schalliol married Jennifer D.
Moore '02 on June 30, 2002, at the
Church of the Holy Spirit in
Gambier. A. Christopher Worth
and Jason A. Mowery served as
groomsmen. Elizabeth A. Moore
'05 was the maid of honor, and
Rebecca S. Ray '01 was a brides
maid. David is working for the
Consortium on Chicago's School
Research as a Web designer and pur
suing his doctorate in sociology at
the University of Chicago. Jennifer is
a substitute teacher and writer. The
Schalliols live in Chicago, Illinois.
Jordan A. Schmidt, Columbus,
Ohio, writes, "In June of 2001,1 was
hired on full-time as a radio disc
jockey as well as assisting with the
management of our Web site. Now I
have written and produced radio
commercials for new clients.
Sometimes it hits me, I'm on the
radio!'' Alicia M. Venhoff married
Damon Shanks on July 20, 2002.
Carrie L. Nino and Jessica L.
Dolce served as bridesmaids. Alicia
is a registered nurse at the James
Cancer Hospital at Ohio State
University and is pursuing a master's
degree in nursing at Ohio State.
Damon is employed by the Ohio
State University Medical Center, and
is also a medical services supervisor
with the Ohio National Guard. The
couple resides at 7913 Crossover
Boulevard, Columbus, Ohio 43235.
Andrew Shannon, Baltimore,
Maryland, reports that he is in his
third year at Johns Hopkins
University School of Medicine. He is
applying for an MD/MPH, a joint
degree program for medicine and
public health, at the university.
Andrew says that he frequently runs
inti > Shannon Byrne, who he tells
us is working at Johns Hopkins's
Kennedy Krieger Institute and
instructing aerobics as well as working towards her master's degree at
Loyola College. Ian H. Showalter,
Marietta, Pennsylvania, writes, "I'm
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still working as the sports informa
tion director at Eliza bethtown
College. In March 2002, I got the
chance to see the NCAA Division
111 men's basketball Final Four first
hand when our team advanced to the
national championship game.
Unfortunately, we didn't win it."
Mareike B. Wieth Lansing,
Michigan, reports, "I am still at
Michigan State working on my doc
torate in cognitive psychology. I did
manage, however, to pick up a mas
ter's degree in cognitive psychology
along the way last December." Mary
Beth Wilson writes, "1 am currently
getting my master's degree in inter
national studies through Johns
Hopkins University School of
Advanced International Studies. I
am spending my first year in Bologna,
Italy, and will spend my second year
in Washington, D.C."
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'00 Elizabeth Roche
91A White Street
Saratoga Springs, New York 12866
eroche@skidmore.edu
Co-AGENTS: Peter D. MacDowell,
Joanna L. Radnor, Sara Gage Rinala
Apple T. Plotnick writes, "Hello all,
I am now the associate editor and
science writer for a scientific journal
in connection with the University of
Virginia in my hometown of
Charlottesville, Virginia. My old
roommate Amanda Loy-Jung sent
me her wedding announcement in
April of 2002 from Vienna, Austria,
and I will be visiting Audrey L.
Dotson '01 in Berlin, Germany, later
this year. Feel free to e-mail me to
reconnect." Carolina S.
Richardson, New York City, reports
that she is working in the European
paintings department of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
'01 Samara L. Estroff
W. Alton Jones Campus
Environmental Education Center
401 Victory Highway
West Greenwich, Rhode Island
02817
estroffs@hotmail.com
CO-AGENT: Tyler Griffin
Mary D. Lee, Honolulu, Hawaii,
writes that she completed a year-long
round of world travels and is now in
graduate school in Hawaii. Erika J.
Plank reports, "I have made some
major life shifts this past year, mov
ing from Kentucky to our nation's

capital, and giving the theater world
a break with my new job as a techni
cal recruiter in Fairfax, Virginia.
Former Kenyon staff member
Andrew Hagan and 1 are learning to
love both the big-city elements of
D.C. and the rich history of nearby
Old Town Alexandria. Recent visits
with Carrie L. Brueck '00 and
Celsea J. Wurster '02, also in the
D.C. area, prove that old Kenyon
bonds can last off the Hill." Linzey
M. Powers, Washington, D.C.,
reports that she has been working at
a Washington think tank, American
Enterprise Institute, since graduation.
'02 Annis K. Kukulan
50 York Drive
Piedmont, California 94611
CO-AGENT: Christopher M. Van
Nostrand
Jennifer D. Moore married David
C. Shalliol '99 on June 30, 2002, at
the Church of the Holy Spirit in
Gambier. Elizabeth A. Moore '05
served as maid of honor, and
Rebecca S. Ray '01 was a brides
maid. Jason A. Mowery '99 and A.
Christopher Worth '99 were
groomsmen. Jennifer is a substitute
teacher and writer, and David is a
Web designer and a doctoral candi
date in sociology at the University of
Chicago. The couple lives in
Chicago, Illinois.

IN MEMORIAM
Clifford Resor Jr. 1928 on August
25, 1992. He was eighty-seven and a
resident of Tucson, Arizona.
Clifford attended Kenyon for one
semester. He was a member of Psi
Upsilon fraternity.
No information regarding sur
vivors is available.
Rev. Dr. Frank G. Ireland '35 on
November 11, 2002, of a heart
attack. He was ninety-five and a resi
dent of Escanaba, Michigan.
After receiving his bachelors
degree from Kenyon, Frank went on
to attend Seaberry Western College
in Evanston, Illinois, and Bexley
Hall in Gambier, where he received
his bachelor of divinity degree. He
earned a master's degree in psychol
ogy and a doctorate in education at
the University of Michigan.
Frank taught at Kent State
University, Akron University, and
Ferris State University as a professor
of psychology. In addition, he was
the minister of several Episcopal
churches and in retirement served as
a substitute minister in Michigan
churches. A sports fan, Frank was a
sports writer for the Flint Journal and
a scorekeeper for basketball games at
Ferris State.
Frank is survived by his wife,
Dorothy; two daughters, Patricia
Wildey and Lori Ireland; two sons,
Richard and John Ireland; nine
grandchildren; four great-grandchil
dren; and several nieces and nephews.
Merlin E. Ake Jr. '37 on December
13, 2001. He was eighty-six and a
resident of Pensacola, Florida.
At Kenyon, Merlin played polo
and was a member of Beta Theta Pi
fraternity. He served in the U.S. Air
Force during World War II in Europe
and the Pacific. He earned a Bronze
Star and was discharged with the
rank of captain.
After a career in manufacturing
management, Merlin retired to
Florida and a second career as a management consultant.
He is survived by three sons,
Merlin E. Ill, Richard T. and Robert
W. Ake.
Walter E. Kirijan '37 on September
15, 2002, of congestive heart failure.
He was eighty-seven and a resident
of Waverly, Pennsylvania.
At Kenyon, Walter was an AllAmerican Honorable Mention foot
ball player and a member of Beta
Theta Pi fraternity.

Walter was an industrial engi
neer with Owen Illinois Glass
Company before moving to the
Scranton area, where he was vice
president and general manager of
Arlington Industries for more than
thirty years.
Walter is survived by his wife of
sixty-five years, Beatrice Caruso
Kirijan; a daughter, Arlene Kirijan
Spinka; two sons, Walter R. and Fred
J. Kirijan; four grandsons and one
granddaughter; two sisters, Jeannette
Kirijan Novak and Dorothy Kirijan
Jones; and several nieces and
nephews.
Frederick W. Doepke '38 on
September 22, 2002. He was eightysix and a resident of Greenwich,
Connecticut.
An English major at Kenyon,
Fritz was a member of Alpha Delta
Phi fraternity.
Following his graduation from
Kenyon, Fritz was employed by
Carson, Pirie, and Scott department
store in Chicago, Illinois. He served
in the U.S. Air Force during World
War II.
After the war, Fritz returned to
his hometown of Cincinnati to join
with his brother in founding the
Charles Wm. Doepke Manufacturing
Company, which produced nationally
known toys under the registered
trademark of Model Toys. The steel
toys were miniatures of off-the-road
construction equipment and firefighting equipment, as well as popu
lar foreign sports-car kits. As his
company prospered, it acquired
Nebel Machine Tool Company, and
Fritz became executive vice president
in charge of marketing. The parent
company expanded its operations to
include the manufacturing and mar
keting of a line of small-parts-materials handling equipment.
Fritz was president of the Toy f
Manufacturers Association and
served for nine years on its board of
directors.
After the toy company was sold,
Fritz moved to Connecticut, where
he was assistant to the president of
the Diamond-Gardner Corporation.
In 1965, he was cofounder of the
Pension Selection Corporation in
New York City and in 1975 a found
ing partner of Webber and Doepke,
an affiliate broker-dealer doing busi
ness as W&D Equities Corp. He was
chairman of both firms and a general
partner in a number of real-estate
partnerships. From 1990 until his
retirement in January 2001, Fritz was
a partner emeritus of the financial

consulting firm Jefferson Financial
Group of Stamford, Connecticut.
Fritz was a trustee of the First
Congregational Church of Old
Greenwich and on the boards of the
Red Cross, the Greenwich
Symphony, and Greenwich Health.
He is survived by his wife of fiftysix years, Margaret Lillard Doepke;
three daughters, Margaret Van Htxik,
Diane Voigt, and Page D. Flournoy; a
son, Frederick W. Doepke II; and five
grandchildren, Emily S. Van Hook
'01, John F. Voigt, Caroline S. Voigt,
Andrew L. Flournoy, and Lindsay P.
Flournoy. He was predeceased by two
brothers, Charles W. and Robert P.
Doepke '36. Memorial contributions
may be made to Greenwich Hospital
Home Care or Cardiac Rehab,
5 Perryridge Road, Greenwich,
Connecticut 06830.
Robert A. Gulick Jr. 1938 on
August 26, 2002, of congestive heart
failure and complications following a
stroke. He was eighty-five and a resi
dent of Pacific Palisades, California.
Robert spent one year at Kenyon.
He was a member of Psi Upsilon and
played football during his brief stay
at the College. He went on to earn a
bachelors degree from the U.S.
Naval Academy and a masters
degree in business administration
from Harvard Business School.
Upon graduation from the Naval
Academy in 1939, Robert received
his commission as ensign and began
his military service in the prewar
Hawaiian Detachment aboard the
heavy cruiser USS Minneapolis. In
1941, he was posted to Pensacola,
Florida, where he received flight
training. His wartime duty was served
with Squadron 9 aboard the carrier
USS Essex, first as a torpedo bomber,
and later as flight-deck officer and
assistant air officer.
Following the war, he changed
the focus of his naval career to busi
ness and finance and spent two years
earning his M.B.A. at Harvard.
After twenty-seven years in the
Navy, Robert retired in 1962 with
the rank of captain. He worked for
Aerojet General before joining Dean
Witter and Company in Santa
Monica, California. He retired in
1987.
Robert is survived by his wife of
sixty-one years, Sally Iredell Gulick;
a son, Robert A. Gulick III; two
daughters, Susan Curry and Sally
Ann; two grandchildren, Dana
Gulick Barker and Ryan Gulick; and
two brothers, George W. Gulick and
John E. Gulick. Memorial contribu-

tions may he made to the chariry of
ones choice.
John A. Silver *40 on October 27,
2002. He was eighty-four and a resi
dent of Cincinnati, Ohio.
John served in the U.S. Army
during World War 11 and was active
in the Winton Place VFW. He served
as a volunteer at the Cincinnati Zoo
for eighteen years.
He is survived by his wife,
Minerva Barrowcliff Silver; two
daughters, Dorothy Cotter and
Martha Torrance; a son, Jay Silver; a
son-in-law, Robert Martin; and
grandchildren Kelly and Jenny Silver,
Matthew and Brendon Cotter,
Elizabeth and Amy Martin, and
Katie, Emily, and Molly Torrance.
Memorial contributions may be made
to the American Heart Association,
Ohio Valley Chapter, 5455 North
High Street, Columbus, Ohio 43214
or St. Stephens Episcopal Church
memorial fund, 9191 Daly Road,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45231.
Edward J. Whitcher Jr. '40 on
November 17, 2002. He was eightyfour and a resident of Leawood,
Kansas.
At Kenyon, Ed was a member of
the varsity track team and played
intramural basketball and golf. He
was a member of Delta Kappa Epsilon
fraternity. During World War II, he
served in the U.S. Navy in the
Pacific.
Ed was an insurance sales man
ager with Wausau Insurance
Companies until his retirement in
1980. He was active in civic affairs
and served on the board of directors
of the homeowners association in
both Leawood and his winter home
in Sun City, Arizona.
He is survived by his wife of sixtyone years, Margaret Wright
Whitcher; two daughters, Sheridan
Wobus and Margaret Whitcher; a
son, Edward W. Whitcher; four
grandchildren; one great-grandchild;
and many nieces and nephews.
Memorial contributions may be made
to the Kenyon Fund, Kenyon
College, Office of Alumni and Parent
Pn>grams, Gambier, Ohio 43022.
James G. Jenkins 1941 on August
28, 2002. He was eighty-three and a
resident of Greeneville, Tennessee.
At Kenyon, Jim was a member of
Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity. He
transferred to the University of New
Hampshire, where he earned his
degree. He served in the U.S. Marine
Corps reserves during World War II.
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Jim was a retired loss-control
engineer with Continental
Insurance Company. He is survived
by his wife, Jean Howard Jenkins.
Rev. Sanford C. Lindsey '48 on
September 19, 2002, of coronary
artery disease. He was eighty-eight
and a resident of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sandy left Woodward High
School in Cincinnati at the age of
fifteen to help support his mother
and siblings during the Great
Depression. He served with the
Army Air Corps during World War
II, suffering significant hearing loss.
After the war, the rector of Christ
Church Parish in Cincinnati drove
him to Kenyon to take an admission
test even though he possessed no
high-school diploma. He passed the
test and was admitted.
While at Kenyon, Sandy was a
member of Delta Tau Delta frater
nity. He was the recipient of rhe E.
Malcolm Anderson Cup in 1947.
Sandy went on to graduate from the
Episcopal Theological School at
Harvard in 1950 and received a
master of science in education from
Gallaudet University in Washington,
D.C., in 1964.
In addition to assignments as
rector for several parishes in Ohio
and Florida, Sandy served as chap
lain at Phillips Andover Academy
in Massachusetts in 1950 and assistant to the dean and museum cura
tor of the Washington National
Cathedral from 1964 to 1971. He
was curator of the Mary Johnston
Museum in London, Ohio, from
1973-1975. He retired in 1995 from
St. Luke's Parish in Sayler Park,
Ohio.
Sandy is survived by nieces and
nephews.
Stanley R. Day '48 on June 15,
2002, unexpectedly while attending
a family reunion in San Diego,
California. He was seventy-seven
and a resident of Grosse Pointe,
Michigan.
At Kenyon, Stan was a member
of Psi Upsilon fraternity and
enjoyed intramural sports.
For twenty-six years, Stan was
chairman of Michigan-based
Champion Home Builders, the
worlds largest producer of manu
factured homes. He retired in
1992. Prior to joining Champion,
he was president of the Aluminum
Alloy Company, a family business
in Detroit, which was sold in
1966. With his three sons, he
founded SRAM Corp., now the
world's second-largest bicyclecomponent manufacturing com52

pany. Stan was on the board until
his death.
He also served on the boards of
Comshare, Convergence Technology,
the Northwest Paper Company, the
Michigan Forestry Association, and
Ducks Unlimited. He was a trustee of
the University Liggett School in
Grosse Poinrc Woods, Michigan.
He is survived by a daughter,
Vivian Day; three sons, Lincoln W.,
Frederick K., and Stanley R. Day Jr.,
and two grandchildren, Christopher
and Elizabeth Stroh. Memorial contributions may be made to the Forest
History Society, 701 William
Vickers, Durham, North Carolina
27701, or LocalMotion, an environ
mental group, 343 South Main
Street, Suite 206, Ann Arbor,
Michigan 48104.
Alva B. Van Dyke 1948 on October
2, 2002. He was seventy-five and a
resident of Nappanee, Indiana.
A1 attended Kenyon for one year
and then transferred to Purdue
University, where he earned a
degree in forestry. While at Kenyon,
he was a member of Phi Kappa
Sigma fraternity.
A1 was retired as a real-estate
salesman for Hopewell Realty
Company.
Survivors include his wife,
Jeanette Bowser Van Dyke; three
daughters, Karen Stichten, Jane
Shevlot, and Ann Bivans; and a son,
13avid Van Dyke.
Charles W. Moorman III '49 on
May 3, 1996. He was seventy and a
resident of Fayetteville, Arkansas.
After graduating from Kenyon,
Charles went on to earn master's and
doctoral degrees in English at Tulane
University. He joined the faculty of
the University of Southern
Mississippi in 1954- At USM, he
served as chairman of the English
department for twelve years, was
dean of the USM graduate school for
two years, and then served as aca
demic vice president for twelve years
before stepping down in 1980 in
order to return to full-time teaching
and research. He retired in 1990.
Charles was married to Ruth
Glindmeyer and had two sons,
Charles W. Moorman IV and Joseph
R. Moorman. It is not known if they
survive him.
Rev. Canon James C. Wattley 1949
on July 23, 2002. He was seventy-six
and a resident of Mandeville,
Louisiana.
Jim graduated in 1947 from
Tulane University under the Navy V12 program with a bachelor of sci-
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ence degree in electrical engineering.
He trained at Allis Chalmers
Corporation in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, but soon realized that
engineering was not the career path
he wanted to pursue. He then
enrolled at Kenyon to prepare for
admission to seminary. He chose
Kenyon on the advice of his father,
Rev. Donald H. Wattley 1917.
At Kenyon, Jim was a member of
Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity. After
two years at Kenyon, he entered
Nashotan House Episcopal Seminary
in Nashotan, Wisconsin, to prepare
for the priesthood.
For the ten years prior to his
retirement in 1991, Jim served as
Canon to the Ordinary of the
Diocese of Long Island, New York.
Survivors include his wife,
Patricia; two daughters, Evelyn A.
Terrebonne and Catherine C. Robb;
and a son, Geoffrey J. Wattley.
Paul K. Conn '51 on October 16,
2002. He was seventy-three and a
resident of Clayton, North Carolina.
Paul was a member of Delta Phi
fraternity and the Kenyon Klan, and
he played both football and lacrosse.
Paul went on to earn a Ph.D. in
physical chemistry at Kansas State
University.
He began his career with General
Electric in Cincinnati, Ohio, in
1954. In 1969, he moved to
Lewiston, New York, where he
worked for Bell Aerospace until his
retirement in 1991.
Survivors include his wife, Janice;
two daughters, Kathryn Finkheiner
and Laura Conn; a son, David K.
Conn; four grandchildren,
Christopher and Sarah Conn and
Stephanie and Julie Finkheiner; a sis
ter, Bernice Smalley; and two broth
ers, Richard and Jacob Conn.
Memorial contributions may be made
to Kenyon College, Office of
Development, Gambier, Ohio 430229623, or Home Memorial United
Methodist Church building fund, 121
East Second Street, Clayton, North
Carolina 27520.
James H. Gray 1951 on June 30,
2000. He was seventy-three and a
resident of Payson, Arizona.
Jim was a member of Psi Upsilon
fraternity during his two years at
Kenyon. Douglas W. Downey '51
recalls, "Jim was my roommate dur
ing the fall semester of 1948. He was
a pilot and took me on my first air
plane ride ever. I was fully confident
of his abilities until we left the
ground. Then 1 was terrified."
After working for Corning Glass
Works for twenty-four years, Jim and

his family moved to New
Hampshire, where he worked for a
number of ham radio magazines as
editor, writer, and advertising man
ager. In 1987, they moved to
Arizona, where Jim edited and pub
lished his own magazine.
He is survived by his wife, Peggy;
one daughter, Linda Gray; and one
son, James Gray.
Malcolm I. MacGregor Jr. 1952 on
June 25, 2002, of myotonic muscular
dystrophy. He was seventy-three and
a resident of Richmond, Kentucky.
Malcolm attended Kenyon for one
year. He went on to earn a bachelors
degree from Michigan State
University and a masters degree from
Eastern Michigan University.
He was retired as a teacher with
the Oxford Community Schisols.
Survivors include his wife, Betty; a
daughter, Jean A. MacGrcgorKnight; and a grandson, Scott
MacGregor-Knight. Memorial con
tributions may be made to the
Muscular Dystrophy Association,
P.O. Box 78342, Phoenix, Arizona
85062-8342.
Tildon H. McMasters 1953 on
November 14, 2002. He was seventy
and a resident of Louisville,
Kentucky.
Til came to Kenyon on a George
F. Baker Scholarship. He served as
president of his first-year class and
later was rush chairman for Delta
Tau Delta fraternity. A varsity tennis
player for three years, he also was on
the debate team and was editor of
The Collegian. He majored in English
and graduated magna cum laude,
winning the Henry Dalton
Fellowship for graduate study. He
went on to earn a law degree from
Harvard University. He served in the
U.S. Army.
Til worked for many years as an
insurance adjuster in Florida. In 1999
he retired to Louisville, where he
practiced law and continued to play
tennis in senior competitions.
Survivors include his wife, Muriel
Richburg McMasters; two daughters,
Michelle McMasters and Meredith
McMasters Dreher; and one grand
son, Bryce Allen Dreher. Memorial
contributions may be made to the
Junior Tennis Program, Kentucky
Tennis Association, 3703 Taylorsville
Road, Suite 103, Louisville,
Kentucky 40219, or to the Shamrock
Foundation, Greyhound Placement,
P.O. Box 99811, Louisville, Kentucky
40269-0811.
Allen F. Murphy '53 on August 19,
2002, of a brain tumor. He was
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WES TUTCHINGS '6I, THE FACE OF
FINANCIAL AID AT KENYON FOR
MANY ALUMNI, DIES AT SIXTY-THREE
Long-time Kenyon administrator P. Wesley
Tutchings '61, the face of financial aid at the
College for generations of students and their fam
ilies, died Thursday, December 12, 2002, after a
brief illness. He was sixty-three and a resident of
Norwalk, Ohio.
Born in Norwalk on August 27, 1939, a son of
Maxine Jacobs Tutchings and Paul R. Tutchings,
Wes graduated from Norwalk High School in 1957
and entered Kenyon in the fall of that year as a
member of the Class of 1961. As a student at the
College, he was a member of Beta Theta Pi, the
football and wrestling teams, and Student
Council. During his senior year, Wes served as
president of the Student Assembly.
Following graduation, Wes took a teaching
position at Western Reserve High School near
Wakeman, Ohio. Two years later, in 1963, he
moved to Norwalk Junior High School in his
hometown. In 1964, Wes returned to Kenyon,
serving first as a member of the admissions staff
and then as an assistant director of admissions.
He soon took on the duties of financial-aid director
as well, holding the titles of director of scholar
ships and student aid and director of student
employment for many years. In his almost three
decades of distributing scholarship funds, Wes
saw the College's financial-aid budget increase
from less than $500,000 to more than $3.5 million.
Wes retired in November 1990, after more than
twenty-six years at Kenyon. The previous year

had been a difficult one for him, with the death of
his father and an uncle and health problems of his
own, brought on in part by the stresses of his job,
and he decided it was time to leave the post with
which he had been so closely identified. In his letter
of resignation, Wes cited his "declining degree of
personal and professional satisfaction" and noted
that he hoped to "devote time to family concerns
and explore other professional opportunities."
The abrupt departure took many at the College
by surprise. Former Dean of Admissions and
Financial Aid John W. Anderson, who accepted
Wes's resignation with "deep regret," called him a
"mainstay of Kenyon's admissions and financialaid operations" and said that "his diligence, his
wit, and most of all his knowledge will be sorely
missed." Former President Philip H. Jordan Jr.
summed up Wes's distinguished career in one
sentence: "Despite the restrictions imposed by the
College's limited financial-aid budget, Wes labored
mightily and quite successfully to meet the
demands of an exacting personal tenet: No quali
fied student should be denied a Kenyon education
for financial reasons."
After leaving the College, Wes worked at a
market in Norwalk and at Huron County Services
for the Aging. His many friends in Gambier
missed their contact with him. "Have you heard
anything about Wes?" became a common refrain
whenever his old friends met; any bit of news
about him was eagerly received. The news of his
death, from pneumonia, was greeted with real
sadness and the sense, once again, of a great loss.
"As a prospective college student, as a student
at Kenyon, as his colleague on the administrative
staff, and most especially as his friend, I had the
pleasure of getting to know Wes well over the
years," says Donald J. Omahan '70, the College's
dean of students. "At each point along the road,
Wes was an extremely kind, considerate, and car
ing person. He was always willing to give of his
time to others; you could always count on Wes to
be there to lend a hand, offer an ear, or give good
advice. No matter what the circumstances, you
could always look forward to Wes's smile, to his
wonderful sense of humor, to his knowing looks.
So many of us will be forever indebted to Wes for
what he gave to us and to Kenyon."
Wes is survived by a brother, Terry Tutchings;
a sister, Sondra Schoenegge; and several nieces
and nephews, including Donna Schoenegge
Norfolk '78 and Paul W. Schoenegge '79.
Memorial contributions may be made to
Kenyon College in care of the Office of
Development, College Relations Center, Gambier,
Ohio 43022-9623.

seventy and a resident of Bloomsburg,
Pennsylvania.
Allen was a member of Phi Kappa
Sigma fraternity. He played varsity
lacrosse and various intramural sports.
Allen went on to earn master's and
doctoral degrees from Ohio State
University. He served with the U.S.
Navy for three years in the 1950s and
remained in the Naval Reserve, retir
ing with the rank of lieutenant com
mander after twenty years.
He was a professor of languages
and culture at Bloomsburg University
from 1972 until his retirement in
1991. Previously, he was a Spanish
professor at Franklin College in
Franklin, Indiana, and he taught at
several other colleges and universities
in Ohio.
From 1985 to 1989 and again
from 1992 to 1994, he and his wife
served as educational missionaries in
Caracas, Venezuela.
At the time of his death, Allen
was serving as vicar of Family of
Christ Lutheran Church in
Bloomsburg, a position he held since
1997. He delivered his last sermon on
July 21, 2002, just a month before his
death. Allen was a member of the
Distance Education Leading to
Ordination (DELTO) program of the
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod.
He is survived by his wife of
almost forty-nine years, Gene Russell
Murphy; a daughter, Margaret L.
Murphy; three sons, Allen F. Ill,
Russel S., and John S. Murphy; five
grandchildren; and a sister, Lillian G.
Vickers. Memorial contributions may
be made to Family of Christ Lutheran
Church, P.O. Box 202, Bloomsburg,
Pennsylvania 17815, or Loving
Choices, 300 Chestnut Avenue,
Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania 17815.
Philip C. Nunn III 1955 on October
19, 2002. He was sixty-nine and a res
ident of Comstock Park, Michigan.
Phil was a student at Kenyon from
1951 to 1953, leaving to enlist in the
Air Force. He was a member of Alpha
Delta Phi fraternity. Phil later earned
a bachelors degree in business admin
istration at Aquinas College and did
graduate work at Western Michigan
University.
He worked for Lear Sicgler as a
project coordinator and then tor
National Sanitation Foundation as a
social-systems analyst. In the 1980s
he joined DeVry Institute of
Technology as associate academic
dean and master of project manage
ment systems. He joined Planned
Technologies of Detroit in 1990, retir
ing in 1993. In retirement, Phil con
centrated on writing fiction centering
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FORMER TRUSTEE DAVID JASPER '38 DIES AT EIGHTY-SIX
David Westwater Jasper Jr. '38 H'83, trustee
emeritus and long-time benefactor and volunteer,
died January 11, 2003, at the age of eighty-six.
Dave, who retired as senior vice president of cor
porate planning and development of the Carrier
Corporation, was a resident of Davidson, North
Carolina. He had suffered from blindness and ill
health in recent years.
A native of Columbus, Ohio, Dave was born
August 31, 1916, a son of Lottie Evans Jasper and
David W. Jasper. He grew up in Washington, D.C.;
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Cleveland, Ohio; and
Glencoe and Winnetka, Illinois. Dave entered
Kenyon from Winnetka's New Trier High School
in the fall of 1934.
Dave majored in chemistry and English at the
College, graduating summa cum laude and win
ning election to Phi Beta Kappa. One of the found
ing editors of the literary magazine Hika, he
served as president of Student Assembly, Senior
Council, and Beta Theta Pi. Dave played baseball,
basketball, football, and tennis and, in his senior
year, served as co-captain of the football team. He
won the E. Malcolm Anderson Cup in 1937 as the
student who had done the most for Kenyon dur
ing the previous year.
After graduation, Dave went on to earn his
law degree from Northwestern University in
1941. He served as a lieutenant in the U.S. Army

54
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from 1943 to 1946, with assignments as an
instructor at the Fort Benning Infantry School, as
a military intelligence officer at the Chinese
Language School, and as a staff trial judge advo
cate in the Judge Advocate General Corps.
Dave was an associate with the Chicago,
Illinois, law firm of MacLeish, Spray, Price, and
Underwood (later Scott, MacLeish, and Falk) from
1941 to 1953. He joined the Carrier Corporation in
Syracuse, New York, in 1953, where he rose to
vice president and general counsel and head of
the law division before taking on his responsibili
ties in corporate planning and development.
Dave retired in 1978.
Active in community life throughout his
career, Dave was a director or trustee of numer
ous corporations, groups, and institutions, includ
ing the Carrier Foundation, Manlius Pebble Hill
School, the Metropolitan Development
Association of Syracuse, Onondaga Savings Bank,
the Republican Citizens Committee of Onondaga
County, and Wells and Coverly Company. His
interest in health-care issues led him to take vol
unteer leadership roles with the Central New
York Health Planning Agency, Community Health
Information and Planning Services, the New York
State Health Planning Council Advisory Board,
and Syracuse Community General Hospital.
In 1962, Sports Illustrated presented Dave with
a Silver Anniversary Ail-American Award in foot
ball in recognition of his accomplishments in col
lege and during his subsequent career. The
selection committee wrote to Dave, "You have
done and continue to do your chosen work quietly
and well." Among the others honored that year
was U.S. Supreme Court Justice Byron "Whizzer"
White, who played college football at the
University of Colorado.
Dave won election to the College's Board of
Trustees as an alumni trustee in 1967. After his
second three-year term ended in 1974, he became
a trustee at-large until his retirement from the
board in 1980. Dave also served as president of
the Kenyon Alumni Association of Central New
York in 1962, as a member of Alumni Council, and
for many years as agent for the Class of 1938.
At Honors Day in 1983, the College conferred
on Dave an honorary doctor of laws degree in
recognition of "a life of achievement." The cita
tion for the degree noted, "You illustrate so well
the ideal of liberal education that the College
might well be accused of fabrication if the evi
dence were not so clear."
Dave is survived by his wife of sixty-one
years, Eleanor Osborn Jasper; two daughters,
Sara Jasper Cook and Mary Jasper Walter; two
sons, David W. Jasper III and Kenneth Jasper;
eleven grandchildren; and four great-grandchil
dren. Memorial contributions may be made to
Kenyon College, Office of Development, College
Relations Center, Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623.

on Native American culture and the
history of the Great Lakes.
Phil is survived by his wife of fortynine years, Hildegardc Bauer Nunn;
three daughters, Annette Guirlinger,
Catherine Trasky, and Margaret
Anthonijis; a son, Christopher Nunn;
and grandchildren Matthew Trasky,
Scott and Ryan Guirlinger, and
Samantha Anthonijis.
Eugene L. Miller H'77 on May 14,
2001. He was eighty-two and a resident
of Brenham, Texas.
Eugene was the chairman of
Cooper Industries Inc. He joined the
company in 1946 as a project engineer,
holding various positions as an engi
neer until 1956, when, at the age of
thirty-seven, he was named general
manager and elected to the hoard of
directors. He became president in
1957, chief executive officer in 1959,
and chairman of the hoard in 1967.
Eugene served as a director of Buckeye
International, Inc., and HydroTech
International, Inc. as well as on the
hoards of various nonprofit institutions.
A native of Tulsa, Oklahoma, he
earned his bachelor of science degree
in engineering from Oklahoma State
University. During World War II, he
served with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers in the European Theater and
was discharged with the rank of lieu
tenant colonel. He was inducted into
the Oklahoma State University
Engineering Hall of Fame in 1967.
Eugene was awarded an honorary doc
tor of science degree by Grove City
College in 1969 and an honorary doc
tor of laws degree by Kenyon in 1977.
Eugene is survived by his wife, Doris.
Mary H. McGowan on November 22,
2002. She was ninety-five and a resi
dent of the Country Club Retirement
Campus in Mount Vernon, Ohio.
A poetry lover, McGowan was the
widow of Stuart Rice McGowan '28,
a professor in the College s history and
political science departments from
1930 through 1971.
"I've had a love affair with Kenyon
College for sixty years," wrote Mary
McGowan in a 1995 letter to the
Alumni Bulletin. She recalled with
fondness horseback rides with William
F. Peirce while he was Kenyan's presi
dent, playing badminton in Rosse Hall,
and performing in many drama depart
ment productions before women were
admitted to the College.
She is survived by her son William
H. McGowan '53, and six grandchil
dren including Richard S. McGowan
'75 and Lynn M. McGowan '76, as
well as six great-grandchildren.
Another son, Ronald, died in 1976.
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WHALES? NOT WHALES! WILLS!
WE'RE TALKING ABOUT WILLS. YOUR WILL.

A

Percentage Bequest: "I give [desired
will is the legal expression of your
A
percentage]
of my estate to Kenyon College..."
wishes as to the disposition of
your property after death. Personal
Residuary Bequest: This instructs your executor
rights in establishing and protecting how this
to give Kenyon all (or a portion) of your estate
decision is made were established in English
after all debts, taxes, expenses, and all other
jurisprudence as early as 1540 with Henry VIII's
bequests have been paid. "I give the rest of the
approval of Parliaments Statute of Wills.
property I own at my death to Kenyon College..."
Since its founding in 1824, Kenyon College
Restricted Bequest: '1 give [dollar amount or
has been the beneficiary of hundreds of bequests
property or percentage or residuary] to Kenyon
from its alumni and loyal friends. Most of the
College.... This gift shall be held as a permanent
gifts the College has received over its history
endowment to be knoun as the [person's name]
have been made during donors' lifetimes.
Fund, only the income of which may be used
Ultimate gifts, however, have the potential of
to support the [purpose for which the gift is to
being the most significant, especially in building
be used]. If the Trustees of Kenyon College
the College's endowment. Surprisingly, and
determine that it is not feasible or economical
unlike many of our peer institutions, Kenyon's
to use the income of the fund for the purpose
largest gifts have not been made in the form of
stated above, the income of the fund may be
bequests despite how easy such arrangements
used for such purposes as the Trustees direct.
are to make and how significant their benefits
Please contact your attorney to make or
are in estate planning.
revise your will. If you have already placed
With the goal of increasing the Colleges
Kenyon in your will, please let us know so that
endowment, Kenyon and the members of the
we can thank you now for the generosity of
George Wharton Marriott Society are asking
your intentions. Please direct news or questions
alumni, parents, and friends to consider placing
about your will to:
the College in their wills.
Director of Planned Giving
There are a variety of ways of crafting your
Office
of Development
bequest to Kenyon:
Kenyon College
Specific Bequest: "1 give [dollar amount or
Gamhier, Ohio 43022-9623
property (such as a particular stock or set of
1-800-KENYONC (536-9662)
stocks)] to Kenyon College, an Ohio corporation
geigerr@kenyon.edu
not for profit, at Gambier, Ohio, to be used to
further the objectives and purposes of the College."

RESPONSE FORM
(please fill out arid mail to the address at left)
Kenyon is in my will.
Please send information on placing
Kenyon in my will.
In addition to a will commitment,
or instead of one, I would like to
consider taking a current asset,
giving it to Kenyon, and deriving
a lifetime income from it. Please
send information about KENYON'S
LIFE INCOME GIFT PROGRAM:
Kenyon Charitable Gift Annuity,
Kenyon Charitable Remainder Trust,
Kenyon Pooled Income Fund.
Name
Class or affiliation
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A FUNDAMENTAL GEOGRAPHY
REMEMBERING INTENSITY,

'

SHARED GHOSTS, AND
UNCONDITIONAL BEAUTY

by Molly Westerman '99

r

Despite a few years of distance, deep I
down I still believe that 1 live at
Kenyon, or, more accurately, that
Kenyon is my home. My actual
childhood memories are not as basic m
to me as my memories of swinging at
the Wiggin Street School play
ground or laughing under the upside-down tree
at dawn. Kenyon is in my Kxly and my dreams.
It is my fundamental geography.
According to people who have never lived
in Gambier, fall is our best season. But if you
really know the College, you know that every
season is painfully its best, from the snowdrops
outside Palme signifying spring, to the joyful,
heavily perfumed Middle Path flowers of early
summer, to that maple near Gund Commons,
flaming orange in the cold fog of early-morning
October, to the snow outside Old Kenyon,
refusing to melt in the old square shadow.
Constantly walking, I used to close my eyes
and feel this heauty because it was tix) much to
see. Now I drive around a city, and on a bad
day, everything outside Gambier seems either
dirty or without history.
Kenyon's lovely old trees watch over a neu
rotic, high-strung, passionate community.
People go crazy and leave school for treatment.
There is an annual Kinfire in which everyKxly
burns relics of relationships, roommates, acci
dents. In a matter of weeks couples tall deeply
in love and move in together; eventually they
hate each other and steadfastly refuse to make
eye contact on Middle Path during the approxi
mately eighty times a day they pass each other.
There are not many alternate routes at
Kenyon.
Middle Path, and all those classes on the
lawns, and the one bookstore, and the post
office, and the hour's drive to civilization all
make us intense. Soon you find yourself touch56
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ing the stone stump in the middle of the Gates
of Hell every time you pass it. And you actually
get a little scared that night near Halloween
when a cat runs in front of you and the bells
strike twelve as you step through the gates.
And you have to try not to cry at the end of
Professor Shutt's ghost walk, when he tells the
story of the Old Kenyon fire.
I went on the ghost walk during senior week.
It was a beautiful, chilly night, with thtwe stars
that I swear exist only in the Gambier sky just
north of town. In the end, the tears I felt
approaching were linked to graduation as much
its to ghi>sts, to what this place has that others
neglect. Even death can mingle with beauty at
Kenyon. The graveyard is beautiful.
Leaving Kenyon meant leaving uncondi
tional heauty. It meant that news of a Kenyon
death would come without the softness of a May
morning on a Knch on Middle Path, where one
would like to hear all the good and scandalous
and awful news of our little world. News comes
now over the Internet, or the radio, or CNN;
cold, brief, without hope, because Kenyon is
hardly a blip on the screen outside Mount
Vernon. And you have to contact Kenyon peo
ple, because no one else understands why you're
so troubled that someone you didn't even know
has died.
What no one else understands is that, even
if the girl's name is only vaguely familiar, your
best friend was in classes with her, and you saw
her at Phling, and your old Kiyfriend mentioned
her, and if you had a facebook you would recog-

nize her, and, perhaps most compellingly, you know that she could
have been any of us. We are so simi
lar because of this little school.
This strange understanding
exists jji everyday as well as tragic
m
moments. Running into someone
who went to Kenyon, however long ago, or even
someone whose child or friend went to Kenyon, is
far more viscerally engaging than finding a second
cousin or an old grade-school classmate. You do
Kenyon geography, politics, professors, traditions.
Mostly geography. And mostly in incomplete sen
tences, ending with knowing smiles, about the
beauty. It is a good place, I say. I would go back.
And despite the terrible mornings when I
woke up to remember departmental politics or my
personal life falling to pieces, or to discover a
biweekly case of strep or flu or whatever was going
around, 1 really would go back.
There are no Friday luncheons at the Parish
House where I live now. 1 rarely see the same per
son working at the bookstore where I shop, or if 1
do, 1 don't notice. And I go to the post office after
hours to buy stamps from a machine. 1 feel less
here, because there is less to feel. The only "us" is
my little circle of family and friends, and the only
beauty is a drive away, or purchased, or Kith.
And although we purchase our time at
Kenyon, somehow the trees outside the bookstore,
and the Adirondack chairs, and the grass, and the
inalienable right to leave the door of your New
Apartment open and brag that you don't know
whether the keys even work, and the rest of what
means anything, are free.
—Moily Westerman is an adjunct faculty member in
EnglLsh at Spalding University and Jeffermm
Community College. A year after graduating from
Kenyon, she won an Andrew W. Mellon Fellowship
in the humanities.
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Kenyon's Lords and Ladies
won the NCAA Division III
Swimming and Diving
Championship competi
tions held in March at
Emory University. Among
the history-making swim
mers were (from lower
left) Melissa Holt '03,
Ashley Rowatt '03, Erinn
Hurley '03, and Rachel
Smith '06 of the first-place
800-yard freestyle relay
team. For details of the
men's twenty-fourth
consecutive win and the
women's nineteenth
overall championship,
see pages 12-13.
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